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INTRODUCTION
®

ISO has developed the ISO ClaimSearch Medicare Secondary Payer Reporting Service to help insurers
comply with mandatory claim reporting requirements of Section 111 of the Medicare, Medicaid, and
SCHIP Extension Act of 2007 (P.L. 110-173). The legislation requires reporting of bodily injury claims
filed by Medicare-eligible claimants to the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services Center for
Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS). Failure to report carries a potential $1,000.00 per diem, per
beneficiary civil penalty.
ISO ClaimSearch, in coordination with insurers and the insurance trade associations, worked with CMS to
design a comprehensive Medicare Secondary Payer Reporting Service. The service will report Medicareeligible claimants to CMS on behalf of ISO ClaimSearch participating companies in conformance with the
legislation. By reporting through ISO ClaimSearch, companies will realize significant savings and
workflow process efficiencies.

About This User Guide
This user guide has been created as a resource for customers who have chosen ISO as their reporting
agent for Medicare Section 111 reporting. It will guide the implementation of changes to existing
processes. It is not practical for this user guide to encompass all information for reporting since much of
the Medicare Section 111 reporting is based on existing ISO ClaimSearch processes. We have included
as much information in this manual as we felt was practical and have provided a section in this manual
listing other AVAILABLE RESOURCES.
This manual has been created based on requirements provided in the CMS MMSEA Section 111 Liability
Insurance (Including Self-Insurance), No-Fault Insurance, and Worker’s Compensation User Guide
Version 3.4 published on July 3, 2012 as well as recent alerts posted by CMS. Information published in
this guide may be updated subject to future CMS changes.
This user guide is not meant to replace the CMS MMSEA Section 111 User Guide. Companies must be
familiar with the CMS reporting requirements and regulations.
The information contained in this publication was obtained from sources believed to be reliable. ISO
Services, Inc., its companies and employees make no guarantee of results and assume no liability in
connection with your use of the information or the timeliness, accuracy or completeness of the information
herein contained.
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Summary of Changes
In this version of the ISO ClaimSearch Medicare Secondary Payer Reporting Service User Guide 3.8, the
following changes have been made since version 3.7:
•

Page 26 – Added entry regarding ICD-10 Codes in the CMS Required Fields section

•

Page 31 – Warning Code detail 78, changed from “ICD(-1” to “ICD9-1”

•

Page 35 – Updated the TPOC Thresholds

•

Page 38 – Revised section about the Implementation of ICD-10 Codes

•

Page 40 – Reference made to CMS Web Manual of “version 2.0” updated to reflect current
version 3.0

•

Page 41 – Reference is made to view the “Quarterly Results via FTP below” updated to reflect
information found on page 43

•

Page 56 – Revised Related Services

•

Page 59 – Revised Resources on ISO ClaimSearch Website section

The following changes have been made since version 3.6:
•

Page 9 – John A. Giknis and Bryan Berkowitz were removed as ISO Designees. You may
remove these designees on the COBC site if you wish. Otherwise, the designees may remain on
the site but will no longer be used by ISO.

•

Page 13 – Added information regarding the ability to perform manual beneficiary look-ups on the
COBC website for up to 100 claimants per month.

•

Page 13 – Added a section to announce that query result files may now be sent to RREs using a
secure FTP site.

•

Page 24 – Indicated that the Alleged Cause of Injury Code (aka COI code or “E” code) is no
longer required by CMS.

•

Page 30-31 – Removed obsolete warnings #20 and #28 through #42.

•

Page 30-31 – Added new warnings #73 through #82.

•

Page 35 – Revised grid to show revised TPOC mandatory and minimum amounts as well as the
effective dates for each amount. Please note that amounts reported must be at least one cent
above the minimum TPOC amount indicated.

•

Page 37 – CMS’ plan for the implementation of ICD-10 codes has been summarized.

•

Page 39 – Indicated that legacy claims can no longer be updated via the ClaimSearch website. If
a legacy claim needs to be updated, the claim must first be converted to Universal Format.

•

Page 43 – Added a section to announce that quarterly acknowledgement and error files may now
be sent to RREs using a secure FTP site.
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•

Page 44 – Announced that RREs may now receive a preview file (a copy of an RREs quarterly
file as it would look two weeks prior to your company’s reporting period) via a secure FTP site.

•

Page 44 – Outlined the process for RRE’s who require, for special circumstances, more than one
quarterly file to be submitted to CMS within a quarter.

•

Page 44-46 – Provided an explanation of the SMART ACT (Strengthening Medicare and
Repaying Taxpayers Act) which was signed by President Obama on 1/10/13.

•

Page 55 – A new section has been created to highlight related services. The service highlighted
is the ISO ClaimPartners CP Link.

•

Page 60 – Appendix A has been updated to reflect changes made earlier this year as requested
by CMS. ISO previously mapped claims with a Liability or Other Liability coverage type and a
Med Pay loss type as no-fault Plan “D” claims. At CMS’ request, ISO re-mapped these claims to
the liability Plan Type “L” since the actual coverage on the claim is liability. Although the claims
are now sent as a liability plan type, they are still reported to CMS according to the ORM
timeframes (when you first mark the claim as having on-going responsibility and again when the
ORM termination date is added). The claims are still treated as ORM claims within the CMS
database. The policy/coverage/loss table in Appendix A now reflects the Liability plan type for the
claims with Liability or Other coverage types and Med Pay loss types.

The following changes have been made since version 3.5.
•

Page 24 – A statement was added for system-to-system companies to indicate which ICD9 codes
are sent to CMS if they are reported on both the UC01 and UEX3 records.

•

Page 31 – Two new warnings were added. Warning 71 – No fault limit exceeds $99,999,999.99;
Warning 72 – Total of TPOC amounts exceed $99,999,999.99.

•

Page 32 – SSN is no longer handled as a key field change per CMS’ new requirements.

•

Page 36 – a new grid was added to outline the new dates and threshold amounts for liability
TPOC reporting.

•

Page 39 – a statement was added to indicate that the claimant name must match (in addition to
other key fields) on claims which are converted from legacy to Universal Format.

•

Page 45 – additional error codes SP32, SP50, TN99 were added. Compliance codes 02, 04-09
were marked as obsolete as of October 2011.

•

Pages 45-46 – TIN Reference Response File section was added to explain the process for the
new TIN response files posted by CMS as of October 2011.

•

Page 49 – the screen-shot for the Quarterly Report Statistics has been replaced. The stats for
files sent and files received now appear on separate screens with a drop-down to choose files
sent or files received from CMS.

•

Page 118 – additional error codes SP47, SP50 and TN99 were added.

•

The filler in the query response, acknowledgement and error file header and trailer records have
been updated to equal 600 bytes.
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•

The Reported Source on the query response file has been updated to include additional sources.
Additional legacy sources include A – ACE software, D – paper (data entry), I – IIN, O – Online, T
– tape, X – tracs, 3 – 3780.

SERVICE OVERVIEW
The ISO ClaimSearch Medicare Secondary Payer Reporting Service will help insurers comply with
mandatory claim reporting requirements of Section 111 of the Medicare, Medicaid, and SCHIP Extension
Act of 2007. The legislation, effective July 1, 2009, affects every bodily injury settlement that involves an
insurance carrier or self insurer and a Medicare-eligible claimant/plaintiff.
Section 111 of the act adds new mandatory reporting requirements for all responsible reporting entities
(RRE), group health plan arrangements, property casualty and workers’ compensation insurers, and selfinsureds. The legislation requires reporting of bodily injury claims filed by Medicare-eligible claimants to
the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services Center for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS).

CMS has added more than 100 distinct fields of data that you must report. Reporting will occur as
follows:
• Quarterly, ongoing – all no-fault insurance and non-contested workers’ compensation claims
• Single instance – all contested cases resulting in “a single settlement, judgment, award or other
payment”
The service includes a Medicare-eligibility query function, data collection and screening, automated claim
file submissions, and processes for handling CMS acknowledgement and rejection notices.
The ClaimSearch Medicare Secondary Payer Reporting Service solution is integrated with the existing
ISO ClaimSearch claim-reporting process. To participate, your company must use the ISO ClaimSearch
Universal Format reporting specifications and report additional data elements to ISO ClaimSearch. The
addition of the new elements required by CMS should require only minimal programming changes for
customers using system-to-system communications.
ISO ClaimSearch offers a web reporting option for companies that are unable to capture the additional
fields in their systems or who do not have the necessary programming resources. Companies will be able
to update previously reported claims with the additional CMS-required information through the ISO
ClaimSearch web interface.
The ISO ClaimSearch Medicare Secondary Payer Reporting Service offers:
• Timely quarterly reporting to CMS
• Help in identifying Medicare-eligible individuals through a monthly query function
• A process for notifying customers of the claims CMS rejects
• A process for correcting CMS rejections
• Timely warnings when claims with Medicare-eligible claimants are missing CMS-required fields
• An optional pre-query extract process to identify claims already reported to ISO ClaimSearch and
assist in the monthly query process
• Management reports to assist with compliance
Choosing ISO as your CMS reporting agent helps you to:
• save internal programming costs
• streamline workflow (as you are already reporting this data to ISO ClaimSearch)
4

•
•

comply with the CMS regulations
obtain Social Security numbers (SSN) and other public-records information you may need
through our optional Append-DS service

5

The ISO ClaimSearch Medicare Secondary Reporting Service Workflow
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TIMELINES
Registration with CMS (May 1, 2009 - On-Going)
Companies must register their data-reporting method with CMS for each responsible reporting entity
(RRE). CMS will assign a quarterly reporting period to each RRE at registration. Registration remains
open past this date if a new company needs to register a new responsible reporting entity (RRE) or an
existing RRE, to request more RRE codes.

Registration with ISO (Current/On-Going)
In addition to registering with CMS, ISO ClaimSearch participants choosing to use ISO as the reporting
agent must sign an ISO Product Supplement and complete Authorization Forms.

Query Process (In Production)
ISO is submitting production query files to CMS on behalf of customers who have completed the ISO
registration mentioned above and have requested the optional query service. Customers may use the
results of the production queries to begin updating claims. If your RRE has not yet had a query performed
and you are unsure why, please contact us at claimsearchmsp@iso.com.

Pre-Query Extract (Current/On-Going)
For a nominal fee, Companies may request from ISO a pre-query extract of claims currently in the ISO
ClaimSearch database to determine which additional claims must be reported, which claims must be
converted to Universal Format, or which claims must be updated with additional data elements.

Testing Universal Format Changes with ISO (Current/On-Going)
Companies that report via a system-to-system interface and have completed the Registration with ISO
mentioned above may test any programming changes to their Universal Format interface through their
designated ISO Testing Representative. Once testing is complete, customers may begin entering the
information in the production environment. Companies reporting via the web do not need to test; the new
fields are available in production now.

Testing Files with CMS (Complete)
ISO completed “pilot testing” with the Coordination of Benefits Contractor (COBC). By completing the
pilot, the COBC will automatically move the RREs from Testing Status to Production Status. If the status
of your RRE still shows as “Testing”, please contact your EDI representative and ask to be switched to
“Production” status. There is no further testing an RRE is required to perform in order to be in Production
Status.

Production (Current/On-Going)
Companies are required by CMS to submit production files based on the pre-determined quarterly
reporting schedule. As of 1/1/11, ISO is now sending production quarterly claim files to CMS based on
each RRE’s assigned reporting period.
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REGISTRATION OVERVIEW
Registration for reporting of injury claims to the Department of Health and Human Services Center for
Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS), in compliance with the mandatory claim reporting requirements
of Section 111 of the Medicare, Medicaid, and SCHIP Extension Act of 2007 (P.L. 110-173), began on
May 1, 2009 and remains open for companies that are new or that must register a new RRE. Prior to
registration, companies planning to use ISO ClaimSearch to report their Medicare-eligible claimants will
need to be familiar with the registration process.
We appreciate your consideration of ISO ClaimSearch as your reporting agency for CMS reporting. You
can send all applicable claims to ISO ClaimSearch for reporting to CMS, if you report using the ISO
ClaimSearch Universal Format by system-to-system reporting or via the ISO ClaimSearch website. The
instructions below will help you register with CMS if you plan to use ISO ClaimSearch as your reporting
agency.

Registering With CMS
The registration for CMS reporting is accessible via the Coordination of Benefits website at
www.Section111.cms.hhs.gov. The registration process involves five steps:
• Identify an Account Representative, Account Manager and Account Designees
• Determine reporting structure
• Register the new Responsible Reporting Entity (RRE) on the CMS website
• RRE account set up on the CMS website
• Return signed Profile report
The CMS Registration for Medicare Secondary Payer, Section 111 Reporting requires the information
specified for each RRE. Required information is:
• Name and address of the entity (insurer or self insurer)
• Tax ID number
• NAIC code (if an insurer)
• Optional subsidiary information

STEP 1 - Identification of an Authorized Representative
This is a senior manager who is authorized to enter into an agreement (must sign Profile Report and Data
Use Agreement).
• Authorized Representative will designate an Account Manager.
• The Authorized Representative will receive e-mail correspondence and compliance information
from CMS.
• The Authorized Representative will receive the PIN and RRE ID which is to be used to register to
report to CMS.
• The Authorized Representative must annually confirm that the current profile report is correct.
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•

Identification of the Account Manager (one per RRE)
o Registers on the Coordination of Benefits Contractor Website (COBSW) to obtain a Login
ID and password.
o Responds to questions on the registration form.
o Can appoint other entities as Account Designees.
NOTE: The most appropriate status for ISO ClaimSearch under the company (RRE)
is as an Account Designee; ISO should not be chosen as the Account Manager.

•

Identifying the Agent and Account Designees (ISO ClaimSearch)
o The Account Manager will provide Agent information to CMS as part of the registration
process (indicating ISO ClaimSearch as an Agent for CMS reporting).

Agents can be designated as Account Designees.
This is the preferred status for ISO ClaimSearch.
As an Account Designee, ISO ClaimSearch will be able to upload and download company files to and
from CMS. Account Designees are also authorized to review file processing status and statistics.
NOTE: Some RREs who have already registered ISO as the agent did not choose the five ISO
representatives as Account Designees. This is an important step because ISO will not be able to transmit
files without this designee status. If you have already registered, please make sure you chose the five
ISO representatives as Account Designees.
Once the online registration is completed, CMS will send a profile report that includes the RRE ID, your
production Live Date, and the ongoing quarterly reporting period.

STEP 2 - Determine Reporting Structure
Only one file per RRE can be reported during the assigned quarterly reporting period. If there is a need to
report more than one file per RRE per quarter, CMS recommends that a second RRE code be obtained.

STEP 3 - New RRE Registration
In this step, a company representative (does not need to be the Account Representative) will select New
Registration on the CMS website and enter the registration information above. CMS will validate the
information, and will send notification to the Authorized Representative with a PIN and RRE code. The
Authorized Representative will give the codes to the Account Manager, who will complete the registration
via the CMS website.

STEP 4 - RRE Account Set Up on the COBSW (CMS) website
The Account Manager must complete this online.
• Use the PIN and RRE ID sent by CMS to the Account Representative
• Access the Account Setup button on the COBSW (CMS) website at
www.Section111.cms.hhs.gov.
It is during this process that the information on ISO ClaimSearch as a reporting agent is entered.
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Important: You will need the following information to register ISO as your Agent.
•
•
•
•

Name:
ISO Services, Inc.
Address:
545 Washington Blvd. Jersey City, NJ 07310
Contact e-mail:
Claimsearchmsp@iso.com
TIN:
133973142
***When entering the TIN, please do not include dashes or spaces.

Each RRE must select a file transmission method. If ISO is your agent, indicate the transmission method
of SFTP.
After the Account Manager successfully receives a COBSW (CMS) Login ID, he/ she can invite an
Account Designee to register for Login IDs. Only one Login ID is allowed per user.
•

When adding a Designee, the name and email address of the Account Designee must be an
individual; company names are not allowed.

Please enter the two ISO ClaimSearch contacts below as Account Designees:
•
•

Lynn M. Roberts:
Marilyn Orthouse:

lmroberts@iso.com
morthouse@iso.com

In addition to the two designees above, please include one additional designee based on the reporting
group to which you were assigned. For example, if you were assigned to Group 5, choose the two
designees listed above plus the additional one for mspreporting5@iso.com.
NOTE: CMS has automatically added the appropriate designee below to many existing accounts, but if
they did not add it to your RRE’s account, please do so. Adding the additional designee will assist ISO in
transmitting files and investigating issues.
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5 Group 6 -

mspreporting1@iso.com
mspreporting2@iso.com
mspreporting3@iso.com
mspreporting4@iso.com
mspreporting5@iso.com
mspreporting6@iso.com

Group 7 Group 8 Group 9 Group 10 Group 11 Group 12 -

mspreporting7@iso.com
mspreporting8@iso.com
mspreporting9@iso.com
mspreporting10@iso.com
mspreporting11@iso.com
mspreporting12@iso.com

The Authorized Representative will receive a profile report via email from CMS, once the account set up
has been completed on the COBSW. It will include:
•
•
•
•
•

Registration summary information
Data file transmission information (This will include ISO transmission information, as agent)
The RRE ID for all reports
The assigned production live date and ongoing quarterly submission timeframes
Contact EDI representative
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STEP 5 - The Authorized representative is to sign the Profile report and return it to the
Coordination of Benefits contractor.
***NOTE: Your RRE will remain in Set-Up status until the profile report is returned at which time
your status will be changed to Testing or Production status.

Deciding How Many RREs Your Company Needs
An RRE is required for the submitting of claims to CMS and the receiving of acknowledgements and
rejections from CMS. Acknowledgements and rejections are posted in the Account Management section
of the ISO ClaimSearch web site. Each RRE will require a separate registration with CMS and will receive
a unique RRE Code, Reporting Period and EDI Representative.
Companies may register one or more responsible reporting entities (RREs). If a company can report to
ISO ClaimSearch in one transmission, we recommend that the company establish one RRE at the group
or company level to keep reporting simplified. The more RREs that a company chooses, the more
complex the reporting process will be. However, companies may consider using separate RRE codes if:
•
•

•
•

The company reports claims to ISO ClaimSearch under a separate reporting code
The company needs ISO to separate data submitted to CMS
o By line of business or business unit
o By geographic region (for example, Northeast, Midwest, West)
o For organizational requirements (for example, if a company wants separate reporting for
a group or office level)
The company uses third-party administrators and is required to segregate results
Some of the claims involve self-insurance, requiring separate registration by the self insured

We recommend that companies be familiar with their ISO ClaimSearch participant profile and how the
company is currently reporting to ISO ClaimSearch. Most companies report as a group, using one ISO
ClaimSearch company code. Some groups have sub-groups, companies or business units that report
separately to ISO ClaimSearch. For further clarification, check your company’s Integrated Statistics
Report in the Account Management section of the ISO ClaimSearch website for more details on how your
company reports.
Other, generally smaller, single-company configurations report to ISO ClaimSearch on an individual
company basis.

RRE Identification When Reporting Claims, Using the CMS Query Function and
Reporting To CMS
For insurers or self-insured companies, if your company has more than one RRE which ISO cannot link to
a specific company or office, you will need to identify the RRE code on each bodily injury claim reported
to ISO ClaimSearch that will be queried or submitted to CMS. If your company only has one RRE code,
TIN and Site ID for the company or an office, no further steps will be needed – identification of your RRE
code will be automatic, as you will have been set up under that RRE code in ISO’s membership system.
Since TPA’s report for multiple insurers or self-insureds, TPAs will always have to supply the RRE code
on each claim to be queried or reported to CMS.
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When using the CMS Query function you will also need to identify the RRE code for the query file to
indicate to us which claimant is assigned to which RRE. A separate query file will need to be submitted
for each RRE. If your company has only one RRE, the identification will be automatic.
The CMS registration process is flexible regarding the number of responsible reporting entity (RRE)
codes a company can select. Companies can report in nearly all reporting configurations. It is important
to note, however, that each RRE must complete the registration process individually. We will be happy to
work with participating companies to review their reporting procedure.

Signing Up With ISO
Companies that wish to report to CMS through ISO ClaimSearch must contract and authorize ISO
ClaimSearch to be their reporting agent. A Product Supplement and Authorization Form are required by
ISO ClaimSearch in order for ISO ClaimSearch to submit data on the company’s (RRE’s) behalf. If the
company has multiple RREs, only one Product Supplement is required; however, an Authorization Form
must be completed for each RRE. The Authorization Form is where you will provide ISO with your RRE
code(s), TIN(s), SITE ID(s), Reporting Period, Account Manager and other information necessary for
reporting. See Appendix E for a sample Authorization Form and Instructions. Product Supplements and
Authorization Forms can be obtained through claimsearch.sales@iso.com.
NOTE: Completing this process with ISO is important. ISO will not be able to query your company’s
claims or report your company’s claims to CMS until ISO ClaimSearch CMS registration is complete, even
if you have already registered with CMS.
For system-to-system companies who wish to test Universal Format programming changes for fields such
as the Medicare-Eligible Indicator, RRE Code, TIN, SITE ID and to test receiving the CMS Missing Field
Warning messages, companies must first be set up in ISO’s membership database as CMS participants
based on the information provided on the Authorization Forms.
For companies who wish to begin populating existing claims or to report new claims with fields required
for CMS reporting, it is best to first participate in the ISO ClaimSearch CMS program. If your company
will be using more than one RRE Code, TIN or SITE ID, each claim will need to include this information.
You will not be able to include this information on your claims until you have been set up as an ISO
ClaimSearch CMS participant.
NOTE: Third Party Administrators that are ISO ClaimSearch participants are authorized to participate in
the ISO ClaimSearch Medicare Secondary Payer Program on behalf of their clients. It is necessary,
however, that all insurers, self insurers, and self insured pools represented by a TPA be registered with
CMS. CMS registration information (such as RRE codes, Account Manager’s information and reporting
periods) for companies that are not ISO ClaimSearch participants must be included in the Authorization
Forms submitted to ISO by the TPA as part of the ISO ClaimSearch registration in the CMS program.
Third Party Administrators that report on behalf of companies that are ISO ClaimSearch participants, and
have registered on their own for the ISO Medicare Secondary Payer program will need to report only the
RRE code of those companies. Acknowledgement, Rejection and Query file results will be returned to
the Account Management section of ISO ClaimSearch under the RRE code of the participating company
filed on the submitted report.
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Changes to Your Reporting Structure
Once you have signed up with ISO and have provided your RRE codes, TINs, SITE IDs and reporting
period, it is important to keep ISO informed of any changes to your reporting structure. ISO can only
query and report claims that can be identified by an RRE code. If you have added additional RRE codes,
ISO must be notified in order for CMS reporting to occur. In addition, ISO will automatically build the TIN
Reference File required by CMS based on the information you provided during registration with ISO. If
any changes are needed to your TINs or SITE IDs, you must notify ISO in order for the proper information
to be sent in your TIN Reference File.

Annual Review of the Profile Report
As of January 2012, CMS will e-mail the RRE’s profile report to the Authorized representative annually on
the anniversary of the prior year’s recertification. The RRE will be asked to confirm via e-mail to CMS that
their current information is correct or to make any changes. Failure to confirm this information may result
in deactivation of the RRE ID by CMS.
If a file sent to CMS is deleted due to your account being deactivated, you must contact ISO when you
are reactivated so we can resend the file for you.
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DETERMINING MEDICARE ELIGIBILITY (QUERY) OVERVIEW
To help companies identify Medicare-eligible claimants, every month ISO will provide an optional query of
the CMS database for each participating RRE. Companies who have chosen ISO to be their agent may
choose to have ISO always perform the query, or companies may choose to do the query themselves.
Only one query file per month is allowed per RRE, so if you choose ISO to do the query for your
company, you cannot also send a query file on your own. If an RRE has an immediate need to determine
the Medicare status of an injured party, the Beneficiary Lookup feature on the Section 111 COBSW
permits the RRE to submit a query online to see if the individual can be matched to a Medicare
beneficiary. Using this feature, the RRE is limited to 100 query requests per RRE per calendar month.
Using the HEW software provided by CMS, the ISO ClaimSearch system will query your company’s entire
history of claims existing on the ISO ClaimSearch database which qualify for CMS reporting against the
CMS database. For querying purposes, all claims must contain the claimant’s name, SSN or HICN, date
of birth and gender and must be associated with an RRE code.
ISO will post the positive results of the query to the Account Management section of the ISO ClaimSearch
website so users can log in to check the Medicare eligibility of claimants. As of March, 2013, query
results may also be provided via the ClaimSearch secure FTP site. See QUERY RESULTS VIA FTP
below. ISO will post the individuals who were positively identified as being Medicare recipients. The
system will provide that information in a text file format as well as in a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. Once
Medicare eligibility has been determined, it is each company’s responsibility to update the claims with the
Medicare-eligible Indicator set to “yes” to indicate which claims ISO ClaimSearch should send to CMS.

QUERY RESULTS VIA FTP (File Transfer Protocol)
For RREs who are interested in automating the retrieval of the query result files, ISO can now also send
the files to your company via ISO’s secure FTP site. Files will be provided in both the text and Excel
formats. You will still have the ability to manually download the files from Account Management.
If your company already has an ISO ClaimSearch FTP ID, we can send the query result files to the
existing account. If you do not have an FTP ID or wish to assign a new ID for this process, we will
establish an ID for you. For companies with multiple RREs, you can choose to have all results posted to
one FTP account, or you may set up a separate FTP account for each RRE
th

ISO processes query files on the first Sunday of every month and results are usually posted by the 15 of
the month. ISO sends an e-mail to your Account Manager once the files have been posted to the
Account Management page of the ISO ClaimSearch website. If your company is interested in automating
the retrieval process via FTP, you can schedule your jobs to attempt a daily or periodic pick up until the
files are retrieved, or, you can begin the pick-up process after the Account Manager receives the e-mail
from ISO.
The query result files will be posted with the following file names:
CSCMSFTP.CSxxxx.R12345.QRYPOS.D010101.TXT
CSCMSFTP.CSxxxx.R12345.QRYPOS.D010101.CSV
Where xxxx = FTP account, 12345 = RRE number, and 010101 = Date
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For more information or to sign up for query files delivered via FTP, please contact us at
MSPReporting@iso.com.

Which Claims Qualify For The Query?
ISO will query a customer’s entire inventory of Monoline Casualty “legacy format” and/or Universal Format
claims currently on the database, as long as they meet the criteria for querying. Currently ISO has
casualty claims on the database with received dates going back to 1992.
In order for a query to be performed, the claim must have a workers’ comp, no-fault or liability coverage
type. See Appendix A for valid CMS coverage types.
Only claims with the following required fields may be queried:
• Claimant Name (since this is an ISO required field, it will always be present.)
• Gender (if the gender was not reported, ISO will pass “unknown” to CMS. Legacy casualty
claims do not have a gender field. If you wish to add gender to a legacy casualty claim, you may
do so using the Pre-Query Extract File process mentioned below.)
• Date of Birth (DOB)
• Social Security Number (SSN) or Health Insurance Claim Number (HICN)
• RRE Code (if your group, company or office location has more than one RRE assigned or if your
ISO ClaimSearch membership is a TPA).
If your company currently reports the status of the claim as “closed” with the closing date, any ORM
claims which were closed prior to January 1, 2010 and any TPOC claim closed prior to October 1, 2011
will not be queried. If you do not report the status and closing date, ISO will assume the claim is still
open and will perform the query. (Legacy claims do not have a status or closing date field, so all
qualifying legacy casualty claims will be queried unless you use the Pre-Query Extract File process
mentioned below to indicate closed legacy claims). Claims with closed dates after the threshold dates will
continue to be queried.
Only claims that aren’t already marked with the Medicare-eligible indicator set to “yes” will be queried.
Once a claimant is marked as Medicare-eligible, ISO will no longer perform the query. The only way to
stop the query is by marking the Medicare eligible indicator = “yes” or the Stop Query indicator, otherwise
ISO will continue to query the claims each month.

Updating Existing Claims for the Query – Pre-Query Extract File Overview
Participants in ISO’s Medicare Secondary Payer (MSP) Reporting Service must identify which pending
claims previously submitted to ISO ClaimSearch must be reported to CMS to assure compliance with the
requirement to report all injury claims filed by Medicare-eligible claimants.
As part of the MSP Reporting Service, ISO ClaimSearch will automatically query your submitted claims
against the CMS Medicare Eligibility database each month to help you identify Medicare-eligible
claimants.
In order to submit queries to its database, CMS requires certain fields of information on each claim:
Claimant Name; SSN or HICN; Gender; and Date of Birth and RRE code (if more than one or if your ISO
ClaimSearch membership is a TPA).
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Since claims may have been reported to ISO ClaimSearch without some of the fields required for the
CMS query, ISO will provide, upon request, an extract file of all of your company's injury claims contained
in the ISO ClaimSearch database.
This full inventory of claims will allow you to identify:
1. Closed claims that do not need to be reported to CMS
2. Open claims that should be queried against the CMS database to find out if the claimant is a
Medicare recipient
3. Claims missing data elements required by CMS for queries or reports
4. The format of the claim report submitted to ISO ClaimSearch – legacy or Universal Format. Both
types can be queried with CMS, but only claims in Universal Format can be reported to CMS. You
will need to convert all claims in legacy format with Medicare-eligible claimants to Universal
Format for reporting to CMS.
Here is how the Pre-Query Extract process will work. The pre-query extract file will provide:
• Information helpful to ISO for internal purposes (ClaimSearch Identifier, Person Number, Run
Type).
• Basic information regarding the claim (Company/Office Code, Claim Number, Policy Number,
Date of Loss).
• Information regarding whether required fields for the query are present on the claim (Claimant
Name (always present), Date of Birth, SSN, Gender (a gender of unknown will be sent to CMS if
the gender is not provided).
• The Policy/Coverage/Loss Type will be shown, as well as an indicator to let you know if the type
is CMS-Reportable.
• An Indicator showing if the claim was reported in the Legacy Format or Universal Format. Legacy
claims can be queried, but must be converted to Universal Format if the person is a Medicare
recipient and the claim needs to be reported to CMS.
• The claim status of Open or Closed (if reported), as well as the Closing Date (if reported). ISO
ClaimSearch will not query any ORM (No-Fault or WC) claims that can be identified as being
closed prior to 1/1/10, and will not query any TPOC (Liability) claims that can be identified as
being closed prior to 10/1/11.
As part of this process, customers can update the file to include the necessary information and return it to
ISO to allow the CMS query process to be performed. Note that customers that plan to report to CMS
using multiple Responsible Reporting Entity (RRE) codes will also need to indicate the applicable RRE
code for each claim.
ISO will charge a fee to extract this file, send it to you for review and updating, receive your updated file,
and prepare it for the CMS query process. Please contact claimsearch.sales@iso.com to obtain pricing
information and an authorization form to request the extract file.

Pre-Query Extract File Processing Details
The Pre-Query Extract File Process may serve multiple purposes for customers using ISO to perform the
monthly query of claims/claimants against the CMS file to identify Medicare recipients.
1. It may be used only for informational purposes to see which claims are currently on the ISO
ClaimSearch database, evaluate whether those claims are the appropriate types to be queried,
and whether the data fields required for the query are available.
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2. Some customers may not want to update individual claims with missing information simply for the
query. The extract process would allow them to provide ISO with the necessary information to
perform the query in a simple one-file process. Please note that providing the information to ISO
through this format will not update the actual claim on the database. This process will allow ISO
only to perform the query. If a claimant is found to be Medicare-eligible, the actual claim must
also be updated with the necessary fields before being reported to CMS.
3. If a company has registered more than one RRE code for a group, company or office, each claim
must be identified with the correct RRE in order for the query to be run. Providing the RRE code
in the file that is returned to ISO will allow ISO to query the claims in the correct RRE file. If a
company registers only one RRE, it is not necessary to provide the RRE code on each claim
because ISO will be able to derive it from our membership system. However, TPAs must report
the RRE code on each claim to be queried and/or reported to CMS even if they only have one
RRE code assigned.
If the customer wishes to append the RRE code or any of the required fields for the query, or wants to
supply the closing date in order to stop the query process, the customer can send the file back to ISO
with the applied fields populated. The applied fields include: RRE Code, SSN, Date of Birth, Gender,
Open/Closed Indicator and Closed Date.
NOTE: Providing information in this format will populate only the query table; it will not add the fields to
the actual claim. If a claimant is identified through the query to be a Medicare recipient, any additional
fields will need to be added by the customer to the actual claim, along with the Medicare- Eligible
Indicator for reporting the claims to CMS.
In order for the query to be performed, all of the required fields for each claimant must be added either
through this process or by updating the claim on the database. The query cannot be performed if some of
the fields are added through this process and others are added directly to the claim. The query can only
be performed if all of the fields are included in the claim record in the database, or if all of the fields are
added through this process -- not using a combination of the two.
Two files will be created: one is a fixed-length text file and the other is an Excel file. The files contain
identical information. If you wish to append the RRE code or any of the required fields for the query, or
want to supply the closing date in order to stop the query process, you may send the file back to ISO with
the applied fields populated. If you return the flat file (.txt), the new information should be included in
positions 203-242 in the attached record layout. If you would like to send back the Excel spreadsheet,
please include the applied information in columns A (RRE), O (date of birth), S (SSN), U (open/closed
indicator) and W (closed date). Do not alter the file layout in any way; if there are any claims you do not
need to update, you may remove the claim in its entirety when returning it to ISO ClaimSearch. Either the
fixed length or the Excel file may be sent back to ISO with appropriate changes.
Please see Appendix G for the file layout which will identify the fields that will be provided to the
customer, as well as the fields that the customer may apply to the file to update ISO’s query tables.
Extract files are available in a fixed width format or in a delimited file format.
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Pre-Query Extract File Instructions
1. To request a Pre-Query Extract file, please complete an Authorization Form and return it to ISO
following the instructions on the Form. If you have any questions or need to obtain an
Authorization Form, please contact your ISO Account Manager or Account Executive at 1-800888-4476 or send an e-mail to claimsearch.sales@iso.com.
2. When the file is ready, your company’s technical contact as listed on the Pre-Query Extract
Authorization Form will be notified via e-mail. The extract file will be placed in a secure FTP
directory for you to retrieve. You will be provided with a URL, ID and Password to log in to
download the file.
3. The first “history” extract will contain all claims on the database up to the point that the file is
created.
4. Future extracts may be done based on a specific date range for an additional charge.
5. If you would like to add new information to the file and return it to ISO so that we can add it to the
query table, place the file in the same FTP directory with a file name of “New Information.” Send
an e-mail to claimsearchdatabasedevelopment@iso.com to let us know that the file has been
uploaded.
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Results of Query File
ISO will send the monthly query files for each RRE to CMS on the first Sunday of each month. All claims
to be included in the query must be entered into the ClaimSearch system by the day before the file is
created on the first Sunday of the month. Once ISO sends the query file to CMS, it may take CMS up to
14 days to respond. When ISO receives the results from CMS, we will post the results to the Account
Management section of the ISO ClaimSearch website so authorized users can log in to download a file
containing the claimants which were positively identified as being Medicare recipients. Only users with
access to this specific file will be able to log in. To obtain access for users, please complete the
Authorization Forms provided in your ISO registration package. ISO will send an e-mail to the RRE’s
Account Manager informing them that the file has been posted. NOTE: Query results may also be
provided via secure FTP, upon request as described previously. Below is a screen shot of what the
Account Management screen looks like:

ISO ClaimSearch CMS Reports
Previous Page | Print
For reports questions, please call 201-469-3159, or send an e-mail to cmsreports@iso.com
RRE Code:

Report Type:

Query Reports
Date

Excel File

TEXT File

9/16/09

QUERY_000012133_09162009._01.csv

QUERY_000012133_09162009._01.txt

Download
Complete

Users with access to download files for multiple RREs will see a drop down where they may select the
RRE code for the file they wish to download. There will be a drop-down for a user to choose whether
they are selecting the quarterly Error and Acknowledgement files or the monthly Query Result Files.
Customers may choose to download either the Excel File or the Text File.
When you click on the link, the files will be in a .zip file and when you extract the file, it will be either a .csv
or .txt file.

Below are the file names of the query result files that will be posted to the Account Management page of
the ISO ClaimSearch website.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Zip file name (csv)– Query_<RRECode>_<date (MMDDYYYY)>_<sequence number>_csv.zip
CSV file name – Query_<RRECode>_<date (MMDDYYYY)>_<sequence number>.csv
Zip file name (txt)– Query_<RRECode>_<date (MMDDYYYY)>_<sequence number>_txt.zip
TXT file name - Query_<RRECode>_<date (MMDDYYYY)>_<sequence number>.txt
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Examples:
Query_999999999_10162009_01.csv.zip
Query_999999999_10162009._01.csv
Query_999999999_10162009_01.txt.zip
Query_999999999_10162009._01.txt

NOTE: Large files will be broken up into multiple smaller files. The sequence number 01, 02, etc…will be
added to distinguish multiple smaller files for the same date.

The file will contain only individuals that were identified as Medicare recipients; it will not contain all of the
individuals that were queried. ISO will maintain in its internal logs the first date a query was performed
and the most current date that a query was performed in an audit trail in case it ever becomes necessary
to prove that individuals were queried.
See Appendix B for the layout of the query result file.

Timeline for Beginning Queries
ISO began sending querying production files for customers who have completed the ISO registration
process in November 2009. ISO will query all claims currently on the production database that qualify for
the query and will provide the results as described above. Customers should use these results to update
claims that need to be reported to CMS with the Medicare eligible indicator = yes and other CMS required
fields for reporting.
As mentioned above, ISO has been querying claims since November 2009. If your company has not
received query results yet, it could be for several reasons:
1. You have not reported any applicable type claims to ISO ClaimSearch with all the required fields
for querying. (The only required fields which may be missing are the SSN or HICN and Date of
Birth since the Name is required by ISO ClaimSearch and a Gender of “unknown” is acceptable).
2. Your group, company or office has multiple RRE codes, so ISO cannot derive the code for you
and you have not added the RRE code to each claim to be queried.
3. You report through a TPA and the TPA hasn’t added the RRE code to each claim to be queried.
4. Your query transmissions are failing due to missing designees or improper or incomplete
registration with CMS.
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CLAIMS REPORTING OVERVIEW
Reporting to Medicare through ISO is through enhancements and adaptation of the existing ISO
ClaimSearch Universal Format reporting method. Claims to be reported to CMS must be accepted
in ISO ClaimSearch before any CMS query or reporting processes can take place. Claim reports
that are rejected from ClaimSearch reporting must be corrected and re-submitted to ISO ClaimSearch to
be queried by, or submitted to CMS. ISO does not provide the ability to report direct to CMS without
reporting to ISO ClaimSearch. Simply report claims as usual to ISO ClaimSearch using Universal
Format, and notify ISO of the Medicare-eligible claimants including the CMS required data elements. ISO
ClaimSearch will forward any Medicare-eligible claimants to CMS automatically. ISO ClaimSearch will
send the claim reports to CMS according to the schedule established by CMS for each responsible
reporting entity (RRE).
Companies will be able to report and update claims using either system-to-system connections to ISO
ClaimSearch or the ISO ClaimSearch web reporting application. The ISO ClaimSearch website contains
all of the data fields CMS requires, and companies will see an indicator next to the CMS-required fields.

ISO ClaimSearch Required Fields for Casualty Claims
In order to add a claim to the ISO ClaimSearch database, the following fields are required. Some of
these fields are also used in reporting to CMS as indicated below. See Appendix F for the mapping of
ISO fields to the CMS layout.
• ISO Reporting Code – will be linked to RRE codes provided in ISO registration process.
• Claim Number – Claim Number will be reported to CMS.
• Policy Number – Policy Number will be reported to CMS.
• Date of Loss (not to be confused with CMS Date of Incident) – Date of Loss will be reported to
CMS as the Industry Date of Incident.
• Insured Name - Insured name will be reported to CMS.
• Insured Address (Street, City, State) – These fields are NOT reported to CMS.
• Claimant Name (may be the same as the insured) – Claimant Name is a CMS-required field.
• Claimant Address (Street, City, State) - These fields are NOT reported to CMS.
• Alleged Injury (as described by claimant) - The injury to the involved party (up to 50 characters).
This field is required by CMS through 12/31/10 if there is no Alleged Cause of Illness/Injury Code
or ICD-9 Code provided. As of 1/1/11 ISO is no longer passing this field to CMS, but you must
continue to report this field on your ClaimSearch Universal Format reports because this field is
still required by ClaimSearch.
• Location of Loss State – This field is NOT reported to CMS.

ISO ClaimSearch Optional Fields Required for CMS Reporting
•
•
•
•

Gender - Gender is a CMS-required field. If no gender is reported, ISO will pass “unknown”
which is an acceptable gender for CMS reporting.
Date of Birth – Date of Birth is a CMS-required field.
Social Security Number – SSN is a CMS-required field, unless the HICN is reported.
Service Providers (Representatives) – Roles for representatives that may be reported as
Service Providers to ISO include the legal roles (Claimant Lawyer, Insured Lawyer, Law Office,
Law Office Manager, Lawyer-Other, Paralegal, Lawyer for CMS), Guardian, Power of Attorney
and Other. Fields that will be sent to CMS include the individual name, business name, TIN,
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address and phone number of the service provider (representative). The name, address and
phone number are required by CMS. Since CMS only allows one representative and ISO
ClaimSearch allows multiple, we will use a hierarchy when choosing which representative to send
to CMS. If the “Lawyer for CMS” role is chosen, that representative will automatically be sent to
CMS even if required fields are missing. If no “Lawyer for CMS” role exists, we will look for any
other lawyer that has all CMS required fields and will send the first one we find with complete
information. If no lawyers with complete information exist, we will look for the first guardian,
power of attorney or other role we find with all CMS required fields.

CMS Required Fields (Added to ISO ClaimSearch in 2009)
All CMS fields that were not already included in ISO ClaimSearch have been added to the Universal
Format and XML layouts and to the ISO ClaimSearch data-entry website. These fields are currently in
ISO’s test and production environments. The additional CMS fields which were added are optional, as
the ISO ClaimSearch process is primary.
The additional data elements added at the claim level include:
•

•

•

•

Self Insured Indicator - to be used by TPAs; for insurers and non-insurers, this will be derived
by your company’s membership to ISO ClaimSearch. TPAs should report “YES” if it is a selfinsured claim and “NO” if it is not a self-insured claim.
COBC Assigned Section 111 Reporter ID (RRE Code) - If you are an insurer or self-insured
company (group, company or office) with only one responsible reporting entity (RRE) code
registered at either the group, company or office level, you do not need to report this information
on each claim; it will be stored in ISO’s membership system and will automatically be associated
with each claim. If your group/company/office has more than one RRE code, you will need to
populate this field on each claim to be queried or reported to CMS. TPAs will always have to
report the RRE code, even if the TPA has only one RRE code associated with it.
TIN - For insurers and self-insured companies, if your group/company/office has only one TIN
registered for each RRE, you do not need to report this information on each claim; it will be stored
in ISO’s membership system and will automatically be associated with each claim. If your
group/company/office has more than one TIN, you will need to populate this field on each claim to
be reported to CMS. TPAs will always have to report the TIN, even if a TPA has only one TIN
associated with it.
SITE ID - For insurers and self-insured companies, if your group/company/office has only one
SITE ID associated to a particular TIN, you do not need to report this information on each claim; it
will be stored in ISO’s membership system and will automatically be associated with each claim.
If your group/company/office has more than one SITE ID per TIN, you will need to populate this
field on each claim to be reported to CMS. TPAs will always have to report the SITE ID, even if a
TPA has only one SITE ID associated with it. SITE ID is a numeric only field.
NOTE: RRE Codes, TINs and SITE IDs are maintained in ISO’s membership system. ISO must
be notified of any additions or changes to these codes/IDs.

The additional data elements added at the claimant level include:
•

Medicare Eligible Indicator - This field should be populated with “YES” if you are aware that this
involved party is Medicare eligible and if you would like this claimant to be reported to CMS. You
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•

•

•

may choose “NO” if you wish to report that the person is not Medicare eligible, or you can leave
this field blank for any claimants that do not need to be reported to CMS. Entering “YES” will stop
the monthly query on this party. The Medicare eligible indicator = “yes” is the main trigger for
CMS reporting. Only claimants marked with this indicator will be reported to CMS. If you change
this indicator from “yes” to no or blank after the claim has been accepted by CMS, ISO will send a
delete transaction to CMS.
‘Do Not Send this party to CMS’ Indicator - If you mark the claimant as Medicare Eligible =
“YES” but do not want the claim sent to CMS, you may send the ‘Do not send this party to CMS’
indicator. You may do this because the claim amount is below the required dollar threshold,
coverage has not been confirmed, or if you do not have all required fields and do not want to
receive a CMS rejection. If this indicator is checked, this claimant will not be reported to CMS until
the indicator is removed. Please note that this indicator does not stop the person from being
queried. If you enter this indicator after the claim has been accepted by CMS, ISO will send a
delete transaction to CMS.
Injured Party HICN-This field allows you to enter the Medicare Health Insurance Claim Number
(HICN), for the injured party on a claim. HICN is required if the SSN is not reported. CMS
advises that once a HICN is provided through a query response file, it must be used on all future
submissions. You must add the HICN to your claim on the ClaimSearch database in order for it
to be reported on future submissions.
Stop Querying CMS to determine Medicare eligibility for this party – This field allows you to
choose when to stop querying a claimant for eligibility outside of the parameters in which ISO
normally stops querying. You may wish to stop the query if the claim is closed and you do not
expect to have further responsibility.

The additional elements added at the coverage level include:
•

•

•

Date of Incident (DOI) as defined by CMS: For an automobile wreck or other accident, the date
of incident is the date of the accident. For claims involving exposure (including, for example,
Occupational Disease and any associated cumulative injury) the CMS DOI is the date of first
exposure. For claims involving ingestion (for example, a recalled drug), it is the date of first
ingestion. For claims involving implants, it is the date of the implant (or date of the first implant if
there are multiple implants). The CMS Date of Incident for these claims is often different than the
date of loss or incident used by insurers under current practice, which generally involves last
exposure.
State of Venue - Enter the US Postal abbreviation corresponding to the state whose law controls
resolution of the claim such as in certain no-fault statutes. Insert “US” where the claim is a
Federal Tort Claims Act liability insurance matter or a Federal workers’ compensation claim.
Enter “FC” in the case where the State of Venue is outside the United States. The state of venue
may be different than the Loss Location field in ISO ClaimSearch.
No Fault Insurance Limit - This field requires that you enter the dollar amount of the limit on nofault insurance. Please do not enter dollar signs, commas, or decimals. Dollars and cents are to
be reported. For no-fault claims, fill with nines if there is no dollar limit such as a workers’
compensation no-fault state with a time limit or monetary policy limit. Leave blank or fill with
zeros if Plan Insurance is Workers Compensation or Liability Insurance (including SelfInsurance). “No Fault" Insurance means insurance that pays for medical expenses for injuries
sustained on the property or premises of the insured, or in the use, occupancy, or operation of an
automobile, regardless of who may have been responsible for causing the accident. This
insurance includes but is not limited to automobile, homeowners, and commercial plans.
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•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Exhaust Date for Dollar Limit for No-Fault Insurance - This field allows you to enter the date
on which the limit was reached or benefits exhausted for No-Fault Insurance. Leave blank if NoFault limit has not been reached/exhausted or if the Plan Insurance Type is Workers
Compensation or Liability Insurance (including Self-Insurance). This field should not be
populated until the No-Fault insurance limit is exhausted. It should not be a future date.
On-Going Responsibility for Medicals (ORM) Indicator - This field should be used to indicate if
there is an ongoing responsibility for medicals. Report ‘YES’ if you do have ongoing responsibility
and ‘NO’ if you do not have ongoing responsibility. This field is passed to CMS, but is not used
by ISO to determine whether to send your claim according to the ORM or TPOC rules. ISO
derives whether your claim should be treated as ORM or TPOC based on the policy, coverage
and loss type reported. Based on recent errors seen on CMS result files, ISO will no longer send
claims which are mapped to an ORM policy, coverage and loss type to CMS if you mark the ORM
Indicator as “NO”. The claim will not be sent until you change the indicator to “YES” or report a
TPOC date.
On-Going Responsibility for Medicals (ORM) Termination Date - This field should be
populated with the date that the ongoing responsibility for medicals ended, where applicable.
This field should only be entered if you have previously checked this claim as an ORM. An ORM
termination date may not be the date the claim is settled. It is the period of time in which a policy
will respond for claims for the same incident. Future dates are accepted but should not be more
than 6 months greater than the file submission date. For ORM claims, the claim will be sent to
CMS as an ADD record when the claimant is first marked as Medicare eligible, and it will be sent
as an UPDATE record when the ORM Termination Date is provided.
Total Payment Obligation to the Claimant (TPOC) Date - (Max 5) - Date payment obligation
was established through settlement, judgment, award or other payment; this is the date the
obligation is signed if there is a written agreement, unless court approval is required. If court
approval is required, it is the later of the date the obligation is signed or the date of court
approval. If there is no written agreement (settlement), it is the date of the first payment when
there will be multiple payments or settlement date when there is only one settlement payment. If
you have more than 5 TPOCs, the 6th and subsequent TPOCs should be added to TPOC 5. The
most recent date should be reported in the TPOC 5 date field. For TPOC claims, the claim will be
sent to CMS as an ADD record when both the claimant is marked as Medicare-eligible and the
TPOC Date is provided.
Total Payment Obligation to the Claimant (TPOC) Amount - (Max 5) – This field is to be filled
with the settlement amount of the claim for the claimant. In regards to the TPOC Amount, if there
is a structured settlement, the amount is the total payout amount. If a settlement provides for the
purchase of an annuity, it is the total payout from the annuity. For annuities base the total
amount upon the time period used in calculating the purchase price of the annuity or the minimum
payout amount (if there is a minimum payout), whichever calculation results in the larger amount.
Please do not enter dollar signs, commas, or decimals. Dollars and cents are to be reported. If
th
you have more than 5 TPOCs, the 6 and subsequent TPOC amount should be added to TPOC
5. In most cases, the TPOC amount is the settlement amount.
Funding Delayed Beyond TPOC Start Date - (Max 5) - If funding for the Total Payment
Obligation to the Claimant is delayed, provide the actual or estimated date of funding. Fill with
th
zeroes if not applicable. If you have more than 5 TPOCs, the 6 and subsequent TPOCs should
th
be added to TPOC 5. The most recent date should be reported in the 5 Funding Delayed field.
ICD-9 Codes - (Max 19) (Internal Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision, Clinical Modification)
Diagnosis Code describing the alleged injury/illness. CMS requires five (5) digit ICD-9 Codes.
The ISO ClaimSearch field is defined as six (6) digits. When entering this field, you may include
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•

•

•

the decimal. If you do, the decimal will be stripped on the file sent to CMS. If an ICD-9 code is
less than five digits, ISO will send the appropriate number of spaces at the end of the code to
equal the required five bytes. CMS requires at least one ICD-9 Diagnosis code for new or
updated records submitted on or after 1/1/11. At least one valid diagnosis code must be sent and
it must not be an E code and not be a V code. CMS will review the accuracy of ICD-9 codes to
injuries provided, so care in selection is recommended. Please refer to CMS’s list of insufficient
ICD-9 Diagnostic Codes in Appendix H of CMS’s manual (Version 3.4). ISO compiled and
condensed the reportable ICD-9 (including the new NOINJ code to be used in rare instances to
report “no injury”) codes into an Excel spreadsheet available on the ISO ClaimSearch website.
The list includes all revisions to the ICD-9 codes that CMS allows. In addition, in ClaimSearch
claims reporting, ISO developed a look up function where a user entering or updating a claim, can
search for an ICD-9 code based on a word or a phrase. ISO developed these features based on
the CMS recommended reference sites:
http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/datawh/ftpserv/ftpicd9/icdguide08.pdf,
http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/datawh/ftpserv/ftpicd9/ftpicd9.htm,
www.cms.hhs.gov/ICD9ProviderDiagnosticCodes/06_codes.asp
NOTE: For customers with system-to-system interfaces using the Universal Format text file
layout, if ICD9 codes are reported on both the UC01 record and UEX3 record, the codes from the
UEX3 record will be sent to CMS. If less than 19 ICD9 codes are reported on the UEX3,
remaining ICD9s would be populated from the UC01 record.
SEE APPENDIX H FOR MORE TIPS ON REPORTING ICD-9 CODES
Alleged Cause of Injury Code - Enter the ICD-9-CM External Cause of Injury Code, “E Code”
describing the alleged cause of injury/illness. CMS requires five (5) digit Cause of Injury Codes.
Do not enter the decimal. If a Cause of Injury code is less than five bytes, ISO will send the
appropriate number of spaces at the end of the code to equal the required five bytes. As of
4/22/13, CMS no longer requires this field to be reported, however, if reported, it must contain a
valid code. ISO will only send this code to CMS if a valid value is reported; if you enter a code
that is invalid, ISO will not send this field to CMS. Please refer to CMS’ list of insufficient ICD-9
Diagnosis codes in Appendix H of CMS’s manual (Version 3.4). ISO compiled and condensed the
reportable ICD-9-CM (including the NOINJ code) codes into an excel spreadsheet available on
the ISO ClaimSearch website. The list includes all revisions to the ICD-9-CM codes that CMS
allows. In addition, in ClaimSearch claims reporting, ISO developed a look up function where a
user entering or updating a claim, can search for an ICD-9-CM code based on a word or a
phrase. ISO developed these features based on the CMS recommended reference sites:
http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/icd/icd9cm.htm
http://www.cms.hhs.gov/ICD9ProviderDiagnosticCodes/06_codes.asp
SEE APPENDIX H FOR MORE INFORMATION ON REPORTING CAUSE OF INJURY CODES.
Delete this party/coverage from CMS Indicator – Marking this field as “YES” will send a delete
transaction to CMS for this individual. CMS instructs that the delete transaction should only be
used in rare instances when an original record should never have been sent in the first place. If
you mark this indicator prior to your claim being sent to CMS, ISO will not send the claim to CMS.
Do not send this coverage to CMS Indicator – Marking this field as “YES” will prevent this
claimant/coverage from being sent to CMS. You may do this because the claim amount is below
the required dollar threshold, coverage has not been confirmed, or if you do not have all required
fields and do not want to receive a CMS rejection. If this indicator is checked, this
claimant/coverage will not be reported to CMS until the indicator is removed. Please note that
this indicator does not stop the person from being queried. If you enter this indicator after the
claim has been accepted by CMS, ISO will send a delete transaction to CMS.
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•

•
•
•
•

*Product Liability Indicator - If the involved party is injured as a result of or involves a defective
product, you may indicate this by selecting ‘YES, this claim is a product liability but not a mass
tort’ or ‘YES, this claim is a mass tort claim and a product was involved in the injury’ or ‘NO’ if this
is not a product liability claim. Note: product liability claims should be entered as coverage and
loss type when reporting the claim to ClaimSearch. The indicator (which is currently not required
by CMS until further notice) may reflect a product defect which may be contributory to a claim for
Workers’ Compensation or No-Fault.
*Product Generic Name – The generic name of the product alleged to be the cause of injury,
illness or incident. If no generic name is applicable, supply the brand name. .
*Product Brand Name – The brand name of the product alleged to be the cause of injury, illness
or incident. .
*Product Manufacturer – The maker of the product. .
*Product Alleged Harm - This is a free-form text field that provides the opportunity to enter a
more detailed description of the harm allegedly caused by a product (maximum 200 characters).
This field is required by CMS now if the Product Liability is a mass tort situation.
*The requirements for Fields 58-62 on the Claim Input File Detail Record are currently under
review by CMS. These fields will be filled with spaces by ISO until revised requirements are
published.

You will note that some fields appear either duplicative or contradictory, such as the CMS Date of Incident
vs. Date of Loss or TPOC Amount vs. Settlement Amount. CMS’ fields of information are defined
differently than those in ISO ClaimSearch. We have added the CMS fields for entry, as opposed to
mapping fields with different interpretations.
A mapping of ISO claim reporting fields to CMS reporting fields is included in Appendix F.
See the Universal Format Manual version 7.4 for the layout for Universal Format FTP and MQ customers.
See the XML Manual version 5.4 for the XML specs.
See the User Manual for CMS Reporting Version 3.3 for the instructions to report CMS claims via the ISO
ClaimSearch website.

Required Field Warnings
We have added a “CMS required field” warning notification to the ISO ClaimSearch output records and
match reports to notify participants of missing or invalid CMS required fields or when conditions exist
within the claim which CMS advises against.
When companies mark claimants as Medicare-eligible, the system will screen the claims to identify
missing or in some cases, invalid CMS-required fields. If fields are missing or invalid, ISO ClaimSearch
will provide a warning indicator. For companies who receive web returns, the warning indicator will show
on the SUMMARY SCREEN indicated by a red exclamation point. See below:
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For web, PDF or XML customers who use the style sheets provided by ISO, the warning message(s) will
appear within the ISO ClaimSearch match report in the summary section for the involved party. See the
example below in which Matthew Bryant was reported as Medicare-eligible and has warning messages
for missing SSN or HICN.
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If your company participates in the optional ClaimDirector service, the warnings will appear within the
actual match report since ClaimDirector result reports do not have the summary shown above.
For customers who receive FTP or MQ returns, the warning messages will appear on the MCMS record.
Your company will need to do additional programming to read this new record type. For XML customers,
the warning messages will appear on a new aggregate, CMS Warning <com.iso_CMS>.
If an invalid entry is sent to ISO ClaimSearch for one of these fields (ex: if all 9s are submitted as an
SSN), that field will be blanked out by ClaimSearch. These fields will be considered blank for CMS
purposes and will be subject to the CMS warning messages.
The system will provide the warning when the company first marks the claim as Medicare eligible and
each time the company replaces the claim to add additional information. Because the warnings are
shown on match reports, they will not be generated if the ‘Submit Claim Only – Do Not Search’ indicator is
checked on the web or if the ‘No Search’ indicator is checked for system-to-system companies since no
match reports are generated in those instances. Warnings are also not generated when the update
transactions are used vs. the replacement transactions (for system-to-system companies) because
updates do not perform searches or generate match reports. At this time, warnings are also not provided
on Research records; ISO will consider this as a future enhancement. Currently, warnings only occur for
searchable involved parties submitted on Initials or Replacements.
The warning indicators will give your company the chance to update the claim with the missing fields
before the scheduled CMS quarterly submission period. The warnings do not prevent the claims from
being sent to CMS at the designated reporting period, however. If the fields are not added to the claims,
the reports will still be sent to CMS as part of the quarterly reporting requirement.
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ISO ClaimSearch is not validating all fields based on CMS edits. ISO does not know all of the validations
that CMS may perform on required fields. The warnings are to provide you with information on missing
CMS required fields or fields with apparent invalid values; it is not a guarantee that CMS will accept your
claim once these fields are provided.
NOTE: Some customers do not want claims to be sent to CMS that they know will reject. If your
company does not want claims to be sent to CMS that you know will reject, you may check the ‘Do not
send to CMS Indicator’ to prevent the claim from being sent.
The screening service includes rules for reporting contingent fields. This means that if certain conditions
exist, there is a requirement to report these conditions to CMS through ISO ClaimSearch. For example,
information on the claim representative isn’t always required, however, if your company reports a
representative such as an attorney, the individual or business name and address and phone number are
required.
See next page for a complete list of required field warnings.

ISO has also created management reports to provide users with access to any claims that contain the
ISO ClaimSearch CMS warnings. Originally, we had only the CMS Active Warning Report, but we have
also added the CMS Active Warning Dashboard. These reports gives users the ability to see which
claimants they have marked as Medicare eligible but have missing CMS required fields. For further
information, see the ISO ClaimSearch MSP Account Management section of this manual on page 54.
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CMS REQUIRED FIELD WARNINGS GENERATED BY ISO
CLAIMSEARCH
Code

Warning Message

01

RRE Code Missing or Invalid

02

TIN Missing or Invalid

03

Site ID Missing or Invalid

04

Injured Party HICN or Injured party SSN is required

05

Injured Party DOB missing or Invalid

09

One or more Injured Party Representative Mailing Address Missing or Invalid

12

One or more Injured Party Representative Zip Code Missing or Invalid

13

One or more Injured Party Representative Phone Missing or Invalid

14

Self Insured indicator Missing or Invalid – required for liability & workers comp claims
(required only for TPAs).

15

Date of Incident Missing or Invalid

16

State of Venue Missing or Invalid

17

No-Fault Insurance Limit Missing or Invalid

18

ORM Indicator Missing or Invalid

19

TPOC Amount Missing or Invalid

21

ICD-9 Diagnosis Code Missing
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ICD-10 Diagnosis Code Missing or Invalid (future)

44

TPOC date 1 must be greater than the CMS Date of Incident.

45

TPOC date 2 must be greater than the CMS Date of Incident.

46

TPOC date 3 must be greater than the CMS Date of Incident.

47

TPOC date 4 must be greater than the CMS Date of Incident.

48

TPOC date 5 must be greater than the CMS Date of Incident.

49

Total of all TPOC amounts is below dollar threshold

50

ICD-9 Diagnosis Code 1 is Invalid
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Code

Warning Message

51

ICD-9 Diagnosis Code 2 is Invalid

52

ICD-9 Diagnosis Code 3 is Invalid

53

ICD-9 Diagnosis Code 4 is Invalid

54

ICD-9 Diagnosis Code 5 is Invalid

55

ICD-9 Diagnosis Code 6 is Invalid

56

ICD-9 Diagnosis Code 7 is Invalid

57

ICD-9 Diagnosis Code 8 is Invalid

58

ICD-9 Diagnosis Code 9 is Invalid

59

ICD-9 Diagnosis Code 10 is Invalid

60

ICD-9 Diagnosis Code 11 is Invalid

61

ICD-9 Diagnosis Code 12 is Invalid

62

ICD-9 Diagnosis Code 13 is Invalid

63

ICD-9 Diagnosis Code 14 is Invalid

64

ICD-9 Diagnosis Code 15 is Invalid

65

ICD-9 Diagnosis Code 16 is Invalid

66

ICD-9 Diagnosis Code 17 is Invalid

67

ICD-9 Diagnosis Code 18 is Invalid

68

ICD-9 Diagnosis Code 19 is Invalid

69

TPOC claim has ORM indicator = Y. Change to N. If needed add ORM
coverage/loss with ORM = Y.

70

ORM claim was entered with ORM indicator = no. Claim will not be sent to CMS until
ORM indicator = yes or until TPOC date is entered.

71

No fault limit exceeds $99,999,999.99

72

Total of TPOC amounts exceed $99.999.999.99

73

TPOC amount is sent but TPOC date is missing

74

CMS recommends not using ICD-9 code 9999; claimants may be denied benefits if
this code is used.
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Code

Warning Message

75

CMS recommends not using ICD-9 code 9599; claimants may be denied benefits if
this code is used.

76

NOINJ in ICD-0 or COI field is invalid for WC and No-Fault claims; only valid for
liability.

77

NOINJ in the ICD-9 or COI fields can only be reported on claims with the ORM
indicator = NO.

78

ICD9-1 and COI are reported as NOINJ; all other ICD9 fields must be blank.

79

NOINJ is only valid for ICD9-1 field; cannot be reported in ICD9-2 through ICD9-19
fields.

80

COI code is NOINJ; ICD9-1 must also be reported as NOINJ.

81

ICD9-1 is NOINJ; COI code must also be reported as NOINJ.

82

Exhaust Date for Dollar Limit should be equal to the ORM Termination Date

Types of Claims to be Reported
Claim reporting for CMS is based on the claimant and the coverage. All liability, workers compensation
medical (and related statutory insurance programs) and all medical payment-type coverages (referred to
by CMS as No Fault claims), must be reported to CMS.
Reporting requirements to MMSEA Section 111 involve payment to a Medicare recipient of medical bills
that apply to a claim for first party medical payments or Workers Compensation, and/or all liability bodily
injury claims including or separately processed medical payments
See Appendix A for a chart showing which ISO Policy, Coverage and Loss types qualify for CMS
reporting.

No-Fault Insurance and Workers’ Compensation Claims (ORM Claims)
Examples of ORM claims are Auto no-fault or medical payments, premises medical payment and workers
compensation medical.
A report for No Fault claimants must be reported with the acceptance of coverage or payment. Required
fields of information must be reported in the quarterly file, but conditional required fields must be reported
when known. Conditionally required fields are those that are required if the condition presents itself:
•
•

Self insurance – if the risk is self insured vs. an insurance policy covers the risk for the claim
involved.
Representative (if known),

The ORM Indicator in ISO ClaimSearch is to be selected as “YES.” Once this indicator is selected, it
should remain for the life of the claim unless the claimant loses his/her medical recipient status.
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Claimants with ORM will be reported at least twice to CMS. ISO will report the ORM claims to CMS
based on the following rules:
•

When there is a claim for medicals paid or accepted and your company submits a claim with a
Medicare-eligible indicator set to “yes”, ISO ClaimSearch will send the claim to CMS as an “add”
record (Action Type “0”).

•

When your company changes a key field, ISO ClaimSearch will send the claim to CMS as a
“delete” record (Action Type “1”) followed by a new “add” record (Action Type “0”). Key fields
include CMS Date of Incident, Plan Insurance Type and ORM Indicator.

•

For claims already accepted by CMS, if you report the “Do not send to CMS” indicator at either
the claimant or coverage level, remove the Medicare eligible indicator or change the indicator to
“no”, change the coverage to a non-CMS reportable type, or if the claim is voided from the ISO
ClaimSearch database, ISO will send a “delete” record (Action Type “1”) to CMS.

•

When your company updates any fields that CMS designates as “important”, ISO ClaimSearch
will send the claim to CMS again as an update (Action Type “2”). Important fields include ICD-9
codes, TIN, TPOC Date, TPOC Amount, Additional Claimant Information, ORM Termination Date.
When your company provides the ORM (ongoing responsibility for medicals) termination date,
ISO ClaimSearch will send a final claim to CMS as an “update” record (Action Type “2”). The
ORM termination date is when the responsibility for medical payments ends. NOTE: Termination
of Ongoing Medical responsibility is not necessarily when all medical has been paid. The
termination date reflects the date when the company’s duty to pay any medical claim by policy or
statute ends. Future dates are accepted but should not be more than 6 months greater than the
file submission date.

Single Payment Liability Claims (TPOC Claims)
TPOC (total payment obligation to the claimant) claimants are only to be reported after the claim is settled
through settlement, judgment or award. The TPOC indicator will include the date and amount of the
settlement.
ISO will report the TPOC claims to CMS based on the following rule:
•

•

When your company marks the claimant as Medicare eligible and provides the TPOC (total
payment obligation to the claimant) date, ISO ClaimSearch will report the claim to CMS as an
“add” (Action Type “0”).
ISO will send an update (Action Type “2”) when additional TPOCs are added.

Claim Scenarios
•

Reports to ISO ClaimSearch for CMS reporting are on the claimant and coverage level. The
Medicare eligible indicator is on the person level. It is possible to have a claimant with a No Fault
claim, such as a medical payments claim under a Homeowners Policy, and a Bodily Injury
Liability claim in the same claim report. In these instances, the Medical Payments claim is an
ORM claim, and the Liability claim is a TPOC claim.

Assuming the claimant is a Medicare recipient, the Medical Payments claim would be reported to CMS
with the next quarterly file, to reflect the assumption of coverage or payment of a claim. The ORM
indicator would be set to “Yes”, but the ORM termination date may not be the date of the last medical, as
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the responsibility for payment of medicals is still active, per policy period. If the Homeowners policy
carried a one year medical payments limitation, when that date was reached, the ORM termination date
would be submitted.
The liability claim would not be reported to CMS until the claim was paid, through settlement, judgment or
award. At the date the payment for settlement is made, the TPOC date and amount is entered. Once
that information is entered in ISO ClaimSearch, a report is triggered to CMS on this claimant at the next
quarterly reporting period. Note: The ORM Indicator continues to be set to “Yes”.
•

Mass Tort reporting: At this time, CMS has not advised the procedure under which a mass tort
claim is to be reported. True Mass Tort claims involve many insurers, defendants, defense
counsels, adjusters and claimants. The common thread is the cause of injury; related to a
common injury or product, alleged to be defective, or the source of an occupational illness. Most
of these cases are in litigation, with plaintiff counsel maintaining the list of plaintiffs. This list is
usually unknown to the insurer until the mass tort is settled and the claim being paid or settlement
certified under court order. At that time, the information involving the plaintiff’s Medicare status
can be developed. Issues involving which RRE reports the claimant is under advisement by
CMS.

ISO has included a mass tort indicator and related litigation fields such as State of Venue, Location and
Docket Number. State of Venue is the only CMS required field if the claim involves other state legislation.
It is currently a requirement for all insurers to report claimants who are Medicare recipients that either are
paid medicals (ORM), or TPOC. If this applies to Mass Tort claims, all insurers that have been named in
the action will be required to report to CMS once the settlement of these claims has been reached.
NOTE: MMSEA, Section 111 does not include reporting of liability claims until settlement, judgment or
award.
Other CMS reporting requirements are not discussed in this manual.

COMBINING NO-FAULT “PLAN D” COVERAGES
CMS has indicated that if more than one No-Fault “Plan D” coverage is reported, both coverages should
be combined into one record when reported to CMS. Since many ISO ClaimSearch customers report
multiple coverages, for example, you may report a PIP and Med Pay coverage for the same person, ISO
will now combine those into one submission to CMS. To do so, ISO has developed the requirements
below which will be used to combine multiple No-Fault coverages if they were reported separately to ISO
ClaimSearch.

REQUIREMENTS FOR COMBINING CLAIMS FOR PLAN INSURANCE TYPE D
If more than one reported coverage maps to Plan Insurance Type D, we will combine the coverages and
report one claim to CMS.
•
•
•
•
•

If different dates of incident are reported, we will keep the earliest date.
If there are different states of venue, we will keep the one that is reported with the date we used
above. If there are multiple records with the same date but different states, we will take the first
state reported for that date.
All no fault insurance limits will be added together.
For exhaust date, we will pick the latest date reported.
For the ORM indicator, if at least one is “yes,” we will send “yes.” If all are “no.” we will send “no.”
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•
•
•
•

For the ORM Termination date, we will pick the latest date reported.
For TPOC dates, amounts and funding delayed dates, we will send the first 5 reported.
For ICD9 codes, we will send up to the first 19 unique ICD9s reported.
For Cause of Injury, we will send the first one reported.

For Key Field Changes:
•
•
•

If any date of incident is changed, we will find the earliest date. If the earliest date is the same as
what was sent; do nothing. If different, send an update record.
If any ORM indicator changes, if “yes” was originally reported, check to see if all are now “no.”
Only send an update if all changed to “no.” If “no” was originally reported, check to see if any are
now “yes” and only send an update if at least one is now “yes.”
Claim Type – if a claim type changes to a non-CMS type, we don’t do anything unless the
customer first sent a Delete from CMS transaction prior to changing the type.

Important Field Changes:
•
•

If an ICD9 changes, we will send an update if any of the first 19 are different than what was sent
before.
TPOC Date, Amount & funding delayed dates, if any of the first 5 change, we will send an update.

Delete this Party/Coverage from CMS Indicator:
•
•

If all records have the delete indicator, we will send a delete transaction.
If the delete indicator is not on every coverage, we will send the delete transaction, but will then
send a new Add record for any coverages that didn’t contain the delete transaction.

Do Not Send this Coverage to CMS Indicator:
•
•
•

If all records have this indicator, we will not send a transaction to CMS.
If this indicator is not on every coverage, we will send an Add record for any coverages that didn’t
contain the indicator.
If an add record was already sent to CMS and this indicator is later removed from a coverage that
was not sent originally, we will send a combined record as an update to add this additional
coverage information to the claim.

NOTE: On the Acknowledgement and Rejection file you will receive once your file has been processed,
for any Plan D claim you reported, the coverage and loss type which will be displayed on the output file
will be COMB/COMB. Currently, even if you only reported one No-Fault type coverage, the result file will
still show COMB/COMB indicating that it was a “combinable” type. The original coverage and loss type
reported will not be shown.

Thresholds
CMS has announced thresholds. If a claim is equal to or falls below the threshold, it is not required to
report the claim to CMS. The thresholds are listed below. ISO will provide a warning if the total of all
TPOC amounts is equal to or below the current threshold. It is the company’s responsibility to prevent
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sending a claim to CMS which is equal to or falls below the threshold. If a claim is equal to or below the
threshold and you do not want to send the claim to CMS, you can either not mark the Medicare-eligible
indicator, or, if you do mark the indicator, you must also select the ‘Do not send to CMS’ indicator at the
involved party level or the “Do not send this coverage to CMS” indicator at the coverage level in order to
prevent your claim from being sent to CMS.
Ongoing Responsibility for Medicals (ORM): Workers’ Compensation only
• Includes all medical payments coverage
• Reporting is required at first payment or acceptance of coverage and at termination of reporting
responsibility
• Report any open ORM claim as of 1/1/10
• Threshold for WC medical claims is $750 with lost time less than 7 days
Total Payment Obligation to the Claimant (TPOC)
• Third party liability claims
• Report at closing: settlement, judgment or award or other payment
• Threshold; total payments:
TPOC AMOUNT
Mandatory to be
reported
Over
Over
Over
Over
Over
Over

•
•

$100,000
$50,000
$25,000
$5,000
$2,000
$1,000

TPOC Date Between

10/1/11 – 3/31/12
4/1/12 – 6/30/12
7/1/12 – 9/30/12
10/1/12 – 9/30/13
10/1/13 – 9/30/14
10/1/14 – indefinite

Minimum TPOC Amount
must be greater than…

Required to be reported
beginning

$5000
$5000
$5000
$300
$300
$300

1 Quarter 2012
rd
3 Quarter 2012
th
4 Quarter 2012
st
1 Quarter 2013
st
1 Quarter 2014
st
1 Quarter 2015

st

Reporting is required for all liability claims open as of 10/1/11
“Look back period” is 12/5/1980 for open Liability and No-Fault claims. There is no look-back
period for Workers’ Compensation claims.

Please be advised that ISO does not look at the threshold dates or amounts when sending to CMS. If
you have marked the Medicare-eligible indicator = yes and have entered a TPOC date, ISO will send your
claim to CMS unless you mark the “Do not send to CMS” indicator.

Timing of Reporting
The timing of reporting the CMS required fields often depends on the type of reporting required. If the
claimant has been identified as a Medicare eligible recipient and has submitted a liability claim to the
insurer or self insurer, with no request for payment of medicals, the insurer or self insurer (and TPA) may
not need to report the claimant to CMS until the claim has been settled.
It is important to know that the claimant is a Medicare recipient early in the process to determine if the
CMS required fields must be completed. Remember, a claimant who is not a Medicare recipient at the
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outset of the claim may become eligible based on the seriousness of the injury, or other factors. It is
because of this that ISO ClaimSearch will continue to query the claimant for eligibility until the claimant’s
status changes to Medicare eligible and the company activates the Medicare eligible indicator. See the
Query section of this manual for more information.
Once the claimant is identified as a Medicare recipient, the fields of information required by CMS must be
entered prior to the RRE’s quarterly reporting period. If the settlement, judgment, award or other payment
is within forty five (45) days prior to the start of the RRE reporting timeframe, then you may delay
reporting until the next quarterly reporting period.
The company has the ability to add the Medicare eligible status to the claimant’s report. The Medicare
eligible indicator is the responsibility of the RRE (or organization charged with reporting on behalf of the
RRE) to add to the ISO ClaimSearch report.
Even though it has been determined that the claimant is a Medicare recipient, occasionally the claim
information to send to CMS has not yet been finalized; claimant SSN, or date of birth have not been
obtained; a coverage question may exist, or the claim may not exceed the thresholds mentioned above.
In these instances, a company can activate the ‘Do not send this party to CMS’ indicator or the ‘Do not
send this coverage to CMS’ indicator to give the opportunity to obtain the required fields, determine if the
claim exceeds the threshold, or the company has resolved any coverage issues. The claim will not be
sent to CMS until the field is updated to reflect the company’s intent to send the claim to CMS at the next
reporting period.
NOTE: It is incumbent upon the claims representative to update the ‘Do not send this party to CMS’ or
the ‘Do not send this coverage to CMS’ indicator. ISO ClaimSearch will not remind the company that the
indicator is active on the claim.

Reporting Periods
ISO will build your quarterly claim file on the first day of your group reporting period. All claims to be
included in that quarter’s file must be entered into the ISO ClaimSearch system by midnight the day prior
to the first day of your reporting window.
Below is a summary of the group reporting dates:
Group 1 January 1, April 1, July 1, October 1
Group 2 January 8, April 8, July 8, October 8
Group 3 January 15, April 15, July 15, October 15
Group 4 January 22, April 22, July 22, October 22
Group 5 February 1, May 1, August 1, November 1
Group 6 February 8, May 8, August 8, November 8
Group 7 February 15, May 15, August 15, November 15
Group 8 February 22, May 22, August 22, November 22
Group 9 March 1, June 1, September 1, December 1
Group 10 March 8, June 8, September 8, December 8
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Group 11 March 15, June 15, September 15, December 15
Group 12 March 22, June 22, September 22, December 22

IMPLEMENTATION OF ICD-10 CODES

On June 11, 2013 the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) released an Alert regarding the
plan to integrate ICD-10 into Section 111 reporting, while phasing out the use of ICD-9 codes. The
following items contained in the Alert merit notice to ISO ClaimSearch customers:
•

ICD-10 data will be required in phases – CMS announced that ICD-10 codes will only be
required for injuries occurring on or after October 1, 2015. ICD-10 codes will become required for
medical providers on October 1, 2014. It is important to emphasize that ICD-10 codes will only be
required for injuries occurring on or after October 1, 2015.

•

ICD-9 Codes will be Accepted Indefinitely – For injuries occurring prior to October 1, 2015,
CMS will continue to accept ICD-9 codes. The Section 111 reporting record layout will be
modified to create an indicator allowing a reporting agent or RRE to note whether reported codes
are either ICD-9 or ICD-10.

•

No simultaneous reporting – CMS’ record layout will not support simultaneous reporting of ICD9 and ICD-10 codes on the same reported claim. As such, for claims with dates of injury
occurring prior to October 1, 2015 RREs will need to report with either ICD-9 or ICD-10 codes but
not both.

•

CMS will not accept ICD-10 codes until October 1, 2015 – Providers will be required to use
ICD-10 codes as of October 1, 2015. CMS will not accept ICD-10 on production claim input files
until that same date – October 1, 2015. Until that date, RREs are only to utilize ICD-9 codes.

We will continue to monitor this situation and will provide updates regarding ClaimSearch initiatives to
allow you to report ICD-10 codes. At a high level, the Universal Format and XML specifications already
have fields reserved for the ICD-10 codes. We added a new field for the ICD-10 Cause of Injury code.
The ClaimSearch web entry screens were modified for the entry of ICD-10 codes. The list of valid ICD-10
codes will be created and posted to the ClaimSearch website and the on-line look up function will be
modified to include the ICD-10 codes. New warning messages will be created to alert you to the entry of
invalid ICD-10 codes. More information will be provided as these enhancements are completed.

CLAIM REPORTING METHODS
Universal Format Requirement
All claims to be reported to CMS must be submitted to ISO ClaimSearch using the Universal Format
reporting method. Only Universal Format includes the additional data elements required by CMS. The
legacy formats do not contain the necessary data elements.
There are several methods that may be used to submit claims to ISO ClaimSearch via Universal Format.
Customers may report claims via the ISO ClaimSearch website, or may develop a system-to-system
interface in order to send a file directly from their claim system. A combination of methods may also be
used. If your company currently reports to ISO ClaimSearch using a Universal Format automated feed,
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but you wish to supplement the information reported through that feed by updating the claims via the web,
you will be able to pull up your previously reported Universal Format claims to add the additional
necessary fields via the ISO ClaimSearch website. The information you add through the website will not
be eliminated by a system Replacement report, but the information can be overwritten by a system
Replacement. In other words, a system replacement will not blank out a field previously reported on the
web, but a value reported through the web can be changed to a different value using a system
replacement.
NOTE: XML Format is an alternate programming format that is the equivalent of Universal Format as the
data elements and file processing are the same as Universal Format. References to Universal Format
system-to-system reporting can be assumed to include XML Format unless specifically stated otherwise.

Web Reporting
As of July 17, 2009, the ISO ClaimSearch website Universal Format screens were updated to include the
new fields of information required by CMS. If your company is familiar with reporting claims via the
website, the new screens are very similar to the screens you are already familiar with. Some additional
fields were added to existing screens, and a new screen was added for casualty claims. An asterisk (*)
appears next to each field which is optional to ISO ClaimSearch reporting but is important for CMS
reporting.
As of 1/1/2010, the legacy reporting screens are no longer supported for all customers. On that date, any
web reporting company that had not already switched to Universal Format automatically began seeing the
Universal Format screens for new claim submissions.

System-to-System Reporting
For companies who report to ISO ClaimSearch using a Universal Format system-to-system interface
(FTP or MQ), updated record layouts were provided in November, 2009 and were most recently updated
in June, 2012. Customers using Universal Format to send to ClaimSearch via FTP or MQ should refer to
the Universal Format Manual version 7.5.
Customers reporting via XML Format should refer to the XML Manual version 5.4 which was provided in
April 2014.
Some new fields were added to existing records/aggregates. Additional fields were added in new input
records/aggregates. The new fields have also been added to the Echo records/aggregates on output.
The new fields will not be displayed to other customers on match reports. In addition to the new input and
echo records/aggregates, a new record/aggregate was added to provide the warning messages for
missing CMS required fields.
If your company needs the layouts, please contact the ISO ClaimSearch Database Development group at
claimsearchdatabasedevelopment@iso.com.

Testing System-To-System Changes
If your company has an existing Universal Format system-to-system reporting method and is making
programming changes to incorporate the new CMS fields, you may contact your designated ISO Testing
Representative to arrange testing, or, if you don’t know who your representative is, you may contact the
ISO ClaimSearch Database Development group at claimsearchdatabasedevelopment@iso.com. Please
note that prior to testing CMS functionality your company should complete the ISO Product Supplement
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and Authorization Forms in order to be set up in the ISO ClaimSearch membership system as CMS
participants.

Updating System-to-System Claims via the Web
If your company currently reports to ISO ClaimSearch using a Universal Format automated feed, but you
wish to supplement the information reported through that feed by updating the claims, you will be able to
pull up your previously reported Universal Format claims to add the additional necessary fields via the
ISO ClaimSearch website. The information you add through the website will not be eliminated by a
system Replacement report, but the information can be overwritten by a system Replacement. See the
ISO ClaimSearch Web User Manual for CMS Reporting version 2.0 for more information on updating
claims via the ISO ClaimSearch website.

Converting Legacy Claims to Universal Format
Companies that intend to have ISO ClaimSearch act as their Agent for CMS reporting must report to ISO
ClaimSearch in Universal Format.
Companies that report their casualty claims in legacy format either through an automated feed or through
the website must convert to Universal Format for CMS reporting. The ISO ClaimSearch Database
Development group can assist companies in converting to Universal Format via a system-to-system
method. You may contact them at claimsearchdatabasedevelopment@iso.com for more information. To
convert to Universal Format reporting via the ClaimSearch website, please contact ISO Customer Service
at (800) 888-4476.
ISO ClaimSearch participants that have already converted to Universal Format may still have historical
legacy claims on the database. Those claimants may need to be reported to CMS if the claimant is a
Medicare recipient.
System-to-system companies can convert legacy claims to Universal Format by submitting the claims as
new Universal Format Initial claims with the Legacy Claim Conversion indicator set. All legacy claims that
can be located in the ISO ClaimSearch system based on the key fields (customer code, claim number,
policy number, date of loss and claimant name) will be deleted and replaced with a Universal Format
claim. NOTE: All key fields must be identical to the original claim including the spelling of the claimant’s
name. Please refer to the “Transitioning from Legacy System Reporting” section of either the Universal
Format Manual or the XML Manual for details regarding converting legacy claims to Universal Format
through your automated feed.
Companies reporting via the ISO ClaimSearch website can now convert previously reported legacy claims
to Universal Format. When the user retrieves a legacy claim, they will be required to convert the claim to
Universal Format.
The user will be brought to the Universal Format screens to re-enter the claim. It is important to note that
you should print the legacy claim prior to choosing ‘OK’ so you will have the information needed to enter
the data into the Universal Format screens. The legacy claim will be deleted upon submission of the new
Universal Format claim. Please refer to the “Updating a Previously Reported Legacy Claim” section of
the CMS Web User Guide version 3.0for more information.
NOTE: If your company uses a legacy system-to-system interface, the Supplements or Re-Indexes you
submit for claims that have been converted to Universal Format will reject. Once a claim has been
converted, you must submit changes to converted claims, such as Replacements and Researches,
through Universal Format.
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NOTE: For non-insurers who pay a transactional ISO ClaimSearch fee, please note that every time a
claim is converted to Universal Format a new search is performed and thus a charge is generated, just as
any time you replace a claim to add additional information, a search is performed and a charge is
generated. The charge would be at the Universal Format rate which may not be the same fee as the
legacy fee. (For pricing information, please contact your ISO ClaimSearch Account Executive). If a
customer chooses to not have a search performed, they must check the ‘Submit Claim Only – DO NOT
Search’ check-box at the bottom of the BASIC INFORMATION page on the web or the ‘No Search
Indicator’ for system-to-system companies. If this indicator is sent, no ISO ClaimSearch match reports
will be generated, and no CMS warning messages will be generated.
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT AND REJECTION SERVICE OVERVIEW
Claims will be sent to CMS on a quarterly basis based on each RRE’s assigned reporting period. Within
45 days, CMS will process the claims and will either accept or reject the claims. When ISO receives the
results from CMS, ISO will convert the CMS results into separate acknowledgement and reject files per
RRE and will post the results of that file on the Account Management section of the ISO ClaimSearch
website. Authorized users can log in to download the files of accepted claims and/or rejected claims.
Only users with access to this specific file will be able to log in. To obtain access for users, please
complete the Authorization Forms provided in your ISO registration package. ISO will send an e-mail to
the RRE’s Account Manager informing them that the file has been posted.
NOTE:
The
acknowledgements and rejections can also be sent via secure FTP upon request. See QUARTERLY
RESULTS VIA FTP on page 44.
ISO will link the acknowledgements and rejections to existing claim numbers, ISO file numbers and
reporting codes in ISO ClaimSearch to help companies locate their claims in the database.
Users can update and resubmit the rejected claims to ISO ClaimSearch. The system will resubmit the
claim to CMS during the next quarterly reporting period.
Below is what the Account Management screen looks like:

123456789 – Company Name
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Users with access to download files for multiple RREs will see a drop down where they may select the
RRE code for the file they wish to download. There will be a drop-down for a user to choose whether
they are selecting the quarterly Error and Acknowledgement files or the monthly Query Result Files.
Customers may choose to download either the Excel File or the Text File.
When you click on the link, the files will be in a .zip file and when you extract the file, it will be either a .csv
or .txt file.

Below are the file names of the acknowledgement and rejection files that will be posted to the Account
Management page of the ISO ClaimSearch website.
Acknowledgement
1.
2.
3.
4.

Zip file name (csv)– Ack_<RRECode>_<date (MMDDYYYY)>_csv.zip
CSV file name – Ack_<RRECode>_<date (MMDDYYYY)>.csv
Zip file name (txt)– Ack_<RRECode>_<date (MMDDYYYY)>_txt.zip
TXT file name - Ack_<RRECode>_<date (MMDDYYYY)>.txt

Examples:
Ack_999999999_10162009_csv.zip
Ack_999999999_10162009.csv
Ack_999999999_10162009_txt.zip
Ack_999999999_10162009.txt

Error
1.
2.
3.
4.

Zip file name (csv)– Error_<RRECode>_<date (MMDDYYYY)>_csv.zip
CSV file name – Error_<RRECode>_<date (MMDDYYYY)>.csv
Zip file name (txt)– Error_<RRECode>_<date (MMDDYYYY)>_txt.zip
TXT file name - Error_<RRECode>_<date (MMDDYYYY)>.txt

Examples:
Error_999999999_10162009_csv.zip
Error_999999999_10162009.csv
Error_999999999_10162009_txt.zip
Error_999999999_10162009.txt
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NOTE: The file will be posted in a text file format as well as an Excel format. See Appendix B for the
layout of the quarterly result files.

QUARTERLY RESULTS VIA FTP
For RREs who are interested in automating the retrieval of the quarterly acknowledgement and error
result files, ISO can now also send the files to your company via ISO’s secure FTP site. Files will be
provided in both the text and Excel formats. You will still have the ability to manually download the files
from Account Management.
If your company already has an ISO ClaimSearch FTP ID, we can send the quarterly result files to the
existing account. If you do not have an FTP ID or wish to assign a new ID for this process, we will
establish an ID for you. For companies with multiple RREs, you can choose to have all results posted to
one FTP account, or you may set up a separate FTP account for each RRE
ISO sends quarterly files to CMS on the first day of your assigned reporting period; it could then take
CMS up to 45 days to process and post the results of the quarterly files. ISO sends an e-mail to your
Account Manager once the files have been posted to the Account Management page of the ISO
ClaimSearch website. If your company is interested in automating the retrieval process via FTP, you can
schedule your jobs to attempt a daily or periodic pick up until the files are retrieved, or, you can begin the
pick-up process after the Account Manager receives the e-mail from ISO.
The acknowledgement and error files will be posted with the following file names:

CSCMSFTP.CSxxxx.R12345.CLMACK.D010101.TXT (acknowledgment)
CSCMSFTP.CSxxxx.R12345.CLMACK.D010101.CSV (acknowledgment)
CSCMSFTP.CSxxxx.R12345.CLMERR.D010101.TXT (error)
CSCMSFTP.CSxxxx.R12345.CLMERR.D010101.CSV (error)

Where xxxx = FTP account, 12345 = RRE number, and 010101 = Date

PREVIEW FILES
For RREs who would like to see a copy of the quarterly claim file before we send it to CMS, we will now
offer a “preview file”. The preview file will allow you to see which claims were selected to be sent to CMS
as an Add, Update or Delete record. The file will be a snapshot of how the file would look if it were being
sent at that time (two weeks prior to the reporting date). Additions or changes to claims made after the
preview file is created will not be reflected; therefore, the preview may not be identical to what is sent to
CMS two weeks later. The preview file will be in the exact file layout that is sent to CMS, so in order to
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utilize this file, you will need to be familiar with CMS’ record layout, which can be found in CMS’ User
Manual.
While the preview file is particularly useful to RREs who closely watch for potential threshold errors, it
may not be useful for all RREs. For most RREs, the best way to monitor that your quarterly submission
will be successful is by managing the Active Warning report on the Account Management page of the ISO
ClaimSearch website. This will alert you to potential rejections prior to the file being sent to CMS.
If your company wants to receive the preview file, please provide us with the FTP ID to be used, or, we
can establish one for you. For more details, see the section above “What FTP ID should be used?”
The preview file will be created two weeks prior to the first day of your reporting period and will be posted
to your FTP account within the next few days.
The preview file will be posted with the following name:
CSCMSFTP.CSxxxx.R12345.CLMPRE.D010101.TXT
Where xxxx = FTP account, 12345 = RRE number, and 010101 = Date

SENDING ADDITIONAL QUARTERLY FILES TO CMS
In April 2012, CMS announced that customers can send more than one file per quarter if they have a
reason to do so such as correcting a claim for a beneficiary who is being denied benefits due to an error
in reporting. Since ISO has automated processes for sending/receiving the CMS files, whenever
possible, we would like to still follow the original process of only reporting one file per RRE per quarter
during the designated reporting period.
If you have a special case where a file needs to be sent off schedule for some reason, we will consider
the requests on a case-by-case basis. Please contact the mspreporting@iso.com mailbox if you have a
situation in which you needed to send an extra file during the quarter.
You would need to wait for your first file's results to be posted to Account Management prior to us sending
a second file on your behalf.
Please keep in mind that if the second file is sent too close to the next reporting window, it could
negatively impact the next quarterly file. For that reason, we would not want to send a second file if it was
within 50 days of the next file send date (since it can take CMS up to 45 days to process a file, plus add
on a few days for ISO's processing time). Also, keep in mind that ISO would not be able to send only
selected claims; all claims that were ready to be sent at the time would automatically be sent. There is no
way to pick and choose which claims to send off schedule.
If this process were done, you would receive a separate acknowledgement and rejection file for each
submission.

THE SMART ACT
The SMART ACT (Strengthening Medicare and Repaying Taxpayers Act) was signed by President
Obama on January 10, 2013. This Act was merged with H.R.1845 which creates a Medicare project
involving Medicare coverage for in-home administration of intravenous immune globulin (IVIG) and to
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amend title XVIII of the Social Security Act with respect to the application of Medicare secondary payer
rules for certain claims. The Congressional Budget Office estimates that through the implementation of
the SMART ACT, Medicare would reduce spending by $45M from 2013 through 2022. Title I of the
SMART ACT has no implications on ClaimSearch. Title I of H.R. 1845 provides an implementation plan
for a project to evaluate the benefits of providing payment of in-home administration of intravenous
immune globulin for the treatment of primary immune deficiency disease. The SMART Act thus became
Title II of H.R. 1845 and although it has broad impact on the insurance industry, the impact on
ClaimSearch and our Medicare Secondary Payer Reporting Service is minimal at this time. We expect the
impact will remain minimal until the use of SSN(s) and HICN(s) are discontinued at the direction of the
Secretary of Health and Human Services (HHS).
Below is a summary of each subsection of Title II – Strengthening Medicare Secondary Payer Rules.
Sec. 201 - Determination of reimbursement amount through CMS website to improve program
efficiency:
•
•

•
•

This section establishes a website by which an authorized party can log into and access
information in regards to the conditional payments made on behalf of the individual.
This information obtained in regards to the conditional payments will be a “downloadable
statement of reimbursable amounts and will constitute a “final” conditional payment
amount as long as it is obtain within 3 business days before the date of the award
payment.
Formal appeal rights to primary payers is established to challenge Medicare’s conditional
payment determinations
Time Horizon for Implementation – HHS shall publicize the final regulations to carry out
this clause within 9 months after this section is enacted. However for the formal appeal
process no timeframes were established.

Sec. 202 Fiscal efficiency and Revenue Neutrality:
•

•
•

This section establishes that for liability insurance (including self-insurance) HHS will
publish a yearly single threshold amount for awards to trigger reporting for Sec. 111
purposes as well as apply this threshold to conditional payments for “alleged physical
trauma-based incidents.”
This section establishes guidelines on how HHS will calculate the amounts
Time Horizon for Implementation – this will be applicable beginning in 2014, no later
than November 15th for the subsequent year.

Sec. 203 - Reporting Requirement:
•

•
•

This clause lessens the language surrounding the penalties associated with lack of
compliance with Sec. 111 reporting. This section appears to increase the subjectivity of
the language by changing “shall be subject” to “may be subject to a civil money penalty of
up to $1,000 for each day of noncompliance with respect to each claimant.”
This section also establishes procedures to build formal Sec. 111 penalty provisions and
also directs these provisions to be published to allow a 60 day comment period.
Time Horizon for Implementation – the HHS shall publish a notice in the Federal
Register within 60 days after the date of the enactment
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Sec. 204 – Use of Social Security Numbers and Other identifying information in Reporting
•

•

This clause has the greatest impact to ClaimSearch’s Medical Secondary Payer
Reporting Service and charges HHS to modify the reporting requirement for Sec. 111 so
that one is not required to access or report to CMS the beneficiary’s SSN or HICN.
Time Horizon for Implementation – HHS is charged to implement this change within 18
months after the date of enactment, however, this deadline can be extended by one year
increments if HHS notifies the appropriate parties if this change “threatens patient privacy
or the integrity of the secondary payer program under this subsection.” It appears likely
the HHS will utilize the ability to extend this deadline.

Sec. 205 – Statute of Limitations
•
•

This section establishes a three year Medicare Secondary Payer statute of limitations
based on TPC reporting under Sec. 111.
Time Horizon for Implementation – This clause shall apply with “respect to actions
brought and penalties sought on or after 6 months after the date of the enactment of this
Act.”

Severe Errors/Threshold Errors
CMS has indicated that if an entire file contains a certain percentage of errors, the entire file will be
suspended from processing. The RRE’s Account Manager will be notified by CMS via e-mail. Please
note that ISO will not be informed by CMS that your file has failed; only your Account Manager will be
notified. It would be helpful if you would forward a copy of the e-mail regarding threshold errors to
mspreporting@iso.com.
When you receive a threshold error, in most instances, we recommend that you contact your CMS EDI
Representative and ask to have the file released for processing. This is the only way you will know
exactly which claims rejected for which reasons. Once CMS releases the file, it will take up to 45 days for
CMS to process the file. After the file has been processed, ISO will automatically retrieve the results and
will post the Acknowledgment and Error file to the Account Management page of the ClaimSearch web
site. At that time, you should make any corrections to rejected claims prior to your next quarterly
reporting period.
ISO does not expect Severe Errors to occur, but if they do, you should contact ISO at
MSPreporting@iso.com as well as your CMS assigned EDI Rep to resolve the situation. Severe errors
occur if the file to CMS is not formatted properly or doesn’t contain the required records or record counts.
Threshold errors may occur for several reasons. The most likely reason would be that more than 20% of
your claims were in error, probably because of missing required fields or the file contained more than 5%
delete records. If you receive threshold errors and your files are not processed, please contact ISO at
MSPreporting@iso.com so we can work with you and your CMS assigned EDI Representative to
determine the appropriate resolution. NOTE: If your company does not want claims sent to CMS that
you know are missing required fields, you can mark the ‘Do not send this party to CMS’ or ‘Do not send
this coverage to CMS’ indicator until you obtain the fields necessary for reporting.
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Disposition and Compliance Codes
Below is a list of the disposition and compliance codes which will be returned by CMS. Claims with
accepted disposition codes will be returned in the acknowledgement file and claims with rejected
disposition codes will be returned in the error file.
DISPOSITION CODES
01 – Record Accepted for Individual Identified as a Medicare Beneficiary and ORM
ISO will return these claims in the acknowledgement file. For ORM claims, ISO will continually
check to see if you’ve updated your claim with any important CMS fields and, if so, we will send
updated records to CMS. We will send an update if you’ve added or changed the ICD9 Codes,
TIN, TPOC dates, TPOC Amounts, Claimant 1 Information, or ORM Termination Date. If you’ve
changed any key fields (injured party SSN, CMS Date of Incident, Plan Insurance Type, ORM
Indicator), ISO will automatically detect this and will send a DELETE record followed by a new
ADD record. After your claims receive a disposition of “01,” if you realize the claim was sent to
CMS in error, you can send a “DELETE THIS PARTY FROM CMS” indicator.
02 – Record Accepted for Individual Identified as a Medicare Beneficiary and No ORM
ISO will return these claims in the acknowledgement file. ISO will continually check to see if
you’ve updated your claim with any important CMS fields and, if so, we will send updated records
to CMS. We will send an update if you’ve added or changed the ICD9 Codes, TIN, TPOC dates,
TPOC Amounts, Claimant 1 Information. If you’ve changed any key fields (injured party SSN,
CMS Date of Incident, Plan Insurance Type, ORM Indicator), ISO will automatically detect this
and will send a DELETE transaction followed by a new ADD record. After your claims receive a
disposition of “02,” if you realize the claim was sent to CMS in error, you can send a “DELETE
THIS PARTY FROM CMS” indicator.
SP – Record in Error
ISO will return these claims on the error file. ACTION ITEM: You must make the necessary
corrections to your claim by sending an update or replacement to ISO ClaimSearch. When you
do so, make sure you don’t receive any Warning messages on your match report. A Warning
message will not stop us from trying to send your claim to CMS again. ISO will recognize that
you made a change to your claim and will try to re-send it in the next quarterly reporting
period. We don’t check to see what you’ve changed; only that you’ve updated/replaced your
claim, so if you didn’t make any/all of the necessary corrections, the claim will fail again.
51 – Injured Party Not Identified as a Medicare Beneficiary
These aren’t truly errors because they don’t count toward the 20% error threshold; however, ISO
will return these claims on the error file because action is required by you. ACTION ITEM: You
should update or replace the claim to remove the Medicare eligible indicator = YES. ISO will then
begin to query these claims for you again to alert you know if the person becomes eligible in the
future. If you learned that the person was eligible through the query process and properly
updated the claimant in the database, there is no reason you should receive this error.
*** NOTE: CMS used different criteria prior to November 2010 to determine eligibility than they
are using now. It is possible that a query file prior to November 2010 may have indicated that a
person is Medicare eligible, but now a Disposition 51 is being returned saying that the person is
not eligible. In this instance, CMS recommends beginning the query process again. To do so,
remove the Medicare eligible indicator from the claim. ***
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03 – Record Accepted for Individual Identified as a Medicare Beneficiary but Outside
Medicare Coverage Period
ISO will return these claims on the acknowledgement file. Although CMS says that it “accepted”
these records, the records are not actually being saved in its system. These are claims where
the injured party is a beneficiary, but the Medicare coverage dates are outside the time period
between the date of incident and TPOC or ORM Termination date. If you have ORM for these
claims, you must continue to monitor the status of the injury. For ORM claims, ISO will continue
to submit new ADD records on subsequent quarterly claim input files until we no longer receive
an “03” disposition or until the ORM Termination Date is reported only if the termination date was
within three months of the previous submission date.
50 – The COBC did not finish processing the record in time to produce a response record
within the 45-day turnaround.
This should happen only in rare circumstances. ISO will return these in the error file. You do not
need to do anything. ISO will automatically re-submit your claim during the next quarterly
reporting period.
ERROR CODE
SP31 – Record submitted prior to effective date of Medicare entitlement.
You do not need to do anything. ISO will automatically re-submit your claim during the next
quarterly reporting period.
SP32 – Miscellaneous error.
You do not need to do anything. ISO will automatically re-submit your claim during the next
quarterly reporting period.
SP50 – Record is locked by the COBC.
You do not need to do anything. CMS does not want any resubmissions of this record. ISO will
not resubmit this record or any changes to this claim to CMS.
TN99 – TIN/Office Code error
ISO will monitor the TIN Reference Response File and will contact you if the errors cannot be
corrected by ISO.
COMPLIANCE CODES
Compliance Codes 01 & 03
These compliance codes inform you of late submissions. No action needs to be taken.
Compliance Code 02
This compliance code is sent if the TIN in the TIN Reference File couldn’t be validated by the
COBC. If you receive this code, please contact ISO since ISO builds the TIN Reference File for
you. You may not have provided ISO with the correct TIN to use for your company.
NOTE: This code is obsolete after 10/1/11.
Compliance Codes 04 through 09
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These compliance codes are sent when invalid TIN/Office Code Addresses are sent on the TIN
Reference File Detail Record. Codes are provided for invalid Mailing Address Line 1 (code 04),
invalid Mailing Address Line 2 (code 05), Invalid City (Code 06), Invalid State (Code 07), Invalid
Zip Code (08) and Invalid Foreign Address (Code 09). See the CMS ALERT: TIN Reference File
Address Validation Information dated November 18, 2010 for more information.
NOTE: These codes are obsolete after 10/1/11.
TIN REFERENCE RESPONSE FILE
As noted in an Alert posted by CMS dated 4/1/11, effective October 1, 2011, CMS will begin
posting a new TIN Reference Response File for every TIN Reference File submitted. CMS will
begin editing the addresses associated with your SITE IDs using postal software to ensure that
an address is actually deliverable. If any of the addresses do not pass CMS’ validation, an error
code will be returned in this new file.
ISO currently sends a TIN reference file with every quarterly file submitted on your behalf. In
order to save you work time, ISO plans to retrieve these new files and internally monitor the files
for errors. You will not be required to make changes to retrieve or react to the additional files. If
any of the addresses associated with your SITE IDs reject, you will receive Error Code TN99 in
your current CMS Rejection file on the Account Management page of the ISO ClaimSearch
website; you do not need to do anything with these errors. The detailed error code will be sent in
the new TIN Reference Response File, which ISO will retrieve and monitor. ISO will attempt to
diagnose the problem and will contact you if changes need to be made to the addresses you
selected to be associated with your SITE IDs in ISO’s membership database. ISO will then resubmit a corrected TIN reference file to CMS on your behalf.
No changes to your set up should be required for you to meet the new CMS requirements. ISO
will monitor any problems related to invalid SITE ID addresses on TIN Reference Files and will
contact your Account Manager if changes are needed.
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ISO ClaimSearch MSP Account Management
ISO developed management reports to assist companies in verifying the accuracy of the data provided to
ClaimSearch for Medicare Secondary Payer reporting. These management reports will help ensure that
the proper individuals are identified as Medicare recipients, that the required data elements are populated
on the claims and the proper of volume of claims are reported to CMS.
The reports are accessible on the Account Management page of the ClaimSearch website under CMS
Section 111 Management Reports for users who have been designated with access. If you have
additional users requiring access, please contact njsupport@iso.com.
Medicare Eligible Report
This report identifies all the claimants that the company has marked as “Medicare eligible” within
ClaimSearch for a given month. This report ensures that systems are transmitting the required data in
order for claimants to be identified as Medicare recipients and/or that users are updating the claims on
the ClaimSearch website with the “Medicare eligible” indicator. Below is a screenshot of the report:

The report provides an RRE Code drop-down if you have access to view the report for more than one
RRE.
The first report available dated November 2010 is a cumulative report containing all claimants who were
marked as Medicare eligible = yes through the end of November. Each report thereafter only contains the
claims that were marked as Medicare eligible that month.
Please note that all claimants on this list will NOT automatically be reported to CMS. The claims will not
be sent to CMS if you have marked the indicator on a type of claim or party who is not reportable to CMS,
or if you have marked the “Do Not Send to CMS” indicator, or if it is a TPOC claim and the TPOC date
has not been provided yet.
Active Warnings Report:
This report will provide users with access to any claims that contain the ISO ClaimSearch CMS Warnings.
This is a live report and is generated at the time it is requested. For this reason, it may take a few
minutes for the report to be generated. This report will give RREs the ability to see for which claimants
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they have marked as Medicare eligible, but have missing CMS required fields in order for the companies
to update claims to ensure they won’t reject from CMS. Below are screenshots of the report:

The report provides an RRE Code drop-down if you have access to view the report for more than one
RRE.
To see the details showing which warnings exist on each claim, click on “View” and you will see this
screen. Each claim can have multiple warnings.
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Quarterly Reporting Statistics
The Quarterly Reporting Statistics report will enable users to verify that the correct volume of claims is
reported to CMS on a quarterly basis. The report is broken down by CMS Plan Type (Liability, No Fault
and Workers’ Compensation). When the quarterly files are returned, users can view the volume accepted
and rejected from CMS. Below is a screenshot of the “Sent File” portion of this report. It will be created
quarterly after the quarterly file is sent to CMS.
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Below is the “Received File” portion of this report. It will remain blank until CMS processes the file and
provides the results.
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PRIVACY AND SECURITY
ISO ClaimSearch operates in accordance with state and federal privacy legislation. The Gramm-LeachBliley Act of 1999 (P.L. 106-102), 15 U.S.C., Section 6801 et sec., and the National Association of
Insurance Commissioners’ Privacy of Consumer Financial and Health Information Model Regulation
(“NAIC Model Rule”) and its Insurance Information and Privacy Protection Model Act (“NAIC Model Act”)
permit the use of the ISO ClaimSearch database for fraud fighting and claims administration purposes.
Please refer to the ISO ClaimSearch and Security Policy for additional information.

Disclosure of Medicare Secondary Payer Information
ISO ClaimSearch participants are authorized to participate in and share personally identifiable information
(PII), for the adjustment of claims or the investigation of fraud. ISO ClaimSearch is sensitive to the
sharing of possible protected health information (PHI) by non-covered entities. Although ISO’s position is
that the majority of ISO ClaimSearch data is not considered PHI, ISO will not release data in fields of
information added to ISO ClaimSearch specifically for compliance with Medicare Secondary Payer
requirements to any party other than the company that enters the information. Data in fields added for
Medicare Secondary Payer requirements will not appear in match reports to other ISO ClaimSearch
participants. ISO ClaimSearch participants are to use considerable discretion in the disclosure of
information filed on ISO ClaimSearch reports, especially in those CMS designated fields returned to the
originating reporting organization, both as direct ISO ClaimSearch participants, or third party
administrators reporting on behalf of ISO ClaimSearch participants.

RELATED SERVICES
CP LINK
A fully integrated MSP compliance system that saves time and money — and helps you achieve
full compliance
Gain program efficiency and consistency with a holistic process.
As an industry leader, ISO Claims Partners is uniquely positioned to streamline your MSP compliance
process and help you achieve 100 percent compliance. The integration is simple — the results and cost
savings are profound.
Expedite conditional payment negotiations with the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services
(CMS) and achieve correct, consistent handling every time.
Take advantage of the only automated solution to expedite conditional payments and improve your
compliance program.
For too long, companies have treated Section 111 reporting separately from the conditional payment
process. That disjointed approach causes gaps in the conditional payment process, which can lead to
noncompliance, lack of insight into risk, missed opportunities for cost mitigation, time delays, and strain
on adjuster resources.
ISO Claims Partners has developed CP Link — a unique service that overcomes Medicare Secondary
Payer (MSP) compliance process limitations. Our approach:
•
•

improves your ability to become 100 percent compliant
provides insight into Medicare exposure across the entire enterprise and by line of business
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

identifies cost mitigation opportunities
calculates compliance program ROI
measures success and monitors potential compliance “leakage” for improvement
decreases the time it takes for certain critical conditional payment activities
moves claims toward faster settlement/resolution
mitigates delays
capitalizes on potential dispute opportunities to decrease conditional payment costs and
exposure

How it works
ISO Claims Partners can tailor the process to fit your specific needs. CP Link has a customized dataaggregation process that:
•
•
•
•

TM

®

automatically extracts Section 111 data from MSP Navigator , ISO ClaimSearch , or any other
third-party Section 111 reporting system
streamlines internal workflows and MSP compliance protocols
flags missing data through smart prompts
identifies predetermined thresholds for all decision points in the conditional payment process

Eliminate compliance guesswork
CP Link further speeds up the conditional payment process by addressing Medicare “liens” — demands
for reimbursement of conditional payments — according to your established protocols at every decision
point. You set the rules and dollar thresholds for decisions such as disputing or negotiating conditional
payment amounts, and CP Link eliminates the compliance guesswork. You get enhanced program
efficiency and consistency.
Time savings
The CP Link process identifies claims appropriate for conditional payments and saves your team time and
effort by eliminating individual referrals for services. By providing accurate and early registration with the
Benefits Coordination and Recovery Contractor (BCRC), ISO Claims Partners prevents potential delays
and setbacks.
CP Link saves time in the process by:
•
•
•

freeing up adjuster resources
decreasing time for certain critical conditional payment activities
moving claims toward faster settlement and resolution
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Cost mitigation
Negotiating inappropriate charges asserted by Medicare is one of the biggest opportunities for cost
savings for primary payers. A programmatic approach allows management to look into aggregate
conditional payment exposure. That approach also lets you establish clear and uniform protocols to
ensure consistent compliance and maximum savings at settlement.
Our data suggests that for every 500 conditional payment letters, primary payers can face in excess of $3
million in conditional payment exposure. It further suggests that our automated approach to disputing
conditional payment amounts can yield savings in excess of 80 percent per claim compared with CMS’s
initial conditional payment assertions. ISO Claims Partners has cost mitigation for conditional payments
down to a science. A systematic approach — capitalizing on the proven savings from CP Link — can
substantially boost your bottom line.
Get your complimentary consultation
To learn more about CP Link, contact Shawn Deane, director of Product Development, at 978-825-8158,
or send e-mail to CPLink@iso.com.
***

MSP SERVICE PACK
A robust package for a complete compliance strategy Section 111 reporting is just the first step of a
complete Medicare Secondary Payer (MSP) compliance strategy. Take your compliance program to the
next level by incorporating the ISO Claims Partners MSP Service Pack. It’s a unique set of solutions that
ensure you have the right processes in place to minimize your risks and handle all areas of MSP
compliance, including conditional payments, Medicare Set-Asides, and reporting.
The industry's leading Section 111 solution combined with the most trusted team in MSP
compliance
®

Because we have direct access to ISO ClaimSearch data, ISO Claims Partners is uniquely positioned to
provide MSP resources in the most efficient way. Our seamless integration with ISO ClaimSearch means
we can provide expert oversight to confirm that your process fully meets MSP statute requirements ― all
done without disrupting your adjusters’ workflow.
The MSP Service Pack offers benchmarking against industry standards, assistance to correct any
reporting process issues, and ongoing training to keep staff current with the ever-changing world of MSP
compliance. And you’ll get access to a dedicated consultant who will be your overseer, facilitator, and risk
mitigation expert all in one.
ISO Claims Partners is the industry leader in Medicare compliance. We offer your organization our
expertise through a comprehensive set of services specifically tailored to improve your MSP compliance
program and claims outcomes.
The MSP Service Pack gives you confidence that your MSP process is both current and
compliant.

The MSP Service Pack ensures your compliance and mitigates your risk through a multilevel approach:
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Consulting
•
•
•
•

A dedicated attorney contact on call and ready to assist you anytime
Access to the largest team of attorneys and nurses in the industry dedicated exclusively to MSP
compliance
A pre-audit discovery and investigation session to assess your current MSP compliance practices
and protocols
Protocol/best practices development to ensure all elements of MSP compliance are in place and
address any issues or risks identified in the pre-audit discovery process

Training and Education
•
•
•

Customized training for your company and invitations to special webinar training sessions
Educational resource articles from the field
Policy guidance to keep up with the ever-changing MSP industry

Audit and Assurance
•
•
•

A complete MSP compliance audit to ensure every step of the MSP process is handled effectively
and in a way that protects your interests
Oversight of key MSP policy areas and holistic evaluation of your MSP program that includes a
detailed report and actionable recommendations
Reporting solutions, including a Section 111 Scorecard, reporting readiness preparation, and
continual reporting oversight and monitoring

Compliance Options:
With the MSP Service Pack, you can access the ISO Claims Partners suite of MSP compliance services
at a reduced cost:
•
•
•
•

Medicare Set-Asides
Medical Cost Projections
Conditional Payment Services
Medicare Advantage and Medicaid Lien Services

Get your complimentary consultation
To learn more about MSP Service Pack, contact Dan Lindner, director of Section 111 Strategy, at 978825- 8152 or send an email to CPInfo@iso.com.

APPEND-DS
To help your company obtain Social Security numbers for claimants, ISO offers an optional service,
Append-DS (Append Data and Search). Append-DS will trigger a public-records search when companies
report a claim without an SSN.
The system will:
• retrieve public-records information on the claimant, including Social Security Number (SSN)
• telephone number, age, date of birth, and up to four previous addresses
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•
•

search the ISO ClaimSearch database for any matching claims using the SSN
append the SSN and other new information retrieved from public records to the outgoing ISO
ClaimSearch match report

Companies can add the SSN and other public records information to the claim report in the database by
filing a replacement report. ISO ClaimSearch will not add the information automatically to the claim, store
it in the database, or send it to CMS. It is the participating company’s responsibility to update the original
claim with any pertinent information retrieved through this service.
Append-DS is available at an additional charge. If you are interested in learning more about this service,
please contact us at claimsearch.sales@iso.com.

TRAINING
ISO has posted documentation and recorded Web-Ex training sessions to the ISO website at
www.iso.com/msp as well as to the User Manuals and Guides section on the ClaimSearch website at
https://claimsearch.iso.com for users with access. See the AVAILABLE RESOURCES section of this
guide for more information. ISO also offers individual company training. If your company is interested in
online or in person training (some minimum attendance is required), please contact ISO ClaimSearch
Customer Service at (800) 888-4476.

TESTING WITH CMS
ISO completed “pilot testing” with the Coordination of Benefits Contractor (COBC). By completing the
pilot, the COBC will automatically move the RREs from Testing Status to Production Status. If your RRE
is currently listed in “testing” status, please contact your CMS EDI Representative and ask to be switched
to “production” status. There is no further testing an RRE is required to perform in order to be in
Production Status. If an RRE wishes to conduct further testing on an individual basis, ISO can
accommodate this request. Please email ClaimSearchMSP@iso.com with your request.
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AVAILABLE RESOURCES
Resources on ISO Website
The following resources are available on the MSP page of the ISO website at www.iso.com/msp:
Technical Information
•
•
•
•

Instructions and Resources for Medicare Secondary Payer Reporting Service (PDF)
View the CMS flow for third-party liability claims (PDF)
View the CMS flow for PIP, MPAY, and WC Med-only claims (PDF)
CMS Required Field Warnings Generated by ISO ClaimSearch

General Information
•
•
•

Deadlines for Medicare Secondary Payer Reporting Service
View the FAQ about the service (PDF)
Read our comprehensive overview of the service (6/2/09) (PDF)

Web Seminars
•
•
•
•
•

View a recorded web seminar about the ISO ClaimSearch Medicare Secondary Payer Reporting
Service (11/09/09)
View a PDF of the recorded web seminar about the ISO ClaimSearch Medicare Secondary Payer
Reporting service (11/09/09)
View a slide show on the CMS reporting registration process (6/2/09) (PDF)
View a PDF of the web seminar (6/9/09) (PDF)
Listen to a recorded web seminar on MMSEA reporting requirements (9/29/09)

Teleconferences
•

April 29

E-mail Blasts and Mailings from ISO
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ICD-9 and External Cause of Injury Codes (11/12/10)
CMS Alert: Changes to the Timeline for Reporting TPOC Claims (11/9/10)
Registration, Pre-Query, Updates and Resources (3/12/10)
Registration, Pre-Query, Updates and Resources (8/18/09)
Convert legacy claims to Universal Format on the ISO ClaimSearch website (7/15/09)
Enhanced Universal Format web screens (7/10/09)
View the registration letter for ISO ClaimSearch casualty participants (6/2/09) (PDF)

Information from the Department of Health and Human Services Centers for Medicare & Medicaid
Services (CMS)
•

View the CMS website
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Resources on ISO ClaimSearch Website
The following information is available on the ISO ClaimSearch website at https://claimsearch.iso.com.
Users with IDs can access the information below on the User Manuals & Guides section.

FAQ
ISO ClaimSearch Medicare Secondary Payer Reporting Service FAQ

Best Practices
ISO ClaimSearch Medicare Secondary Payer Reporting Service Best Practices

Quick Reference
ISO ClaimSearch Medicare Secondary Payer Reporting Service Quick Reference

Layouts for File Returns from CMS
Letter sent with Query Response File Layout, Acknowledgement File Layout, Error File Layout

Training Webinar
Click on the link below to view a PowerPoint presentation or a streaming recording. You must have
Windows® Media® Player to view the streaming recording. If you don’t have Windows Media Player, you
can download it here.
Thursday, January 26, 2012 ISO ClaimSearch MSP TPA Webinar PowerPoint Presentation
Click on the link below to download the webinar. It will take 5 – 10 minutes to download the file. You
must have Windows® Media® Player to view. If you don’t have Windows Media Player, you can
download it here.
July 15, 2009 ISO ClaimSearch Medicare Secondary Payer Reporting Service Webinar Recording
Click on the link below to download the PowerPoint presentation of the webinar.
July 15, 2009 ISO ClaimSearch Medicare Secondary Payer Reporting Service Webinar PowerPoint
Presentation

Pre-Query Extract File Information and Layouts
Pre-Query Extract File Information and Layouts

ISO ClaimSearch Medicare Secondary Payer Reporting Service Web Manual
ISO ClaimSearch Medicare Secondary Payer Reporting Service Web Manual
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ISO ClaimSearch Medicare Secondary Payer Reporting Service User Guide
ISO ClaimSearch Medicare Secondary Payer Reporting Service User Guide

CMS Disposition and Compliance Codes
CMS Disposition and Compliance Codes

ICD-10 Adoption Preparation and Requirements
ICD-10 Adoption Preparation and Requirements

CMS ICD-9 and Cause of Injury Code Lists
The following codes have been published by the World Health Organization (WHO) and provided by
The Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) for use with Medicare Secondary Payer
Reporting. For your convenience, ISO ClaimSearch has combined all applicable versions from the CMS
website into two excel worksheets. Click on either link below to download the appropriate list.
Please Note: CMS requires at least one ICD-9 Diagnosis code and Cause of Injury code for new records
submitted on or after 1/1/11. CMS will review the accuracy of ICD-9 codes to injuries provided, so please
be sure to verify your selection(s).

CMS ICD-9 Code List
CMS Cause of Injury Code List

Resources Available Through Your ISO Account Executive
•
•
•
•

Product Supplement
Authorization Forms
Pre-Query Extract Forms
Information on Append-DS

Contact us at claimsearchsales@iso.com.

Resources Available Through CMS
http://www.cms.hhs.gov/MandatoryInsRep/

WHO TO CONTACT
For more information, e-mail the ISO ClaimSearch
claimsearchmsp@iso.com or call 1-800-888-4476.

Electronic

Reporting

Office

at
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APPENDIX A – CLAIM TYPES FOR QUERY AND REPORTING TO CMS
Policy, Coverage and Loss Determinations in Universal Format for Medicare
Secondary Payer Section 111 Reporting
Medicare Secondary Payer Section 111 reporting specifies three types of (plans) coverage:
• No Fault - defined as any policy coverage or self insured retention that responds to payment for
medicals. It is not limited to Automobile coverages under PIP or Med Pay, but also premises
medical payments coverage under Commercial and Personal package policies. Terminology
adopted that responds for medical payments covered is “Ongoing Responsibility for Medicals
(ORM).
•

Liability - defined as any policy, or risk retention program, that responds to legal or contractual
responsibility for an injury caused to a third party, resulting in a settlement, judgment or award.
Terminology adopted for these claims is “Total Payment Obligation to the Claimant” (TPOC).

•

Workers Compensation - defined as a regulated program by Federal or State legislation to
respond for medical payments and indemnification of claimants hurt while in the course and
scope of their employment. Terminology adopted by CMS to respond to these claims is either
ORM or TPOC (in the event of a settlement ), subject to conditions, thresholds and procedures
found in the Medicare Secondary Payer Section 111 User Guide (various editions), produced by
CMS,

ISO ClaimSearch utilizes the ISO ClaimSearch Universal Format reporting program wherever possible.
As participants are required to select policy, coverage and loss for all claims submitted to ClaimSearch,
we try to use the same ISO procedures to reduce redundancy and increase efficiency in reporting.
The Appendix A Policy, Coverage and Loss types for CMS reporting follows the same process as
reporting to ClaimSearch in Universal Format. We have, based on the claim type selected, identified the
report type (ORM or TPOC) through mapping the policy, coverage and loss as submitted. There is no
need for you to identify these types independently since ISO derives the type for you.
As a general rule, claims associated with third party bodily injury claims are considered TPOC claims.
Medical Payments under PIP, Med Pay or Workers Compensation medical payments is considered ORM
for CMS reporting purposes. Workers Compensation Indemnity carries its own rules, and at the time of
this writing is still under discussion as to the status of WC Indemnity, whether settlement s are
considered TPOC, or because indemnity settlements are not based on medical payments (handled as
ORM), are subject to CMS reporting. Currently, ISO is handling all WC claims as ORM. ISO
ClaimSearch provides the ability to submit TPOC information on a WC report, if companies intend to
report Workers Compensation settlements in this manner. Any TPOC information entered on a WC claim
will be sent to CMS at the designated ORM timeframes.
We have identified the applicable policy, coverage and loss types that are required for CMS Section 111
reporting. We have also identified and explained policy, coverage and loss types that may cause some
confusion in their relative definitions. Types requiring further definitions are marked in the chart below
with an asterisk (*) and the definition is explained in the Comments column.
NOTE: The ISO ClaimSearch Policy, Coverage and Loss tables are designed to align claims with
associated coverage types to assist in the identification of the losses against those submitted by
participating companies in match report review. These codes may not include all policy, coverage and
loss types, but will include those to respond for CMS Section 111 reporting through ISO ClaimSearch.
On the next page are the Universal Format System-to-System Policy/Coverage/Loss Types, Web
Policy/Coverage/Loss Types and Legacy Claim Types which qualify for the Query and Reporting to CMS.
Note: Legacy reporting may be used for the CMS query process to identify claimant Medicare eligibility
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but will not be accepted for reporting to CMS Section 111. Universal Format is required for Section 111
reporting.
Often more than one coverage and loss type will be appropriate for reporting to ISO ClaimSearch and
CMS Section 111 reporting. These coverages may represent both a Liability claim (TPOC) and a Medical
Payments claim (ORM) in the same loss under the same policy. Separate coverages are to be submitted
in the event there are both TPOC and ORM claims in the same report.

Universal Format

Policy
CPMP (*)
COMMERCIAL
MULTI PERIL

Coverage
PINJ (*)
(PERSONAL
INJURY)

Loss Type
BODI
(BODILY INJURY)

Comments

Ongoing
Medical
(No Fault)
(ORM)

Liability
(TPOC)

WC

(*) CPMP Commercial
Package
policy;
includes first
and third
party
coverage.
(*)PINJ –
Personal
Injury; not to
be confused
with Bodily
Injury.
Includes libel,
slander,
discrimination
, wrongful
termination,
etc…
X

OTCA (OTHER
CASUALTY)

OTPI (*) (OTHER
PERSONAL
INJURY)

(*) OTCA
should be
entered for
other casualty
bodily injury
claims
(*) OTPI Personal
injury other
than bodily
injury loss
type (may be
no bodily
injury
allegations)

X

X
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Policy

Coverage
POLL
(POLLUTION)

PROD (*)
(PRODUCTS &
COMPLETED
OPERATIONS)

PTCI (*)
(PROTECTION
& INDEMNITY)

DRCT
(DIRECTORS &
OFFICERS)
EROM
(ERRORS &
OMISSIONS)
ERPL
(EMPLOYERS)
LIAB (*)
(LIABILITY)

Loss Type
BODI
(BODILY INJURY)
ENVR
(ENVIRONMENTAL)
OTCA (OTHER)
BODI
(BODILY INJURY)

OTCA (OTHER)
BODI
(BODILY INURY)

Comments

WC

X
X

(*)PROD –
Product
Liability and
Completed
Operations;
coverage can
be BODI or
Other loss
type. Report
injury only for
CMS.
X
X
(*)PTCI –
Protection
and
Indemnity;
coverage
provided for
Marine
exposures.
X
X

X
X

OTCA (OTHER)
BODI
(BODILY INJURY)

DOGB (DOG BITE)

Liability
(TPOC)
X

Should
include only
injury claims

OTCA (OTHER)
BODI
(BODILY INJURY)

OTCA (OTHER)
BODI
(BODILY INJURY)
OTCA (OTHER)
BODI
(BODILY INJURY)

Ongoing
Medical
(No Fault)
(ORM)

X
X
X
X
(*)LIAB –
Liability; third
party
coverage;
bodily or
personal
injury for
CMS
reporting.
X
X
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Policy

Coverage

MPAY (*)
(MEDICAL
PAYMENTS)

Loss Type
ENVR
(ENVIRONMENTAL)
BISF (SLIP & FALL)
MPAY
(MEDICAL
PAYMENTS)
OTCA (OTHER)
OTPI (OTHER
PERSONAL
INJURY)
MPAY
(MEDICAL
PAYMENTS)

Comments

Ongoing
Medical
(No Fault)
(ORM)

Liability
(TPOC)

WC

X
X

X
X

X
(*)MPAY –
Medical
Payments;
medical
payments
coverage
included in
package
policies (nonauto).
X

OTLB (*)
(OTHER
LIABILITY)

BODI
(BODILY INJURY)
BISF (SLIP & FALL)

X
(*)OTLB –
Other
Liability; other
liability
coverage for
injury not
included
above.
X

BODI
(BODILY INJURY)
DOGB (DOG BITE)
ENVR
(ENVIRONMENTAL)
MPAY (*)
(MEDICAL
PAYMENTS)

OTCA (OTHER)

X
X
X
(*) MPAY can
include
medical
payments as
a basis for
liability
payment vs. a
coverage
afforded
under the
policy.

X
X
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Policy

CFRM
(FARMOWNERS)

CFRM
(FARMOWNERS)

Coverage

LIAB
(LIABILITY)

LIAB
(LIABILITY)
MPAY
(MEDICAL
PAYMENTS)

OTLB (OTHER
LIABILITY)
POLL
(POLLUTION)
CFRM
(FARMOWNERS)

POLL
(POLLUTION)

CCGL (GENERAL
LIABILITY)

DRCT
(DIRECTORS &
OFFICERS)
EROM
(ERRORS &
OMISSIONS)

ERPL
(EMPLOYERS)
CCGL (GENERAL
LIABILITY)

ERPL
(EMPLOYERS)

Loss Type

Comments

Ongoing
Medical
(No Fault)
(ORM)

OTPI (OTHER
PERSONAL
INJURY)
BISF (SLIP & FALL)

Liability
(TPOC)

WC

X
X

BODI
(BODILY INJURY)
DOGB (DOG BITE)
ENVR
(ENVIRONMENTAL)
MPAY
(MEDICAL
PAYMENTS)
OTCA (OTHER)
OTPI (OTHER
PERSONAL
INJURY)
BODI
(BODILY INJURY)

X
X
X

X
X

X

X
MPAY
(MEDICAL
PAYMENTS)
BODI
(BODILY INJURY)
OTCA (OTHER)
BODI
(BODILY INJURY)
OTCA (OTHER)
OTPI (OTHER
PERSONAL
INJURY)
BODI
(BODILY INJURY)
OTCA (OTHER)
BODI
(BODILY INJURY)

OTCA (OTHER)
BODI
(BODILY INJURY)
OTCA (OTHER)
OTPI (OTHER
PERSONAL
INJURY)

X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X
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Policy

Coverage
LIAB
(LIABILITY)

CCGL
(GENERAL
LIABILITY)

LIAB
(LIABILITY)
OTLB (OTHER
LIABILITY)

PINJ
(PERSONAL
INJURY)

(*)POLL
(POLLUTION)

MED PAY

PROD
(PRODUCTS &
COMPLETED)
PLIB
(PROFESSIONAL
LIABILITY)

DRCT
(DIRECTORS &
OFFICERS)

Loss Type

Comments

Ongoing
Medical
(No Fault)
(ORM)

Liability
(TPOC)

WC

BISF (SLIP & FALL)
X
BODI
(BODILY INJURY)
DOGB (DOG BITE)
ENVR
(ENVIRONMENTAL)
MPAY (MEDICAL
PAYMENTS)
OTCA (OTHER)
OTPI (OTHER
PERSONAL
INJURY)
BISF (SLIP & FALL)

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

BODI
(BODILY INJURY)
DOGB (DOG BITE)
ENVR
(ENVIRONMENTAL)
MPAY (MEDICAL
PAYMENTS)
OTCA (OTHER)
BODI
(BODILY INJURY)
OTCA (OTHER)
OTPI (OTHER
PERSONAL
INJURY)
BODI
(BODILY INJURY)
ENVR
(ENVIRONMENTAL)
OTCA (OTHER)
MPAY (MEDICAL
PAYMENTS)
BODI
(BODILY
INJURY
BODI
(BODILY INJURY)
OTCA (OTHER)
BODI
(BODILY INJURY)

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
(*) should
include only
injury claims

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
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Policy

Coverage
EROM
(ERRORS &
OMMISIONS)
ERPL
(EMPLOYERS)

PLIB
(PROFESSIONAL
LIABILITY)

ERPL
(EMPLOYERS)
LIAB
(LIABILITY)

PLIB
(PROFESSIONAL
LIABILITY)

LIAB
(LIABILITY)
PINJ
(PERSONAL
INJURY)

PLIB

PINJ
MPAY
(MEDICAL
PAYMENTS)

OTLB (OTHER
LIABILITY)

PLIB
(PROFESSIONAL
LIABILITY)

OTLB
(OTHER
LIABILITY)

Loss Type

Comments

Ongoing
Medical
(No Fault)
(ORM)

OTCA (OTHER)
BODI
(BODILY INJURY)

Liability
(TPOC)

WC

X

X
X

OTCA (OTHER)
BODI
(BODILY INJURY)
OTCA (OTHER)
OTPI (OTHER
PERSONAL
INJURY)
BISF (SLIP & FALL)

X
X

X
X

BODI
(BODILY INJURY)
DOGB (DOG BITE)
ENVR
(ENVIRONMENTAL)
MPAY (MEDICAL
PAYMENTS)
OTCA (OTHER)
OTPI (OTHER
PERSONAL
INJURY)
BODI
(BODILY INJURY)

X
X
X
X
X

X

X
OTPI (OTHER
PERSONAL
INJURY
OTCA (OTHER)
BODI
(BODILY INJURY)

X
X

X
MPAY (MEDICAL
PAYMENTS)
BISF (SLIP & FALL)

X
X

BODI
(BODILY INJURY)
DOGB (DOG BITE)
MPAY (MEDICAL
PAYMENTS)
OTCA (OTHER)
OTPI (OTHER
PERSONAL
INJURY)

X
X
X
X

X
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Policy
MMAL (*)
(MEDICAL
MALPRACTICE)

COMR (*)
(OCEAN MARINE)

Coverage

Loss Type

Comments

OTLB (OTHER
LIABILITY)

BISF (SLIP & FALL)

(*)MMAL –
Medical
Malpractice;
Liability
claims under
Med Mal
policies.

LIAB
(LIABILITY)

BODI
(BODILY INJURY)
OTCA (OTHER)
MPAY (MEDICAL
PAYMENT
BISF (SLIP & FALL)

Ongoing
Medical
(No Fault)
(ORM)

Liability
(TPOC)

WC

X
X
X
X

(*)COMR –
Commercial
Ocean
Marine;
Commercial
Marine
policies;
includes all
liability
coverages for
CMS
reporting.
X

COMR
(OCEAN MARINE)

LIAB
(LIABILITY)
OTLB (OTHER
LIABILITY)

BODI
(BODILY INJURY)
DOGB (DOG BITE)
ENVR
(ENVIRONMENTAL)
MPAY (MEDICAL
PAYMENTS)
OTCA (OTHER)
OTPI (OTHER
PERSONAL
INJURY)
BISF (SLIP & FALL)

X
X
X

X
X

BODI
(BODILY INJURY)
MPAY (MEDICAL
PAYMENTS)

PTCI
(PROTECTION
& INDEMNITY)

X
X

OTCA (OTHER
CASUALTY)
BODI
(BODILY INJURY)

X
X
X

X
OTCA (OTHER
CASUALTY)

X
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Policy

Coverage

OLIB (*) (OTHER
LIABILITY)

DRCT
(DIRECTORS &
OFFICERS)

EROM
(ERRORS &
OMISSIONS)
ERPL
(EMPLOYERS)
LIAB
(LIABILITY)

UMBR

OTLB (OTHER
LIABILITY)

PINJ
(PERSONAL
INJURY)
OLIB
(OTHER
LIABILITY)

PINJ
(PERSONAL
INJURY)
POLL
(POLLUTION)

Loss Type
BODI
(BODILY INJURY)

OTCA (OTHER)
BODI
(BODILY INJURY)
OTCA (OTHER)
BODI
(BODILY INJURY)
OTCA (OTHER)
BISF (SLIP & FALL)

Comments
(*)OLIB –
Other Liability;
can include
liability
coverages
other than
BODI for CMS
reporting.

Ongoing
Medical
(No
Fault)
(ORM)

Liability
(TPOC)

WC

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

BODI
(BODILY INJURY)
DOGB (DOG BITE)
ENVR
(ENVIRONMENTAL)
MPAY (MEDICAL
PAYMENTS)
OTCA (OTHER)
OTPI (OTHER
PERSONAL
INJURY)
BISF (SLIP & FALL)

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

BODI
(BODILY INJURY)
DOGB (DOG BITE)
ENVR
(ENVIRONMENTAL)
MPAY (MEDICAL
PAYMENTS)
OTCA (OTHER)
BODI
(BODILY INJURY)
OTCA (OTHER)
OTPI (OTHER
PERSONAL
INJURY)
BODI
(BODILY INJURY)

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
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Policy

Coverage

PROD
(PRODUCTS &
COMPLETED)
UMBR (*)
(UMBRELLA)

LIAB
(LIABILITY)

Loss Type

Comments

ENVR
(ENVIRONMENTAL)
OTCA (OTHER)
BODI
(BODILY INJURY)
OTCA (OTHER)
BISF (SLIP & FALL)

Ongoing
Medical
(No
Fault)
(ORM)

Liability
(TPOC)

WC

X
X

X
X
(*)UMBR –
Umbrella
Coverage;
specific excess
and drop down
liability
coverage.
Report injury
only for CMS.
X

UMBR
(UMBRELLA)

OTLB (OTHER
LIABILITY)

BODI
(BODILY INJURY)
DOGB (DOG BITE)
ENVR
(ENVIRONMENTAL)
MPAY (MEDICAL
PAYMENTS)
OTCA (OTHER
CASUALTY)
OTPI (OTHER
PERSONAL
INJURY)
BISF
(SLIP & FALL)
BODI
(BODILY INJURY)
DOGB
(DOG BITE)
ENVR
(ENVIRONMENTAL)
MPAY (MEDICAL
PAYMENTS)
OTCA (OTHER
CASUALTY)
OTPI (OTHER
PERSONAL
INJURY)

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
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Policy
CAVN
(COMMERCIAL
AVIATION)

CAVN
(COMMERCIAL
AVIATION)

Coverage
LIAB
(LIABILITY)

Comments

Liability
(TPOC)

WC

BISF
(SLIP & FALL)
X

LIAB
(LIABILITY)
OTLB (OTHER
LIABILITY)

CAVN
(COMMERCIAL
AVIATION)
CLBO
(COMMERCIAL
BUSINESS
OWNERS)

Loss Type

Ongoing
Medical
(No Fault)
(ORM)

OTLB (OTHER
LIABILITY)
LIAB
(LIABILITY)

BODI
(BODILY INJURY)
DOGB
(DOG BITE)
ENVR
(ENVIRONMENTAL)
MPAY (MEDICAL
PAYMENTS)
OTCA (OTHER)
OTPI (OTHER
PERSONAL
INJURY)
BISF
(SLIP & FALL)
BODI
(BODILY INJURY)
DOGB
(DOG BITE)
ENVR
(ENVIRONMENTAL)
MPAY (MEDICAL
PAYMENTS)
OTCA (OTHER)
OTPI (OTHER
PERSONAL
INJURY)
BISF (SLIP & FALL)

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

MPAY
(MEDICAL
PAYMENTS)

BODI
(BODILY INJURY)
DOGB (DOG BITE)
ENVR
(ENVIRONMENTAL)
MPAY (MEDICAL
PAYMENTS)
OTCA (OTHER)
BODI
(BODILY INJURY)

X
X
X
X
X

X
MPAY
(MEDICAL
PAYMENTS)

X
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Policy

Coverage

Loss Type

OTLB (OTHER
LIABILITY)

BISF (SLIP & FALL)

POLL
(POLLUTION)

PINJ
(PERSONAL
INJURY)

CAPP (*)
(COMMERCIAL
AUTO)

BODI (BODILY
INJURY)

GGKP
(GARAGEKEEPERS)

Comments

Ongoing
Medical
(No Fault)
(ORM)

Liability
(TPOC)

WC

X
BODI (BODILY
INJURY)
DOGB (DOG BITE)
ENVR
(ENVIRONMENTAL)
MPAY
(MEDICAL
PAYMENTS)
OTCA (OTHER)
BODI
(BODILY INJURY)
ENVR
(ENVIRONMENTAL)
OTCA (OTHER)
BODI
(BODILY INJURY)

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
OTPI (OTHER
PERSONAL
INJURY)
BODI
(BODILY INJURY)

MPAY (MEDICAL
PAYMENTS)
NFLT (PIP)
OTAU
(OTHER AUTO)
TRSM
(TERRORISM)
BODI
(BODILY INJURY)

X
(*)CAPP –
Commercial
Auto Policy;
policies
written on
commercial
vehicles or
personal
vehicles used
for business
purposes; first
party or third
party.

X
X
X
X
X

X
OTAU
(OTHER AUTO)

X
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Policy

Coverage
MPAY
(MEDICAL
PAYMENTS)

NFLT (PIP)

OTAU (*)
(OTHER AUTO)

UNDR
(UNDERINSURED
MOTORIST)

UNIN
(UNINSURED
MOTORIST)

Loss Type

Comments

Ongoing
Medical
(No Fault)
(ORM)

Liability
(TPOC)

WC

BODI
(BODILY INJURY)
X
MPAY (MEDICAL
PAYMENTS)
OTAU
(OTHER AUTO)
TRSM
(TERRORISM)
NFLT (PIP)
OTAU
(OTHER AUTO)
BODI (BODILY
INJURY)
BODI
(BODILY INJURY)

MPAY (MEDICAL
PAYMENTS)
NFLT (PIP)
OTAU (OTHER)
TRSM
(TERRORISM)
BODI
(BODILY INJURY)

X
X
X
X
X
X
(*)OTAU –
Other Auto;
can be used
for nonowned auto
coverage, or
any Auto
coverage not
included in
other
coverage
types.

X
X
X
X
X

X
OTAU
(OTHER AUTO)
TRSM
(TERRORISM)
BODI
(BODILY INJURY)

X
X

X
OTAU
(OTHER AUTO)
TRSM
(TERRORISM)

X
X
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Policy
PPHO
(HOMEOWNERS)

PPHO
(HOMEOWNERS)

Coverage
LIAB
(LIABILITY)

LIAB
(LIABILITY)

MPAY
(MEDICAL
PAYMENTS)

OTLB (OTHER
LIABILITY)

PINJ
(PERSONAL
INJURY)

PPFM
(FARMOWNERS)

LIAB
(LIABILITY)

Loss Type

Comments

Ongoing
Medical
(No Fault)
(ORM)

Liability
(TPOC)

WC

BISF (SLIP & FALL)
X
BODI
(BODILY INJURY)
DOGB (DOG BITE)
ENVR
(ENVIRONMENTAL)
MPAY (MEDICAL
PAYMENTS)
OTCA (OTHER)
OTPI (OTHER
PERSONAL
INJURY)
TRSM
(TERRORISM)
BODI
(BODILY INJURY)

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
MPAY (MEDICAL
PAYMENTS)
BISF (SLIP & FALL)

X
X

BODI
(BODILY INJURY)
DOGB (DOB BITE)
ENVR
(ENVIRONMENTAL)
MPAY (MEDICAL
PAYMENTS)
OTCA (OTHER)
TRSM
(TERRORISM)
BODI
(BODILY INJURY)
OTCA (OTHER)
OTPI (OTHER
PERSONAL
INJURY)
BISF (SLIP & FALL)

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

BODI
(BODILY INJURY)
DOGB (DOG BITE)

X
X
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Policy

PPFM
(FARMOWNERS)

Coverage

LIAB
(LIABILITY)

MPAY
(MEDICAL
PAYMENTS)

OTLB (OTHER
LIABILITY)

PINJ
(PERSONAL
INJURY)

PPMH (MOBILE
HOME)

PPMH (MOBILE
HOME)

LIAB
(LIABILITY)

LIAB
(LIABILITY)

Loss Type

Comments

Ongoing
Medical
(No Fault)
(ORM)

ENVR
(ENVIRONMENTAL)
MPAY (MEDICAL
PAYMENTS)
OTCA (OTHER)
OTPI (OTHER
PERSONAL
INJURY)
TRSM
(TERRORISM)
BODI
(BODILY INJURY)

Liability
(TPOC)

WC

X
X
X

X
X

X
MPAY
(MEDICAL
PAYMENTS)
BISF (SLIP & FALL)

X
X

BODI
(BODILY INJURY)
DOGB (DOG BITE)
ENVR
(ENVIRONMENTAL)
MPAY (MEDICAL
PAYMENTS)
OTCA (OTHER)
TRSM
(TERRORISM)
BODI
(BODILY INJURY)
OTCA (OTHER)
OTPI (OTHER
PERSONAL
INJURY)
BISF (SLIP & FALL)

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

BODI
(BODILY INJURY)
DOGB (DOG BITE)
ENVR
(ENVIRONMENTAL)
MPAY (MEDICAL
PAYMENTS)
OTCA (OTHER)
OTPI (OTHER
PERSONAL

X
X
X
X
X
X
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Policy

Coverage

MPAY
(MEDICAL
PAYMENTS)

OTLB (OTHER
LIABILITY)

PINJ
(PERSONAL
INJURY)

PLMA (*)
(PERSONAL
LIABILITY
MARINE)

LIAB
(LIABILITY)

OTLB (OTHER
LIABILITY)

Loss Type

Comments

Ongoing
Medical
(No Fault)
(ORM)

INJURY)
TRSM
(TERRORISM)
BODI
(BODILY INJURY)

Liability
(TPOC)

WC

X

X
MPAY (MEDICAL
PAYMENTS)
BISF (SLIP & FALL)

X
X

BODI
(BODILY INJURY)
DOGB (DOG BITE)
ENVR
(ENVIRONMENTAL)
MPAY (MEDICAL
PAYMENTS)
TRSM
(TERRORISM)
OTCA (OTHER
CASUALTY)
BODI
(BODILY INJURY)
OTCA (OTHER)
OTPI (OTHER
PERSONAL
INJURY)
BODI
(BODILY INJURY)

ENVR
(ENVIRONMENTAL)
MPAY (MEDICAL
PAYMENTS)
OTCA (OTHER)
TRSM
(TERRORISM)
BODI
(BODILY INJURY)
ENVR
(ENVIRONMENTAL)

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
(*)PLMA –
Personal
Liability
Marine, for
liability and
bodily injury
under
personal
marine
policies

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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Policy

Coverage

PTCI
(PROTECTION
& INDEMNITY)
ACHE(*)
ACCIDENT AND
HEALTH

BOAT (BOAT
POLICIES)

PAPP (*)

DISB(*)
DISABILITY

Loss Type
TRSM
(TERRORISM)
MPAY (MEDICAL
PAYMENTS)
BODI
(BODILY INJURY)
OTCA (OTHER)
DISB

HEAL

HEAL

LIAB
(LIABILITY)

BODI
(BODILY INJURY)
ENVR
(ENVIRONMENTAL)
MPAY (MEDICAL
PAYMENTS)
OTCA (OTHER)
BODI

BODI (BODILY

Comments

Ongoing
Medical
(No Fault)
(ORM)

Liability
(TPOC)

WC

X
X

X
X
(*)ACHE –
Accident &
Health;
accident
policies
written by
Property and
Casualty
insurers.
NOTE: Use
this policy
type for
Occupational
Injury Claims.
(*)DISB –
Disability;
disability
coverage
under
Accident and
Health
policies
written by
Property
Casualty
coverages.
NOTE: Use
for
Occupational
Injury claims.
Health Claims
under
Property and
Casualty
Policies

X

X
X
X

(*)PAPP –

X
X
X
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Policy
PERSONAL
AUTO)

Coverage

Loss Type

INJURY)

(BODILY INJURY)

MPAY
(MEDICAL
PAYMENTS)

MPAY (MEDICAL
PAYMENTS)
NFLT (PIP)
OTAU (OTHER
AUTO)
TRSM
(TERRORISM)
MPAY (*)
(MEDICAL
PAYMENTS)

Comments

Ongoing
Medical
(No Fault)
(ORM)

Liability
(TPOC)

WC

Personal Auto
Policy ;
policies
written on
operation or
use of a
personal
auto, or
personal
vehicles
covered
under
Personal Auto
policies.
Includes first
party
coverage for
bodily injury
and injury
coverage on
a third party
basis;
includes
underinsured
and
uninsured
motorist
coverage,
and No Fault
or Med Map
coverage
based on
local
jurisdiction.

X
X
X
X
(*)MPAY Medical
Payments
coverage; can
be Med Pay,
no fault or
other medical
payments.

X
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Policy

Coverage

Loss Type
BODI (*)
(BODILY INJURY)

NFLT (PIP) (*)
(NO FAULT)

NFLT (NO FAULT)
OTAU (OTHER
AUTO)
BODI
(BODILY INJURY)

OTAU (*)
(OTHER AUTO)

NFLT (PIP)
OTAU
(OTHER AUTO)
BODI
(BODILY INJURY)

UNDR
(UNDERINSURED
MOTORIST)

MPAY (MEDICAL
PAYMENTS)
NFLT (PIP)
OTAU
(OTHER AUTO)
TRSM
(TERRORISM)
BODI
(BODILY INJURY)

Comments
(*) BODI –
Bodily Injury;
coverage
provided for
Liability Bodily
Injury and
Medical
Payments
coverage.

Ongoing
Medical
(No
Fault)
(ORM)

Liability
(TPOC)

WC

X
X
X

(*) NFLT – No
Fault
coverage; can
be PIP or other
no fault
medical
payments
coverage.

X
X
X

(*) OTAU –
Other Auto;
coverage for
non-owned
auto, or can be
used where
other coverage
is not included
in coverage
types.

X
X
X
X
X

X
OTAU
(OTHER AUTO)

X
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Policy

Coverage

UNIN
(UNINSURED
MOTORIST)

WCEL (*)
(WORKERS
COMP &
EMPLOYERS
LIABILITY)

WCIL
(WORKERS
COMP
INDEMNITY)

Loss Type

Comments

TRSM
(TERRORISM)
BODI
(BODILY INJURY)

Ongoing
Medical
(No
Fault)
(ORM)

Liability
(TPOC)

WC

X

X
OTAU
(OTHER AUTO)
TRSM
(TERRORISM)
WCIL
(WORKERS COMP
INDEMNITY)

X
X
(*)WCEL –
Workers
Comp; all
coverages
under Workers
Compensation,
including
Employers
Liability.
X

WCMA
(WORKERS
COMP MARINE)

WCLL
(WORKERS
COMP
LIABILITY)
WCML
(WORKERS
COMP
MEDICAL)
WCIL
(WORKERS
COMP
INDEMNITY)
WCLL
(WORKERS
COMP
LIABILITY)
WCML
(WORKERS
COMP
MEDICAL)

WCLL (WORKERS
COMP LIABILITY)
X
WCML
(WORKERS COMP
MEDICAL)
X
WCIL
(WORKERS COMP
INDEMNITY)
X
WCLL
(WORKERS COMP
LIABILITY)
X
WCML
(WORKERS COMP
MEDICAL)
X
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WEB Universal Format Reporting
In some instances, the ClaimSearch Universal Format website builds different policy/coverage/loss types
on the backend than what is normally coded by system-to-system customers. Below are the codes (when
different from the codes listed on the chart above) which are created by web entry. These codes
SHOULD NOT BE PROGRAMMED by system-to-system companies. These codes are only being
provided for reference purposed if they appear on a Pre-Query extract file for web-reported claims and
you need to know the translation of the codes.

Policy
CLMP
COMMERCIAL
LIABILITY MULTI
PERIL

Coverage

Loss Type

DRCT (DIRECTORS &
OFFICERS)

BODI
(BODILY INJURY)

EROM (ERRORS &
OMISSIONS)
ERPL (EMPLOYERS)

LIAB (LIABILITY)

MPAY (MEDICAL
PAYMENTS)

OTLB (OTHER
LIABILITY)

OTCA (OTHER)
BODI
(BODILY INJURY)
OTCA (OTHER)
BODI
(BODILY INJURY)
OTCA (OTHER)
BISF
(SLIP & FALL)
BODI
(BODILY INJURY)
DOGB
(DOG BITE)
ENVR (ENVIRONMENTAL)
MPAY (MEDICAL
PAYMENTS)
OTCA (OTHER)
BODI
(BODILY INJURY)
MPAY (MEDICAL
PAYMENTS)
BISF
(SLIP & FALL)
BODI
(BODILY INJURY)
DOGB
(DOG BITE)
ENVR (ENVIRONMENTAL)
MPAY
(MEDICAL
PAYMENTS)
OTCA (OTHER)

Comments

Ongoing
Medical (No
Fault) (ORM)

Liability
(TPOC)

WC

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
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Policy

Coverage
PINJ (PERSONAL
INJURY)

POLL (POLLUTION)

PROD (*)(PRODUCTS
& COMPLETED
OPERATIONS)
PTCI (PROTECTION
& INDEMNITY)
CFRL
COMMERCIAL
FARM
LIABILITY

LIAB

Loss Type

Comments

Ongoing
Medical (No
Fault) (ORM)

BODI
(BODILY INJURY)
OTCA (OTHER
CASUALTY)
OTPI (*) (OTHER
PERSONAL
INJURY
BODI
(BODILY
INJURY)
ENVR (ENVIRONMENTAL)
OTCA (OTHER)
BODI
(BODILY INJURY)

Liability
(TPOC)

WC

X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

OTCA (OTHER)
BODI (BODILY
INJURY)
OTCA (OTHER)
BISF (SLIP &
FALL)

X
X

X

MPAY (MEDICAL
PAYMENTS

OTLB (OTHER
LIABILITY)

POLL (POLLUTION)

BODI (BODILY
INJURY)
DOGB (DOG
BITE)
ENVR
(ENVIRONMENT
AL)
MPAY (MEDICAL
PAYMENTS)
OTCA (OTHER)
BODI (BODILY
INJURY)
MPAY (MEDICAL
PAYMENTS)
OTCA (OTHER)
BODI (BODILY
INJURY)
MPAY (MEDICAL
PAYMENTS)
OTCA (OTHER)
BODI (BODILY
INJURY)
MPAY (MEDICAL
PAYMENTS)
OTCA (OTHER)

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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Policy
COML
COMMERCIAL
OCEAN
MARINE
LIABILITY

Coverage
LIAB (LIABILITY)

Comments

Liability
(TPOC)

WC

OTCA (OTHER)

X

OTLB (OTHER
LIABILITY)

CAVL
COMMERCIAL
AVIATION
LIABILITY

Loss Type

Ongoing
Medical (No
Fault) (ORM)

PTCI (PROTECTION
& INDEMNITY)
LIAB (LIABILITY)

BODI (BODILY
INJURY)
DOGB (DOG
BITE)
ENVR
(ENVIRONMENT
AL)
MPAY (MEDICAL
PAYMENTS)
BISF (SLIP &
FALL)
BODI (BODILY
INJURY)
MPAY (MEDICAL
PAYMENTS
OTCA (OTHER
CASUALTY)
BODI (BODILY
INJURY)
BISF
(SLIP & FALL)

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

OTLB (OTHER
LIABILITY)

BODI
(BODILY INJURY)
DOGB
(DOG BITE)
ENVR
(ENVIRONMENT
AL)
MPAY (MEDICAL
PAYMENTS)
OTCA (OTHER)
BISF (SLIP &
FALL)
BODI
(BODILY INJURY)
DOGB (DOG
BITE)
ENVR
(ENVIRONMENT
AL)
MPAY (MEDICAL
PAYMENTS)
OTCA (OTHER)

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
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Policy
PLMH
PERSONAL
MOBILE HOME
LIABILITY

Coverage
LIAB (LIABILITY)

Comments

Liability
(TPOC)

WC

BISF (SLIP &
FALL)
X

MPAY (MEDICAL
PAYMENTS)

OTLB (OTHER
LIABILITY)

PINJ (PERSONAL
INJURY)

PLFM
PERSONAL
FARM
LIABILITY

Loss Type

Ongoing
Medical (No
Fault) (ORM)

LIAB (LIABILITY)

BODI (BODILY
INJURY)
DOGB (DOG
BITE)
ENVR
(ENVIRONMENT
AL)
MPAY (MEDICAL
PAYMENTS)
OTCA (OTHER)
TRSM
(TERRORISM)
BODI
(BODILY INJURY)
MPAY (MEDICAL
PAYMENTS)
BISF (SLIP &
FALL)
BODI
(BODILY INJURY)
DOGB (DOG
BITE)
ENVR (ENVIRONMENTAL)
MPAY (MEDICAL
PAYMENTS)
TRSM
(TERRORISM)
OTCA (OTHER
CASUALTY)
BODI
(BODILY INJURY)
OTCA (OTHER)
OTPI (OTHER
PERSONAL
INJURY)
BISF (SLIP &
FALL)

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
BODI (BODILY
INJURY
DOGB (DOG
BITE)

X
X
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Policy

Coverage

MPAY (MEDICAL
PAYMENTS)

OTLB (OTHER
LIABILTIY)

PINJ
(PERSONAL
INJURY)

Loss Type

Comments

Ongoing
Medical (No
Fault) (ORM)

ENVR
(ENVIRONMENT
AL)
MPAY (MEDICAL
PAYMENTS)
OTCA (OTHER)
TRSM
(TERRORISM)
MPAY (MEDICAL
PAYMENTS)
BODI
(BODILY INJURY)
BISF (SLIP &
FALL)
BODI
(BODILY INJURY)
DOGB
(DOG BITE)
ENVR (ENVIRONMENTAL)
MPAY (MEDICAL
PAYMENTS)
OTCA (OTHER)
TRSM
(TERRORISM)
BODI
(BODILY INJURY)
OTCA (OTHER)
OTPI (OTHER
PERSONAL
INJURY)

Liability
(TPOC)

WC

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

Legacy Casualty Format
Below are the legacy claim types which qualify for CMS Query and Reporting.
HOL
MP
GL
WC
AUTO
AMP
PIP
DIS
N/RPT

Homeowners Liability
Homeowners Med Pay
General Liability
Workers Compensation
Auto Liability Bodily Injury
Auto Med Pay
Auto No Fault
Disability
Other
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APPENDIX B – LAYOUT FOR QUERY RESPONSE FILE
Record NGQR – Non Group Health Query Response File Record
If multiple claims are found in the ISO ClaimSearch database with the same SSN, this record will be
repeated for each claim found.
Position
1-6

Length
6

Type
A/N

4
30
9

A/N
A/N
A/N

12

A/N

62-67

Health Insurance Claim
Number (HICN)
Last Name

6

A/N

68

First Initial

1

A/N

69-76

Date of Birth

8

N

77

Gender

1

N

78-86

SSN

9

N

87-97
98-127
128-135
136-205
206-275

ISO File Number
Policy Number
Date of Loss
Adjuster Name
Insured Name

11
30
8
70
70

A/N
A/N
N
A/N
A/N

7-10
11-40
41-49
50-61

Sequence Number

NGQR Record Identifier
Claim Number
Insuring Company Code

Description
A computer-generated sequential
number for each physical record in a
file including the header, trailer and
detail records, beginning with 000001.
Contains value of “NGQR’
Claim Number assigned to loss
The customer ID code assigned by
ClaimSearch
Applied Medicare Health Insurance
Claim Number.
Applied Surname of Individual/Injured
Party. Updated with Medicare
information if the individual is identified
as a Medicare beneficiary based upon
the information submitted.
Applied First Initial of Individual/Injured
Party. Updated with Medicare
information if the individual is identified
as a Medicare beneficiary based upon
the information submitted.
Applied Individual’s Date of Birth
(YYYYMMDD). Updated with Medicare
information if the individual is identified
as a Medicare beneficiary based upon
the information submitted.
Applied Covered individual’s gender:
0 = unknown
1 = male
2 = female
Updated with Medicare information if
the individual is identified as a Medicare
beneficiary based upon the information
submitted.
Social Security Number of the
Individual as submitted by the RRE on
the input record. Note: If both a HICN
and an SSN were submitted on the
input file and CMS matched on the
HICN, CMS takes no action to validate
the SSN.
The first 5 positions of the SSN will be
masked (zero-filled).
Claim Identifier
Policy Number assigned to loss
YYYYMMDD
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Position
276-305

338-357
358
359

Submitted Claimant Last
Name
Submitted Claimant First
Name
Submitted Claimant Middle
Name
Routing/Miscellaneous Info
Claim Source
Reported Source

360

Filler

306-325
326-337

Length
30

Type
A/N

20

A/N

12

A/N

20
1
1

A/N
A/N
A/N

241

A/N

Description

L = legacy; U = Universal Format
Universal Format system-to-system
methods (F = FTP; L = XML, Q = MQ)
Legacy system-to-system methods (F =
FTP, I = IIN, O = Online, T = Tape, X =
Tracs, 3 = 3780)
W = Web
D = paper (data entry)
A = legacy ACE software
Spaces

Record NGQH – Non Group Health Query Response File Header Record
Position
1-6

Sequence Number

Length
6

Type
A/N

Record Identifier

4

A/N

Reporting File Type
Section 111 Reporter ID
(RRE Code)
Date file was sent to CMS

7
9

A/N
A/N

8

N

35-42

Date file was posted by
CMS

8

N

43-600

Filler

558

A/N

7-10

NGQ
H

11-17
18-26
27-34

Description
A computer-generated sequential
number for each physical record in a
file including the header, trailer and
detail records, beginning with
000001.
Contains value of ‘NGQH’
Contains value of ‘NGHPQRS’
COBC assigned Section 111
Reporter ID.
Date the input file was sent to CMS.
Format: YYYYMMDD
Date file was posted by CMS. This
may not be the same date that ISO
posted the file.
Format: YYYYMMDD
Spaces

Record NGQT – Non Group Health Query Response File Trailer Record
Position
1-6

7-10
11-19
20-27

Sequence Number

NGQT

Record Identifier
Section 111 Reporter ID
(RRE Code)
Date file was sent to CMS

Length
6

Type
A/N

4
9

A/N
A/N

8

N

Description
A computer-generated sequential
number for each physical record in a
file including the header, trailer and
detail records, beginning with
000001.
Contains value of ‘NGQT’
COBC assigned Section 111
Reporter ID.
Date the input file was sent to CMS.
Format: YYYYMMDD
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28-35

Date file was posted by
CMS

8

N

Position
36-42

File Record Count

Length
7

Type
N

43-600

Filler

558

A/N

Date file was posted by CMS. This
may not be the same date that ISO
posted the file.
Format: YYYYMMDD
Description
Number of detail response records
contained within file (does not
include header or trailer records).
Spaces
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APPENDIX C – LAYOUT FOR ACKNOWLEDGEMENT FILE
RECORD NGRD – Non Group Health Response File Detail Record
Position

1-6

7-10

Length Type Description
INFORMATION PROVIDED BY ISO CLAIMSEARCH
Sequence Number

NGRD Record Identifier

6

A/N

4

A/N

A computer-generated sequential number for
each physical record in a file including the
header, trailer and detail records, beginning with
000001.
Contains value of “NGRD’

11-40

Claim Number

30

A/N

Claim Number assigned to loss

41-49

Insuring Company
Code

9

A/N

The customer ID code assigned by ClaimSearch

50-64

Document Control
Number

15

A/N

The DCN assigned by ISO.

ECHO OF INPUT INFORMATION
65

Submitted Action
Type

1

N

Action performed.
0=Add
1 = Delete
2 = Update/Change

66-77

Submitted Injured
Party HICN

12

A/N

Health Insurance Claim Number (HICN) of
Injured Party (as supplied on input)

78-86

Submitted Injured
Party SSN

9

N

Social Security Number of Injured Party (as
supplied on input).
The first 5 positions of the SSN will be masked
(zero-filled).

87-126

Submitted Injured
Party Last Name

40

A/N

As supplied on input record
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Position
127-156

Submitted Injured
Party First Name

Length Type Description
30
A/N
As supplied on input record.

157

Submitted Injured
Party Middle Init

1

A/N

As supplied on input record.

158

Submitted Injured
Party Gender

1

N

1 = Male
2 = Female
0 = Unknown

159-166

Submitted Injured
Party DOB

8

N

Format: YYYYMMDD

167-175

Submitted Plan TIN 9

N

As supplied on input record.

176-184

Submitted Plan Site 9
ID

A/N

As supplied on input record.

185-196

Applied Injured
Party HICN

12

A/N

Current HICN of Injured Party if identified as a
Medicare beneficiary based upon the
information submitted. COBC supplied.

197-236

Applied Injured
Party Last Name

40

A/N

Injured Party Last Name, as stored on
Medicare’s files, if identified as a Medicare
beneficiary based upon the information
submitted. COBC supplied.

237-266

Applied Injured
Party First Name

30

A/N

Injured Party First Name, as stored on
Medicare’s files, if identified as a Medicare
beneficiary based upon the information
submitted. COBC supplied.

267

Applied Injured
Party Middle Initial

1

A/N

Injured Party Middle Initial, as stored on
Medicare’s files, if identified as a Medicare
beneficiary based upon the information
submitted. COBC supplied.

268

Applied Injured
Party Gender

1

A/N

Gender of Injured Party, as stored on
Medicare’s files, if identified as a Medicare
beneficiary based upon the information
submitted. COBC supplied.
1 = Male
2 = Female
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Position
269-276

Applied Injured
Party DOB

Length Type Description
8
N
Date of Birth of Injured Party, as stored on
Medicare’s files, if identified as a Medicare
beneficiary based upon the information
submitted. COBC supplied.
Format: YYYYMMDD

277-284

Applied MSP
Effective Date

8

N

Applied Medicare Secondary Payer (MSP)
effective date, if identified as a Medicare
beneficiary based upon the information
submitted, and the claim information reflects
ORM, the start date of Medicare’s secondary
payment status for the incident, illness or injury.
Will be the later of the beneficiary’s Medicare
entitlement/eligibility start date or the CMS Date
of Incident. This is the effective date of the MSP
occurrence posted to the internal Medicare
systems which are used in Medicare claim
payment determinations. Will contain all zeroes
if not applicable. COBC supplied.
Format: YYYYMMDD.

285-292

Applied MSP
Termination Date

8

N

Applied Medicare Secondary Payer (MSP)
termination date, if identified as a Medicare
beneficiary based upon the information
submitted, the date posted to internal Medicare
systems for the termination of responsibility for
ongoing medicals as reported by the RRE. Will
contain all zeroes if open-ended or not
applicable. COBC supplied.
Format: YYYYMMDD.

293

Applied MSP Type 1
Indicator

A/N

Applied Medicare Secondary Payer (MSP)
Type. COBC supplied.
D = No-Fault
E = Workers’ Compensation
L = Liability
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Position
294-295

Length Type Description
Applied Disposition 2
A/N
2-digit code indicating how the record was
Code
processed. COBC supplied.
01 = Record accepted by the COBC. RRE has
indicated ongoing responsibility for medicals.
02 = Record accepted by the COBC. RRE has
indicated no ongoing responsibility for medicals.
03 = Record accepted by the COBC. The
injured party was identified as a Medicare
beneficiary based on the information submitted,
but the beneficiary did not have Medicare
coverage during the reported time period.

296-297

Applied Compliance 2
Flag 1

A/N

Code indicating compliance issue found with
record. COBC supplied.
01 – Late submission of TPOC. TPOC date
more than 135 days older than the start date of
the current file submission period.
02 – An invalid RRE TIN was supplied. The
corresponding TIN on the TIN Reference File
could not be validated by the COBC. The
record was processed without the TIN. (You
must contact ISO ClaimSearch with the correct
TIN information to be used on future files).
03 – Late Submission of ORM Termination
Date. ORM Termination Date more than 135
days older than the start date of the current file
submission period.
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Position
298-299

Length Type Description
Applied Compliance 2
A/N
Code indicating compliance issue found with
Flag 2
record. COBC supplied.
01 – Late submission of TPOC. TPOC date
more than 135 days older than the start date of
the current file submission period.
02 – An invalid RRE TIN was supplied. The
corresponding TIN on the TIN Reference File
could not be validated by the COBC. The
record was processed without the TIN. (You
must contact ISO ClaimSearch with the correct
TIN information to be used on future files).
03 – Late Submission of ORM Termination
Date. ORM Termination Date more than 135
days older than the start date of the current file
submission period.

300-301

Applied Compliance 2
Flag 3

A/N

Code indicating compliance issue found with
record. COBC supplied.
01 – Late submission of TPOC. TPOC date
more than 135 days older than the start date of
the current file submission period.
02 – An invalid RRE TIN was supplied. The
corresponding TIN on the TIN Reference File
could not be validated by the COBC. The
record was processed without the TIN. (You
must contact ISO ClaimSearch with the correct
TIN information to be used on future files).
03 – Late Submission of ORM Termination
Date. ORM Termination Date more than 135
days older than the start date of the current file
submission period.
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Position
302-303

Length Type Description
Applied Compliance 2
A/N
Code indicating compliance issue found with
Flag 4
record. COBC supplied.
01 – Late submission of TPOC. TPOC date
more than 135 days older than the start date of
the current file submission period.

(for future
expansion;
currently there are
only 3 compliance
flags).

02 – An invalid RRE TIN was supplied. The
corresponding TIN on the TIN Reference File
could not be validated by the COBC. The
record was processed without the TIN. (You
must contact ISO ClaimSearch with the correct
TIN information to be used on future files).
03 – Late Submission of ORM Termination
Date. ORM Termination Date more than 135
days older than the start date of the current file
submission period.

304-305

Applied Compliance 2
Flag 5

(for future
expansion;
currently there are
only 3 compliance
flags).

A/N

Code indicating compliance issue found with
record. COBC supplied.
01 – Late submission of TPOC. TPOC date
more than 135 days older than the start date of
the current file submission period.
02 – An invalid RRE TIN was supplied. The
corresponding TIN on the TIN Reference File
could not be validated by the COBC. The
record was processed without the TIN. (You
must contact ISO ClaimSearch with the correct
TIN information to be used on future files).
03 – Late Submission of ORM Termination
Date. ORM Termination Date more than 135
days older than the start date of the current file
submission period.
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Position
306-307

Length Type Description
Applied Compliance 2
A/N
Code indicating compliance issue found with
Flag 6
record. COBC supplied.
01 – Late submission of TPOC. TPOC date
more than 135 days older than the start date of
the current file submission period.

(for future
expansion;
currently there are
only 3 compliance
flags).

02 – An invalid RRE TIN was supplied. The
corresponding TIN on the TIN Reference File
could not be validated by the COBC. The
record was processed without the TIN. (You
must contact ISO ClaimSearch with the correct
TIN information to be used on future files).
03 – Late Submission of ORM Termination
Date. ORM Termination Date more than 135
days older than the start date of the current file
submission period.

308-309

Applied Compliance 2
Flag 7

(for future
expansion;
currently there are
only 3 compliance
flags).

A/N

Code indicating compliance issue found with
record. COBC supplied.
01 – Late submission of TPOC. TPOC date
more than 135 days older than the start date of
the current file submission period.
02 – An invalid RRE TIN was supplied. The
corresponding TIN on the TIN Reference File
could not be validated by the COBC. The
record was processed without the TIN. (You
must contact ISO ClaimSearch with the correct
TIN information to be used on future files).
03 – Late Submission of ORM Termination
Date. ORM Termination Date more than 135
days older than the start date of the current file
submission period.
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Position
310-311

Length Type Description
Applied Compliance 2
A/N
Code indicating compliance issue found with
Flag 8
record. COBC supplied.
01 – Late submission of TPOC. TPOC date
more than 135 days older than the start date of
the current file submission period.

(for future
expansion;
currently there are
only 3 compliance
flags).

02 – An invalid RRE TIN was supplied. The
corresponding TIN on the TIN Reference File
could not be validated by the COBC. The
record was processed without the TIN. (You
must contact ISO ClaimSearch with the correct
TIN information to be used on future files).
03 – Late Submission of ORM Termination
Date. ORM Termination Date more than 135
days older than the start date of the current file
submission period.

312-313

Applied Compliance 2
Flag 9

(for future
expansion;
currently there are
only 3 compliance
flags).

A/N

Code indicating compliance issue found with
record. COBC supplied.
01 – Late submission of TPOC. TPOC date
more than 135 days older than the start date of
the current file submission period.
02 – An invalid RRE TIN was supplied. The
corresponding TIN on the TIN Reference File
could not be validated by the COBC. The
record was processed without the TIN. (You
must contact ISO ClaimSearch with the correct
TIN information to be used on future files).
03 – Late Submission of ORM Termination
Date. ORM Termination Date more than 135
days older than the start date of the current file
submission period.
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Position
314-315

Length Type Description
Applied Compliance 2
A/N
Code indicating compliance issue found with
Flag 10
record. COBC supplied.
01 – Late submission of TPOC. TPOC date
more than 135 days older than the start date of
the current file submission period.

(for future
expansion;
currently there are
only 3 compliance
flags).

02 – An invalid RRE TIN was supplied. The
corresponding TIN on the TIN Reference File
could not be validated by the COBC. The
record was processed without the TIN. (You
must contact ISO ClaimSearch with the correct
TIN information to be used on future files).
03 – Late Submission of ORM Termination
Date. ORM Termination Date more than 135
days older than the start date of the current file
submission period.

316-319

Coverage Type

4

A/N

Coverage Type reported on ClaimSearch claim.
NOTE: For Plan D (No Fault) type claims which
are combinable when reported to CMS, the
Coverage Type reported will not be sent back to
you; you will receive a Coverage Type of COMB
indicating that the coverage may have been
combined.

320-323

Loss Type

4

A/N

Loss Type reported on ClaimSearch claim.
NOTE: For Plan D (No Fault) type claims which
are combinable when reported to CMS, the Loss
Type reported will not be sent back to you; you
will receive a Loss Type of COMB indicating that
the coverage may have been combined.

324-334

ISO File Number

11

A/N

ISO Claim Identifier

335-364

Policy Number

30

A/N

Policy assigned to loss

Position

Length

Typ
e

Description
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365-372

Date of Loss

8

N

YYYYMMDD

373-442

Adjuster Name

70

A/N

443-512

Insured Name

70

A/N

513-532

Routing/Misc.

20

A/N

533-600

Filler

68

A/N

Spaces

Record NGRH – Non Group Health Response File Header Record
Position
1-6

7-10
11-17

Length
6

Type
A/N

Record Identifier
Reporting File
Type
Section 111
Reporter ID (RRE
Code)
Date file was sent
to CMS
Date file was
posted by CMS

4
7

A/N
A/N

Description
A computer-generated sequential number for
each physical record in a file including the
header, trailer and detail records, beginning
with 000001.
Contains value of ‘NGRH’
Contains value of ‘NGHPRSP’

9

A/N

COBC assigned Section 111 Reporter ID.

8

N

8

N

Date the input file was sent to CMS. Format:
YYYYMMDD
Date file was posted by CMS. This may not
be the same date that ISO posted the file.
Format: YYYYMMDD

Filler

558

A/N

Spaces

Sequence
Number

NGRH

18-26

27-34
35-42

43-600

Record NGRT – Non Group Health Response File Trailer Record
Position
1-6

Length
6

Type
A/N

Record Identifier
Section 111
Reporter ID (RRE
Code)
Date file was sent
to CMS
Date file was
posted by CMS

4
9

A/N
A/N

8

N

8

N

36-42

File Record Count

7

N

43-600

Filler

558

A/N

7-10
11-19

20-27
28-35

Sequence Number

NGRT

Description
A computer-generated sequential number for
each physical record in a file including the
header, trailer and detail records, beginning
with 000001.
Contains value of ‘NGRT’
COBC assigned Section 111 Reporter ID.

Date the input file was sent to CMS. Format:
YYYYMMDD
Date file was posted by CMS. This may not
be the same date that ISO posted the file.
Format: YYYYMMDD
Number of detail response records contained
within file (does not include header or trailer
records).
Spaces
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APPENDIX D – LAYOUT FOR REJECT FILE
Record NGED – Non Group Health Error File Detail Record
Position

Length Type Description
INFORMATION PROVIDED BY ISO CLAIMSEARCH
Sequence Number

6

A/N

Record Identifier

4

A/N

A computer-generated sequential number for
each physical record in a file including the
header, trailer and detail records, beginning
with 000001.
Contains value of ‘NGED’.

11-40

Claim Number

30

A/N

Claim Number assigned to loss

41-49

Insuring Company
Code

9

A/N

The customer ID code assigned by
ClaimSearch

50-64

Document Control
Number

15

A/N

The DCN assigned by ISO.

1-6

7-10

NGED

ECHO OF INPUT INFORMATION
65

Submitted Action
Type

1

N

Action performed (as submitted on input) .
0=Add
1 = Delete
2 = Update/Change

66-77

Submitted Injured
Party HICN

12

A/N

Health Insurance Claim Number (HICN) of
Injured Party (as supplied on input)

78-86

Submitted Injured
Party SSN

9

N

Social Security Number of Injured Party (as
supplied on input).
The first 5 positions of the SSN will be masked
(zero-filled).

87-126

Submitted Injured
Party Last Name

40

A/N

As supplied on input record

127-156

Submitted Injured
Party First Name

30

A/N

As supplied on input record.

157

Submitted Injured
Party Middle Init

1

A/N

As supplied on input record.
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Position
158

Submitted Injured
Party Gender

Length Type Description
1
N
1 = Male
2 = Female
0 = Unknown

159-166

Submitted Injured
Party DOB

8

N

Format: YYYYMMDD

167-175

Submitted Plan TIN

9

N

As supplied on input record.

176-184

Submitted Plan Site
ID

9

A/N

As supplied on input record.

REJECTION INFORMATION FROM COBC
185-186

Applied Disposition
Code

2

A/N

2 digit code indicating how the record was
processed.
SP = Record not accepted by the COBC due to
errors in the data reported. Record returned
with at least one error code. Record must be
corrected and resubmitted on the next quarterly
file submission.
50 = Record still being processed by CMS.
Record must be resubmitted on the next
quarterly file submission.
51 = Individual was not identified as a Medicare
Beneficiary.

187-191

Error Code 1

5

A/N

Code associated with an error found by the
COBC in the submitted record. See Appendix
A.

192-196

Error Code 2

5

A/N

Code associated with an error found by the
COBC in the submitted record. See Appendix
A.

197-201

Error Code 3

5

A/N

Code associated with an error found by the
COBC in the submitted record. See Appendix
A.
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Position
202-206

Error Code 4

Length Type Description
Code associated with an error found by the COBC in
5
A/N
the submitted record. See Appendix A.

207-211

Error Code 5

5

A/N

Code associated with an error found by the
COBC in the submitted record. See Appendix
A.

212-216

Error Code 6

5

A/N

Code associated with an error found by the
COBC in the submitted record. See Appendix
A.

217-221

Error Code 7

5

A/N

Code associated with an error found by the
COBC in the submitted record. See Appendix
A.

222-226

Error Code 8

5

A/N

Code associated with an error found by the
COBC in the submitted record. See Appendix
A.

227-231

Error Code 9

5

A/N

Code associated with an error found by the
COBC in the submitted record.
See
Appendix A.

232-236

Error Code 10

5

A/N

Code associated with an error found by the
COBC in the submitted record.
See
Appendix A.

237-240

Coverage Type

4

A/N

Coverage Type reported on ClaimSearch claim.
NOTE: For Plan D (No Fault) type claims which
are combinable when reported to CMS, the
Coverage Type reported will not be sent back to
you; you will receive a Coverage Type of
COMB indicating that the coverage may have
been combined.

241-244

Loss Type

4

A/N

Loss Type reported on ClaimSearch claim.
NOTE: For Plan D (No Fault) type claims which
are combinable when reported to CMS, the
Loss Type reported will not be sent back to you;
you will receive a Loss Type of COMB
indicating that the coverage may have been
combined.

245-255

ISO File Number

11

A/N

ISO Claim Identifier

Position
256-285

Policy Number

Length Type Description
30
A/N
Policy assigned to loss
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286-293

Date of Loss

8

N

294-363

Adjuster Name

70

AN

364-433

Insured Name

70

A/N

434-453

Routing/Misc.

20

A/N

454-600

Filler

147

A/N

YYYYMMDD

Spaces
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Record NGEH – Non Group Health Error File Header Record
Position
1-6

7-10
11-17
18-26

Length
6

Type
A/N

Record Identifier
Reporting File Type
Section 111 Reporter ID
(RRE Code)
Date file was sent to CMS
Date file was posted by
CMS

4
7
9

A/N
A/N
A/N

8
8

N
N

Filler

558

A/N

Sequence Number

NGEH

27-34
35-42

43-600

Description
A computer-generated sequential
number for each physical record in a
file including the header, trailer and
detail records, beginning with
000001.
Contains value of ‘NGEH’
Contains value of ‘NGHPERR’
COBC assigned Section 111
Reporter ID.
Date the input file was sent to CMS.
Date file was posted by CMS. This
may not be the same date that ISO
posted the file.
Format: YYYYMMDD
Spaces

Record NGET – Non Group Health Error File Trailer Record
Position
1-6

Length
6

Type
A/N

Record Identifier
Section 111 Reporter ID
(RRE Code)
Date file was sent to CMS
Date file was posted by
CMS

4
9

A/N
A/N

8
8

N
N

36-42

File Record Count

7

N

43-600

Filler

558

A/N

7-10
11-19
20-27
28-35

Sequence Number

NGET

Description
A computer-generated sequential
number for each physical record in a
file including the header, trailer and
detail records, beginning with
000001.
Contains value of ‘NGET’
COBC assigned Section 111
Reporter ID.
Date the input file was sent to CMS
Date file was posted by CMS. This
may not be the same date that ISO
posted the file.
Format: YYYYMMDD
Number of detail response records
contained within file (does not include
header or trailer records).
Spaces
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Error Codes – For a complete list of error codes, please refer to the CMS User Guide. ISO
provides the information below as a resource, however, the CMS User Guide should be the
primary source for this information since ISO’s manual may not contain all updates provided by
CMS.
Error
Code
CB01

Field
Detail or
Auxiliary
Record
Identifier

CB02

DCN

CB03

Action Type

CB04

Injured Party
HICN
Injured Party
SSN
Injured Party
HICN/SSN
Injured Party
Last Name

CB05
CB06
CB07

CB08
CB09
CB10

Injured Party
First Name
Injured Party
Middle Init
Injured Party
Gender

CB11

Injured Party
DOB

CI01

CMS Date of
Incident

CI02

Industry Date
of Incident

CI03

Alleged Cause
of Injury

Description
Required. Must be equal to ‘NGCD’ (Claim Input File Detail Record) or
‘NGCE’ (Claim Input File Auxiliary Record). ‘NGCE’ must always follow
an ‘NGCD’ record. If ‘NGCE’ record submitted, DCN/HICN/SSN/Injured
Party First Name/Injured Party Last Name must match values on the
‘NGCD’ record.
Required. Field must contain value greater than spaces. Value on each
detail record must be unique within the file submission.
Required. Field must contain a numeric character. Field cannot be
blank, contain alpha characters or spaces. Acceptable numeric
characters include the following: 0 = Add Record, 1 = Delete Record, 2 =
Update Record.
Field must contain spaces or alphanumeric characters. No dashes or
hyphens allowed.
Field must contain all spaces or a numeric value. No dashes, hyphens or
special characters allowed.
A valid Injured Party HICN or Injured Party SSN must be provided.
Required. First position must be an alphabetic character. Other positions
may contain a letter, hyphen, apostrophe or space. Submit as shown on
Social Security or Medicare Card.
Required. Must contain letters or spaces. Submit as shown on Social
Security or Medicare Card.
Optional. Field must contain an alphabetic character or space. No other
characters allowed.
Required. Field must contain a numeric character. Field cannot be
spaces or alpha characters. Acceptable numeric characters include the
following: 0 = Unknown, 1 = Male, 2 = Female.
Required. Field must be numeric and contain a valid date prior to the
current date. Formatted as CCYYMMDD. Field cannot contain spaces,
alpha characters or all zeroes.
Required. Field must be numeric and a valid date prior to or equal to the
current date. Formatted as CCYYMMDD. Field cannot contain spaces,
alpha characters or all zeroes.
Optional. Edit bypassed if field equal to all zeroes. Field must be
numeric and contain a valid date prior to or equal to the current date or
equal to zeroes. Formatted as CCYYMMDD.
Required for Add and Update records (Action Type = 0 or 2) as of
01/01/2011. If field is equal to spaces prior to 01/01/2011 edit bypassed.
First position must be ‘E’. Field must contain a valid ICD-9-CM ‘E’ Code
after 1/1/2011. May equal to spaces prior to 1/1/2011. Must match a
value in the first 5 bytes of a record on one of the 3 most current lists of
valid ICD-9 diagnosis codes at
www.cms.gov/ICD9ProviderDiagnosticCodes/06_codes.asp. Must not
be on the list of “Excluded Codes” in Appendix H. Must not include
decimal point.
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Error
Code
CI04

Field
State of
Venue

CI05

ICD-9
Diagnosis
Code 1

CI06

ICD-9
Diagnosis
Code 2

CI07

ICD-9
Diagnosis
Code 3

CI08

ICD-9
Diagnosis
Code 4

CI09

ICD-9
Diagnosis
Code 5

CI10

ICD-9
Diagnosis
Code 6

CI11

ICD-9
Diagnosis
Code 7

CI12

ICD-9
Diagnosis
Code 8

CI13

ICD-9
Diagnosis
Code 9

Description
Required. Must be a valid US Postal state abbreviation
(www.usps.com/ncsc/lookups/abbreviations.html), a value of ‘US’, or a
value of ‘FC’.
Required for Add and Update records (Action Type = 0 or 2) as of
01/01/2011. May equal spaces prior to 1/1/2011. If field is equal to spaces
prior to 01/01/2011 edit bypassed. Must match a value in the first 5 bytes
of a record on one of the 3 most current lists of valid ICD-9 diagnosis
codes at www.cms.gov/ICD9ProviderDiagnosticCodes/06_codes.asp.
Must not be on the list of “Excluded Codes” in Appendix H. Must not begin
with ‘E’. Must not begin with ‘V’. Must not include decimal point.
Optional. Must contain spaces or must match a value in the first 5 bytes of
a record on one of the 3 most current lists of valid ICD-9 diagnosis codes
at www.cms.gov/ICD9ProviderDiagnosticCodes/06_codes.asp. Must not
be on the list of “Excluded Codes” in Appendix H. Must not begin with ‘E’.
Must not begin with ‘V’. Must not include decimal point.
Optional. Must contain spaces or must match a value in the first 5 bytes of
a record on one of the 3 most current lists of valid ICD-9 diagnosis codes
at www.cms.gov/ICD9ProviderDiagnosticCodes/06_codes.asp. Must not
be on the list of “Excluded Codes” in Appendix H. Must not begin with ‘E’.
Must not begin with ‘V’. Must not include decimal point.
Optional. Must contain spaces or must match a value in the first 5 bytes of
a record on one of the 3 most current lists of valid ICD-9 diagnosis codes
at www.cms.gov/ICD9ProviderDiagnosticCodes/06_codes.asp. Must not
be on the list of “Excluded Codes” in Appendix H. Must not begin with ‘E’.
Must not begin with ‘V’. Must not include decimal point.
Optional. Must contain spaces or must match a value in the first 5 bytes of
a record on one of the 3 most current lists of valid ICD-9 diagnosis codes
at www.cms.gov/ICD9ProviderDiagnosticCodes/06_codes.asp. Must not
be on the list of “Excluded Codes” in Appendix H. Must not begin with ‘E’.
Must not begin with ‘V’. Must not include decimal point.
Optional. Must contain spaces or must match a value in the first 5 bytes of
a record on one of the 3 most current lists of valid ICD-9 diagnosis codes
at www.cms.gov/ICD9ProviderDiagnosticCodes/06_codes.asp. Must not
be on the list of “Excluded Codes” in Appendix H. Must not begin with ‘E’.
Must not begin with ‘V’. Must not include decimal point.
Optional. Must contain spaces or must match a value in the first 5 bytes of
a record on one of the 3 most current lists of valid ICD-9 diagnosis codes
at www.cms.gov/ICD9ProviderDiagnosticCodes/06_codes.asp. Must not
be on the list of “Excluded Codes” in Appendix H. Must not begin with ‘E’.
Must not begin with ‘V’. Must not include decimal point.
Optional. Must contain spaces or must match a value in the first 5 bytes of
a record on one of the 3 most current lists of valid ICD-9 diagnosis codes
at www.cms.gov/ICD9ProviderDiagnosticCodes/06_codes.asp. Must not
be on the list of “Excluded Codes” in Appendix H. Must not begin with ‘E’.
Must not begin with ‘V’. Must not include decimal point.
Optional. Must contain spaces or must match a value in the first 5 bytes of
a record on one of the 3 most current lists of valid ICD-9 diagnosis codes
at www.cms.gov/ICD9ProviderDiagnosticCodes/06_codes.asp. Must not
be on the list of “Excluded Codes” in Appendix H. Must not begin with ‘E’.
Must not begin with ‘V’. Must not include decimal point.
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Error
Code
CI14

Field
ICD-9
Diagnosis
Code 10

CI15

ICD-9
Diagnosis
Code 11

CI16

ICD-9
Diagnosis
Code 12

CI17

ICD-9
Diagnosis
Code 13

CI18

ICD-9
Diagnosis
Code 14

CI19

ICD-9
Diagnosis
Code 15

CI20

ICD-9
Diagnosis
Code 16

CI21

ICD-9
Diagnosis
Code 17

CI22

ICD-9
Diagnosis
Code 18

Description
Optional. Must contain spaces or must match a value in the first 5 bytes of
a record on one of the 3 most current lists of valid ICD-9 diagnosis codes
at www.cms.gov/ICD9ProviderDiagnosticCodes/06_codes.asp. Must not
be on the list of “Excluded Codes” in Appendix H. Must not begin with ‘E’.
Must not begin with ‘V’. Must not include decimal point.
Optional. Must contain spaces or must match a value in the first 5 bytes of
a record on one of the 3 most current lists of valid ICD-9 diagnosis codes
at www.cms.gov/ICD9ProviderDiagnosticCodes/06_codes.asp. Must not
be on the list of “Excluded Codes” in Appendix H. Must not begin with ‘E’.
Must not begin with ‘V’. Must not include decimal point.
Optional. Must contain spaces or must match a value in the first 5 bytes of
a record on one of the 3 most current lists of valid ICD-9 diagnosis codes
at www.cms.gov/ICD9ProviderDiagnosticCodes/06_codes.asp. Must not
be on the list of “Excluded Codes” in Appendix H. Must not begin with ‘E’.
Must not begin with ‘V’. Must not include decimal point.
Optional. Must contain spaces or must match a value in the first 5 bytes of
a record on one of the 3 most current lists of valid ICD-9 diagnosis codes
at www.cms.gov/ICD9ProviderDiagnosticCodes/06_codes.asp. Must not
be on the list of “Excluded Codes” in Appendix H. Must not begin with ‘E’.
Must not begin with ‘V’. Must not include decimal point.
Optional. Must contain spaces or must match a value in the first 5 bytes of
a record on one of the 3 most current lists of valid ICD-9 diagnosis codes
at www.cms.gov/ICD9ProviderDiagnosticCodes/06_codes.asp. Must not
be on the list of “Excluded Codes” in Appendix H. Must not begin with ‘E’.
Must not begin with ‘V’. Must not include decimal point.
Optional. Must contain spaces or must match a value in the first 5 bytes of
a record on one of the 3 most current lists of valid ICD-9 diagnosis codes
at www.cms.gov/ICD9ProviderDiagnosticCodes/06_codes.asp. Must not
be on the list of “Excluded Codes” in Appendix H. Must not begin with ‘E’.
Must not begin with ‘V’. Must not include decimal point.
Optional. Must contain spaces or must match a value in the first 5 bytes of
a record on one of the 3 most current lists of valid ICD-9 diagnosis codes
at www.cms.gov/ICD9ProviderDiagnosticCodes/06_codes.asp. Must not
be on the list of “Excluded Codes” in Appendix H. Must not begin with ‘E’.
Must not begin with ‘V’. Must not include decimal point.
Optional. Must contain spaces or must match a value in the first 5 bytes of
a record on one of the 3 most current lists of valid ICD-9 diagnosis codes
at www.cms.gov/ICD9ProviderDiagnosticCodes/06_codes.asp. Must not
be on the list of “Excluded Codes” in Appendix H. Must not begin with ‘E’.
Must not begin with ‘V’. Must not include decimal point.
Optional. Must contain spaces or must match a value in the first 5 bytes of
a record on one of the 3 most current lists of valid ICD-9 diagnosis codes
at www.cms.gov/ICD9ProviderDiagnosticCodes/06_codes.asp. Must not
be on the list of “Excluded Codes” in Appendix H. Must not begin with ‘E’.
Must not begin with ‘V’. Must not include decimal point.
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Error
Code
CI23

Field
ICD-9
Diagnosis
Code 19

CI24

Description of
Illness/Injury

CI25

ICD-9
Diagnosis and
Alleged Cause
of Injury
Product
Liability
Indicator
Product
Generic Name
Product Brand
Name
Product
Manufacturer
Product
Alleged Harm
Self Insured
Indicator

CI26

CI27
CI28
CI29
CI30
CS01

CS02
CS03

Self Insured
Type
Policyholder
Last Name

CS04

Policyholder
First Name

CS05

DBA Name

CS06

Legal Name

CS07

DBA/Legal
Name
Plan Insurance
Type
TIN

CP01
CP02

Description
Optional. Must contain spaces or must match a value in the first 5 bytes
of a record on one of the 3 most current lists of valid ICD-9 diagnosis
codes at www.cms.gov/ICD9ProviderDiagnosticCodes/06_codes.asp.
Must not be on the list of “Excluded Codes” in Appendix H. Must not
begin with ‘E’. Must not begin with ‘V’. Must not include decimal point.
Required on Add and Update records (Action Type = 0 or 2) if ICD-9-CM
Diagnosis Code 1 and Alleged Cause of Injury not both provided and
prior to 01/01/2011. If required must contain alphanumeric characters
and not equal to spaces.
Prior to 01/01/2011, at least a valid ICD-9 Diagnosis Code 1 and a valid
Alleged Cause of Injury must be provided or Description of Illness/Injury
must be provided. After 12/31/2010, both a valid ICD-9 Diagnosis Code
1 and a valid Alleged Cause of Injury must be provided.

Not used.
Not used.
Not used.
Not used.
Not used.
Required if Plan Insurance Type equal to ‘E’ or ‘L’. If required, value
must be equal to ‘Y’ or ‘N’. If not required (Plan Insurance Type equals
‘D’) must equal space or ‘N’.
Required if Self Insured Indicator equal to ‘Y’. If required, value must
equal to ‘’I or ‘O’. If not required must equal space.
Required when Self Insured Type equal to ‘I’. If required, first position
must be an alphabetic character. Other positions may contain a letter,
hyphen, apostrophe or space. Field must be equal to spaces if Self
Insured type not equal to ‘I’.
Required when Self Insured Type equal to ‘I’. If required must contain
letters or spaces. Field must be equal to spaces if Self Insured Type is
not equal to ‘I’.
Field must be equal to spaces if Self Insured Type is equal to ‘I’. If
greater than spaces, field must contain at least 2 alphanumeric
characters.
Field must be equal to spaces if Self Insured Type is equal to ‘I’. If
greater than spaces, field must contain at least 2 alphanumeric
characters.
DBA or Legal name must be provided if Self Insured Type is equal to ‘O’.
Required. Must contain one of the following alpha characters: ‘D’ = NoFault, ‘E’ = Workers’ Compensation, ‘L’ = Liability.
Required. Must contain a valid 9-digit IRS-assigned Federal Tax
Identification Number or foreign RRE pseudo-TIN. A corresponding TIN
record must have been submitted on the TIN Reference File. Must be
numeric. Include leading zeroes. Do not include hyphens.
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Error
Code
CP03

Field
Office
Code/Site ID

CP04

Policy Number

CP05

Claim Number

CP06

Plan Contact
Department
Name
Plan Contact
Last Name

CP07

CP08
CP09
CP10

CP11

CP12

CP13

CP14

Plan Contact
First Name
Plan Contact
Phone
Plan Contact
Phone
Extension
No-Fault
Insurance Limit

Exhaust Date
for No-Fault
Insurance Limit
TIN/Office
Code Mailing
Name

TIN/Office
Code Mailing
Address Line 1

Description
Optional. Must be equal to spaces or must contain a 9-digit numeric
code. Must have a corresponding entry with associated TIN on the TIN
Reference File. A record must be submitted on the TIN Reference File
for each unique TIN/Office Code combination.
Required. Must be at least 3 characters in length. Acceptable characters
(alpha, numeric, space, comma, & - ' . @ # / ; or :). Cannot be equal to
all spaces.
Required. Must contain alphanumeric values and cannot be equal to
spaces.
Optional. Field may contain alphanumeric characters. If field is not
used, field must contain spaces.
Optional. If greater than spaces, first position must be an alphabetic
character. Other positions may contain a letter, hyphen, apostrophe or
space.
Optional. If greater than spaces, first position must be an alphabetic
character. Other positions must contain letters or spaces.
Optional. Must contain 10-digit numeric value or zeroes if not provided.
Optional. Phone extensions must be left-justified and unused bytes filled
with spaces. Must contain all spaces if not provided.
Must contain a numeric value or all zeroes. If Plan Insurance Type is
equal to ‘D’, a value greater than zeroes must be provided. Fill with all
9’s if there is no dollar limit. Fill with zeroes if Plan Insurance Type is ‘E’
or ‘L’.
Must contain zeroes or a valid date. If Plan Insurance Type is equal to
an ‘E’ or ‘L’, must contain zeroes.
Required. Field must contain at least 2 alphanumeric characters. If the
Insurer’s plan name is equal to SUPPLEMENT, SUPPLEMENTAL,
INSURER, MISCELLANEOUS, CMS, ATTORNEY, UNKNOWN, NONE,
N/A, UN, MISC, NO, BC, BX, BS, BCBX, BLUE CROSS, BLUE SHIELD,
or MEDICARE the CP13 error will be applied. Extracted from TIN
Reference file.
Required. Field must contain alphanumeric characters. Field cannot be
blank or equal to all spaces. Field may contain alpha and/or numeric
characters plus the following special characters commas, & - ' . @ # / : ; .
If TIN/Office Code State is ‘FC’, must be blank. Extracted from TIN
Reference file.
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Error
Code
CP15

Field

Description

TIN/Office
Code Mailing
Address Line
2

Optional. If field greater than spaces, field must contain at least 2
alphanumeric characters. Field may contain alpha and/or numeric
characters plus the following special characters commas, & - ' . @ # / : ; .
If TIN/Office Code State is ‘FC’, must be blank. Extracted from TIN
Reference file.
Required. Embedded spaces are allowed for multi-word city name. Field
may contain alpha and/or numeric characters plus the following special
characters commas, & - ' . @ # / : ; . If TIN/Office Code State is ‘FC’, must
be blank. Extracted from TIN Reference file.
Required. Field must contain US Postal Abbreviation Code or ‘FC’. See
www.usps.com/ncsc/lookups/abbreviations.html. Extracted from TIN
Reference file.
Required. Field must contain a valid 5-digit numeric US Zip Code. If
TIN/Office Code State is ‘FC’, must be blank. Extracted from TIN
Reference file.
Field must contain a valid 4-digit numeric US Zip+4 Code or all zeroes. If
TIN/Office Code State is ‘FC’, must be zeroes. Extracted from TIN
Reference file.

CP16

TIN/Office
Code City

CP17

TIN/Office
Code State

CP18

TIN/Office
Code Zip

CP19

TIN/Office
Code Zip+4

CP20

Foreign RRE
Address Line
1
Foreign RRE
Address Line
2
Foreign RRE
Address Line
3
Foreign RRE
Address Line
4
Injured Party
Representati
ve Indicator
Representati
ve Last
Name
Representati
ve First
Name

CP21

CP22

CP23

CR01

CR02

CR03

If TIN/Office Code State is not ‘FC’, must be equal to spaces. If TIN/Office
Code State is ‘FC’, must contain at least one non-blank character.
If TIN/Office Code State is not ‘FC’, must be equal to spaces. If TIN/Office
Code State is ‘FC’, must be blank or valid alphanumeric characters.
If TIN/Office Code State is not ‘FC’, must be equal to spaces. If TIN/Office
Code State is ‘FC’, must be blank or valid alphanumeric characters.
If TIN/Office Code State is not ‘FC’, must be equal to spaces. If TIN/Office
Code State is ‘FC’, must be blank or valid alphanumeric characters.
Must be an alpha value of: ‘A’ = Attorney, ‘G’ = Guardian, ‘P’ = Power of
Attorney, ‘O’ = Other, Space = None.
If Representative Indicator equal to space, field must be equal to spaces. If
greater than spaces, first position must be an alphabetic character. Other
positions may contain a letter, hyphen, apostrophe or space.
If Representative Indicator equal to space, field must be equal to spaces. If
greater than spaces, first position must be an alphabetic character. Other
positions must contain letters or spaces.
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Error
Code
CR04

CR05
CR06

CR07

CR08

Field

Description

Representative
Firm Name

If Representative Indicator equal to space, field must contain spaces.
Field may contain alpha and/or numeric characters, spaces, commas, &
- ' . @ # / : ; . If supplied, must contain at least 2 alphanumeric
characters.

Representative
TIN
Representative
Mailing
Address Line 1

Representative
Mailing
Address Line 2
Representative
City

CR09

Representative
State

CR10

Representative
Mail Zip Code

CR11

Representative
Mail Zip+4

CR12

Representative
Phone

CR13

Representative
Phone
Extension
Representative
Name/Firm
Name

CR14

May contain a 9-digit number, all zeroes or all spaces.
Required if Representative Indicator is not equal to space. If required,
cannot be equal to all spaces. Field may contain alpha and/or numeric
characters plus the following special characters commas, & - ' . @ # / : ; .
If Representative Indicator is equal to spaces, field must be equal to
spaces. If Representative State = ‘FC’, field must be equal to all spaces.
Optional. If field greater than spaces, field must contain at least 2
alphanumeric characters.
Required if Representative Indicator is not equal to space. If required,
cannot be equal to all spaces. Field may contain alpha and/or numeric
characters plus the following special characters commas, & - ' . @ # / : ; .
If Representative Indicator is equal to spaces, field must be equal to
spaces. Embedded spaces are allowed for multi-word city name. If
Representative State = ‘FC’, field must be equal to all spaces
If Representative Indicator is not equal to spaces, field must contain US
Postal Abbreviation Code or ‘FC’. If Representative Indicator equal to
spaces, field must be equal to spaces.
If Representative Indicator is not equal to spaces, field must contain a
valid 5-digit numeric US Zip Code. If Representative Indicator equal to
spaces, field must be equal to zeroes. If Representative State = ‘FC’,
field must be equal to all zeroes.
If Representative Indicator is not equal to spaces, field must contain a
valid 4-digit numeric US Zip+4 Code or all zeroes If Representative
Indicator equal to spaces, field must be equal to zeroes. If
Representative State = ‘FC’, field must be equal to all zeroes.
If Representative Indicator is not equal to spaces, field must contain a
non-zero 10-digit numeric value. If Representative Indicator equal to
spaces, field must be equal to zeroes. If Representative State = ‘FC’,
field must be equal to all zeroes.
Phone extensions must be left-justified and unused bytes filled with
spaces. Must contain all spaces if not provided. If Representative
Indicator equal to spaces, field must be equal to spaces.
Either Representative Last Name and Representative First Name – or –
Representative Firm Name is required, if Representative Indicator is not
equal to spaces.
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Error
Code
CJ01
CJ02

CJ03

CJ04
CJ05

CJ06

CJ07
CC01

Field
ORM
Indicator
ORM
Termination
Date
TPOC Date 1

TPOC
Amount 1
Funding
Delayed
Beyond
TPOC Start
Date 1
DOI/ORM
Termination
Date
TPOC
Threshold
Claimant 1
Relationship

CC02

Claimant 1
TIN

CC03

Claimant 1
Last Name

CC04

Claimant 1
First Name

CC05

Claimant 1
Middle Initial
Claimant 1
Mailing
Address Line
1

CC06

Description

Required. Must contain a value of ‘Y’ or ‘N’.
Must contain a valid date or zeroes. Must be all zeroes if ORM Indicator =
‘N’. Future dates are allowed.
Must contain a valid date or zeroes. Date must be equal to or prior to
current date (COBC processing date). Required if a non-zero TPOC
Amount 1 is supplied. Must be greater than the CMS Date of Incident
(Field 12 of the Claim Input File Detail Record). Must be zero if TPOC
Amount 1 is zero.
Must contain a numeric value or zeroes. Required if a non-zero TPOC
Date 1 is supplied. Must be zero if TPOC Date 1 is zero.
Must contain a valid date or zeroes.

ORM Termination Date must be at least 30 days after the CMS Date of
Incident. Cannot be more than 6 months greater than the file submission
date.
Total of TPOC Amounts reported on Add record (Action Type = 0) with
ORM Indicator = ‘N’ does not exceed interim reporting threshold.
Must be an alpha value of: E = Estate, Individual Name, F = Family,
Individual Name, O = Other, Individual Name, X = Estate, Entity Name, Y
= Family, Entity Name, Z = Other, Entity Name, Space = Not Applicable.
If Claimant 1 Relationship is not equal to spaces, field must contain a nonzero 9-digit numeric value. May contain a 9-digit number, all zeroes or all
spaces. Must not match other Claimant TINs.
If Claimant 1 Relationship equal to space, field must be equal to spaces. If
Claimant 1 Relationship = ‘E’, ‘F’ or ‘O’, first position must be an alphabetic
character. Other positions may contain a letter, hyphen, apostrophe or
space.
If Claimant 1 Relationship equal to space, field must be equal to spaces. .
If Claimant 1 Relationship = ‘E’, ‘F’ or ‘O’, first position must be an
alphabetic character. Other positions must contain letters or spaces.
Field must be equal to space or an alpha character. If Claimant 1
Relationship equal to space, field must be equal to space.
Required if Claimant 1 Relationship is not equal to space. If required,
cannot be equal to all spaces. Field may contain alpha and/or numeric
characters plus the following special characters commas, & - ' . @ # / : ; .
If Claimant 1 Relationship is equal to spaces, field must be equal to
spaces. If Claimant 1 State = ‘FC’, field must be equal to all spaces
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Error
Code
CC07

CC08

Field
Claimant 1
Mailing
Address Line
2
Claimant 1
City

CC09

Claimant 1
State

CC10

Claimant 1
Zip

CC11

Claimant 1
Zip+4

CC12

Claimant 1
Phone

CC13

Claimant 1
Phone
Extension
Claimant 1
Entity/Organi
zation Name

CC14

CC21

Claimant 2
Relationship

CC22

Claimant 2
TIN

CC23

Claimant 2
Last Name

Description

Optional. If field greater than spaces, field must contain at least 2
alphanumeric characters.
Required if Claimant 1 Relationship is not equal to space. If required,
cannot be equal to all spaces. Field may contain alpha and/or numeric
characters plus the following special characters commas, & - ' . @ # / : ; .
If Claimant 1 Relationship is equal to spaces, field must be equal to
spaces. Embedded spaces are allowed for multi-word city name. If
Claimant 1 State = ‘FC’, field must be equal to all spaces
If Claimant 1 Relationship is not equal to spaces, field must contain US
Postal Abbreviation Code or ‘FC’. If Claimant 1 Relationship equal to
spaces, field must be equal to spaces.
If Claimant 1 Relationship is not equal to spaces, field must contain a valid
5-digit numeric US Zip Code. If Claimant 1 Relationship equal to spaces,
field must be equal to zeroes. If Claimant 1 State = ‘FC’, field must be
equal to all zeroes.
If Claimant 1 Relationship is not equal to spaces, field must contain a valid
4-digit numeric US Zip+4 Code or all zeroes. If Claimant 1 Relationship
equal to spaces, field must be equal to zeroes. If Claimant 1 State = ‘FC’,
field must be equal to all zeroes.
If Claimant 1 Relationship is not equal to spaces, field must contain a nonzero 10-digit numeric value. If Claimant 1 Relationship equal to spaces,
field must be equal to zeroes. If Claimant 1 State = ‘FC’, field must be
equal to all zeroes.
Phone extensions must be left-justified and unused bytes filled with
spaces. Must contain all spaces if not provided. If Claimant 1 Relationship
equal to spaces, field must be equal to spaces.
If Claimant 1 Relationship equal to space, field must contain spaces. If
Claimant 1 Relationship = ‘X’, ‘Y’, or ‘Z’, field must contain alpha and/or
numeric characters, spaces, commas, & - ' . @ # / : ; . and field must
contain at least 2 non-space alphanumeric characters.
Must be an alpha value of: E = Estate, Individual Name, F = Family,
Individual Name, O = Other, Individual Name, X = Estate, Entity Name, Y
= Family, Entity Name, Z = Other, Entity Name, Space = Not Applicable.
If Claimant 2 Relationship is not equal to spaces, field must contain a nonzero 9-digit numeric value. May contain a 9-digit number, all zeroes or all
spaces. Must not match other Claimant SSNs.
If Claimant 2 Relationship equal to space, field must be equal to spaces. If
Claimant 2 Relationship = ‘E’, ‘F’ or ‘O’, first position must be an alphabetic
character. Other positions may contain a letter, hyphen, apostrophe or
space.
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Error
Code
CC24

CC25
CC26

CC27

CC28

Field
Claimant 2
First Name
Claimant 2
Middle Initial
Claimant 2
Mailing
Address Line
1
Claimant 2
Mailing
Address Line
2
Claimant 2
City

CC29

Claimant 2
State

CC30

Claimant 2
Zip

CC31

Claimant 2
Zip+4

CC32

Claimant 2
Phone

CC33

Claimant 2
Phone
Extension
Claimant 2
Entity/Organi
zation Name

CC34

Description
If Claimant 2 Relationship equal to space, field must be equal to spaces. .
If Claimant 2 Relationship = ‘E’, ‘F’ or ‘O’, first position must be an
alphabetic character. Other positions must contain letters or spaces.
Field must be equal to space or an alpha character. If Claimant 2
Relationship equal to space, field must be equal to space.
Required if Claimant 2 Relationship is not equal to space. If required,
cannot be equal to all spaces. Field may contain alpha and/or numeric
characters plus the following special characters commas, & - ' . @ # / : ; .
If Claimant 2 Relationship is equal to spaces, field must be equal to
spaces. If Claimant 2 State = ‘FC’, field must be equal to all spaces

Optional. If field greater than spaces, field must contain at least 2
alphanumeric characters.
Required if Claimant 2 Relationship is not equal to space. If required,
cannot be equal to all spaces. Field may contain alpha and/or numeric
characters plus the following special characters commas, & - ' . @ # / : ; .
If Claimant 2 Relationship is equal to spaces, field must be equal to
spaces. Embedded spaces are allowed for multi-word city name. If
Claimant 2 State = ‘FC’, field must be equal to all spaces
If Claimant 2 Relationship is not equal to spaces, field must contain US
Postal Abbreviation Code or ‘FC’. If Claimant 2 Relationship equal to
spaces, field must be equal to spaces.
If Claimant 2 Relationship is not equal to spaces, field must contain a valid
5-digit numeric US Zip Code. If Claimant 2 Relationship equal to spaces,
field must be equal to zeroes. If Claimant 2 State = ‘FC’, field must be
equal to all zeroes.
If Claimant 2 Relationship is not equal to spaces, field must contain a valid
4-digit numeric US Zip+4 Code or all zeroes. If Claimant 2 Relationship
equal to spaces, field must be equal to zeroes. If Claimant 2 State = ‘FC’,
field must be equal to all zeroes.
If Claimant 2 Relationship is not equal to spaces, field must contain a nonzero 10-digit numeric value. If Claimant 2 Relationship equal to spaces,
field must be equal to zeroes. If Claimant 2 State = ‘FC’, field must be
equal to all zeroes.
Phone extensions must be left-justified and unused bytes filled with
spaces. Must contain all spaces if not provided. If Claimant 2 Relationship
equal to spaces, field must be equal to spaces.
If Claimant 2 Relationship equal to space, field must contain spaces. If
Claimant 2 Relationship = ‘X’, ‘Y’, or ‘Z’, field must contain alpha and/or
numeric characters, spaces, commas, & - ' . @ # / : ; . and field must
contain at least 2 non-space alphanumeric characters.
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Error
Code
CC41

Field
Claimant 3
Relationship

CC42

Claimant 3
TIN

CC43

Claimant 3
Last Name

CC44

Claimant 3
First Name

CC45

Claimant 3
Middle Initial
Claimant 3
Mailing
Address Line
1

CC46

CC47

CC48

Claimant 3
Mailing
Address Line
2
Claimant 3
City

CC49

Claimant 3
State

CC50

Claimant 3
Zip

CC51

Claimant 3
Zip+4

Description
Must be an alpha value of: E = Estate, Individual Name, F = Family,
Individual Name, O = Other, Individual Name, X = Estate, Entity Name, Y
= Family, Entity Name, Z = Other, Entity Name, Space = Not Applicable.
If Claimant 3 Relationship is not equal to spaces, field must contain a nonzero 9-digit numeric value. May contain a 9-digit number, all zeroes or all
spaces. Must not match other Claimant TINs.
If Claimant 3 Relationship equal to space, field must be equal to spaces. If
Claimant 3 Relationship = ‘E’, ‘F’ or ‘O’, first position must be an alphabetic
character. Other positions may contain a letter, hyphen, apostrophe or
space.
If Claimant 3 Relationship equal to space, field must be equal to spaces. .
If Claimant 3 Relationship = ‘E’, ‘F’ or ‘O’, first position must be an
alphabetic character. Other positions must contain letters or spaces.
Field must be equal to space or an alpha character. f Claimant 3
Relationship equal to space, field must be equal to space.
Required if Claimant 3 Relationship is not equal to space. If required,
cannot be equal to all spaces. Field may contain alpha and/or numeric
characters plus the following special characters commas, & - ' . @ # / : ; .
If Claimant 3 Relationship is equal to spaces, field must be equal to
spaces. If Claimant 3 State = ‘FC’, field must be equal to all spaces

Optional. If field greater than spaces, field must contain at least 2
alphanumeric characters.
Required if Claimant 3 Relationship is not equal to space. If required,
cannot be equal to all spaces. Field may contain alpha and/or numeric
characters plus the following special characters commas, & - ' . @ # / : ; .
If Claimant 3 Relationship is equal to spaces, field must be equal to
spaces. Embedded spaces are allowed for multi-word city name. If
Claimant 3 State = ‘FC’, field must be equal to all spaces
If Claimant 3 Relationship is not equal to spaces, field must contain US
Postal Abbreviation Code or ‘FC’. If Claimant 3 Relationship equal to
spaces, field must be equal to spaces.
If Claimant 3 Relationship is not equal to spaces, field must contain a valid
5-digit numeric US Zip Code. If Claimant 3 Relationship equal to spaces,
field must be equal to zeroes. If Claimant 3 State = ‘FC’, field must be
equal to all zeroes.
If Claimant 3 Relationship is not equal to spaces, field must contain a valid
4-digit numeric US Zip+4 Code or all zeroes. If Claimant 3 Relationship
equal to spaces, field must be equal to zeroes. If Claimant 3 State = ‘FC’,
field must be equal to all zeroes.
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Error
Code
CC52

CC53

CC54

Field
Claimant 3
Phone

Claimant 3
Phone
Extension
Claimant 3
Entity/Organi
zation Name

CC61

Claimant 4
Relationship

CC62

Claimant 4
TIN

CC63

Claimant 4
Last Name

CC64

Claimant 4
First Name

CC65

Claimant 4
Middle Initial
Claimant 4
Mailing
Address Line
1

CC66

CC67

CC68

Claimant 4
Mailing
Address Line
2
Claimant 4
City

Description
If Claimant 3 Relationship is not equal to spaces, field must contain a nonzero 10-digit numeric value. If Claimant 3 Relationship equal to spaces,
field must be equal to zeroes. If Claimant 3 State = ‘FC’, field must be
equal to all zeroes.
Phone extensions must be left-justified and unused bytes filled with
spaces. Must contain all spaces if not provided. If Claimant 3 Relationship
equal to spaces, field must be equal to spaces.
If Claimant 3 Relationship equal to space, field must contain spaces. If
Claimant 3 Relationship = ‘X’, ‘Y’, or ‘Z’, field must contain alpha and/or
numeric characters, spaces, commas, & - ' . @ # / : ; . and field must
contain at least 2 non-space alphanumeric characters.
Must be an alpha value of: E = Estate, Individual Name, F = Family,
Individual Name, O = Other, Individual Name, X = Estate, Entity Name, Y
= Family, Entity Name, Z = Other, Entity Name, Space = Not Applicable.
If Claimant 4 Relationship is not equal to spaces, field must contain a nonzero 9-digit numeric value. May contain a 9-digit number, all zeroes or all
spaces. Must not match other Claimant TINs.
If Claimant 4 Relationship equal to space, field must be equal to spaces. If
Claimant 4 Relationship = ‘E’, ‘F’ or ‘O’, first position must be an alphabetic
character. Other positions may contain a letter, hyphen, apostrophe or
space.
If Claimant 4 Relationship equal to space, field must be equal to spaces. .
If Claimant 4 Relationship = ‘E’, ‘F’ or ‘O’, first position must be an
alphabetic character. Other positions must contain letters or spaces.
Field must be equal to space or an alpha character. If Claimant 4
Relationship equal to space, field must be equal to space.
Required if Claimant 4 Relationship is not equal to space. If required,
cannot be equal to all spaces. Field may contain alpha and/or numeric
characters plus the following special characters commas, & - ' . @ # / : ; .
If Claimant 4 Relationship is equal to spaces, field must be equal to
spaces. If Claimant 4 State = ‘FC’, field must be equal to all spaces

Optional. If field greater than spaces, field must contain at least 2
alphanumeric characters.
Required if Claimant 4 Relationship is not equal to space. If required,
cannot be equal to all spaces. Field may contain alpha and/or numeric
characters plus the following special characters commas, & - ' . @ # / : ; .
If Claimant 4 Relationship is equal to spaces, field must be equal to
spaces. Embedded spaces are allowed for multi-word city name. If
Claimant 4 State = ‘FC’, field must be equal to all spaces
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Error
Code
CC69

Field

Description

Claimant 4 State

CC70

Claimant 4 Zip

CC71

Claimant 4
Zip+4

CC72

Claimant 4
Phone

CC73

Claimant 4
Phone
Extension
Claimant 4
Entity/Organizati
on Name

If Claimant 4 Relationship is not equal to spaces, field must contain US
Postal Abbreviation Code or ‘FC’. If Claimant 4 Relationship equal to
spaces, field must be equal to spaces.
If Claimant 4 Relationship is not equal to spaces, field must contain a
valid 5-digit numeric US Zip Code. If Claimant 4 Relationship equal to
spaces, field must be equal to zeroes. If Claimant 4 State = ‘FC’, field
must be equal to all zeroes.
If Claimant 4 Relationship is not equal to spaces, field must contain a
valid 4-digit numeric US Zip+4 Code or all zeroes. If Claimant 4
Relationship equal to spaces, field must be equal to zeroes. If Claimant
4 State = ‘FC’, field must be equal to all zeroes.
If Claimant 4 Relationship is not equal to spaces, field must contain a
non-zero 10-digit numeric value. If Claimant 4 Relationship equal to
spaces, field must be equal to zeroes. If Claimant 4 State = ‘FC’, field
must be equal to all zeroes.
Phone extensions must be left-justified and unused bytes filled with
spaces. Must contain all spaces if not provided. If Claimant 4
Relationship equal to spaces, field must be equal to spaces.
If Claimant 4 Relationship equal to space, field must contain spaces. If
Claimant 4 Relationship = ‘X’, ‘Y’, or ‘Z’, field must contain alpha and/or
numeric characters, spaces, commas, & - ' . @ # / : ; . and field must
contain at least 2 non-space alphanumeric characters.
Must be an alpha value of: ‘A’ = Attorney, ‘G’ = Guardian, ‘P’ = Power of
Attorney, ‘O’ = Other, Space = None.

CC74

CR21

CR22

CR23

CR24

CR25

Claimant 1
Representative
Indicator
Claimant 1
Representative
Last Name
Claimant 1
Representative
First Name
Claimant 1
Representative
Firm Name
Claimant 1
Representative
TIN

If C1 Representative Indicator equal to space, field must be equal to
spaces. If greater than spaces, first position must be an alphabetic
character. Other positions may contain a letter, hyphen, apostrophe or
space.
If C1 Representative Indicator equal to space, field must be equal to
spaces. If greater than spaces, first position must be an alphabetic
character. Other positions must contain letters or spaces.
If C1 Representative Indicator equal to space, field must contain
spaces. Field may contain alpha and/or numeric characters, spaces,
commas, & - ' . @ # / : ; . If supplied, must contain at least 2
alphanumeric characters.

May contain a 9-digit number, all zeroes or all spaces.
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Error
Code
CR26

CR27

CR28

CR29

CR30

Field
Claimant 1
Representative
Mailing Address 1

Claimant 1
Representative
Mailing Address 2
Claimant 1
Representative
Mailing City

Claimant 1
Representative
State
Claimant 1
Representative Zip

CR31

Claimant 1
Representative
Zip+4

CR32

Claimant 1
Representative
Phone

CR33

Claimant 1
Representative
Phone Extension
Claimant 1
Representative
Name/Firm Name
Claimant 2
Representative
Indicator

CR34

CR41

Description
Required if C1 Representative Indicator is not equal to space. If
required, cannot be equal to all spaces. Field may contain alpha
and/or numeric characters plus the following special characters
commas, & - ' . @ # / : ; . If C1 Representative Indicator is equal to
spaces, field must be equal to spaces. If C1 Representative State =
‘FC’, field must be equal to all spaces.
Optional. If field greater than spaces, field must contain at least 2
alphanumeric characters.
Required if C1 Representative Indicator is not equal to space. If
required, cannot be equal to all spaces. Field may contain alpha
and/or numeric characters plus the following special characters
commas, & - ' . @ # / : ; . If C1 Representative Indicator is equal to
spaces, field must be equal to spaces. Embedded spaces are
allowed for multi-word city name. If C1 Representative State = ‘FC’,
field must be equal to all spaces
If C1 Representative Indicator is not equal to spaces, field must
contain US Postal Abbreviation Code or ‘FC’. If C1 Representative
Indicator equal to spaces, field must be equal to spaces.
If C1 Representative Indicator is not equal to spaces, field must
contain a valid 5-digit numeric US Zip Code. If C1 Representative
Indicator equal to spaces, field must be equal to zeroes. If C1
Representative State = ‘FC’, field must be equal to all zeroes.
If C1 Representative Indicator is not equal to spaces, field must
contain a valid 4-digit numeric US Zip+4 Code or all zeroes If C1
Representative Indicator equal to spaces, field must be equal to
zeroes. If C1 Representative State = ‘FC’, field must be equal to all
zeroes.
If C1 Representative Indicator is not equal to spaces, field must
contain a non-zero 10-digit numeric value. If C1 Representative
Indicator equal to spaces, field must be equal to zeroes. If C1
Representative State = ‘FC’, field must be equal to all zeroes.
Phone extensions must be left-justified and unused bytes filled with
spaces. Must contain all spaces if not provided. If C1 Representative
Indicator equal to spaces, field must be equal to spaces.
Either C1 Representative Last Name and C1 Representative First
Name – or – C1 Representative Firm Name is required if C1
Representative Indicator is not equal to spaces.
Must be an alpha value of: ‘A’ = Attorney, ‘G’ = Guardian, ‘P’ =
Power of Attorney, ‘O’ = Other, Space = None.
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Error
Code
CR42

CR43

CR44

CR45

CR46

CR47

CR48

CR49

CR50

CR51

Field
Claimant 2
Representative
Last Name
Claimant 2
Representative
First Name
Claimant 2
Representative
Firm Name
Claimant 2
Representative
TIN
Claimant 2
Representative
Mailing Address
Line 1

Claimant 2
Representative
Mailing Address
Line 2
Claimant 2
Representative
City

Claimant 2
Representative
State
Claimant 2
Representative
Zip
Claimant 2
Representative
Zip+4

Description
If C2 Representative Indicator equal to space, field must be equal to
spaces. If greater than spaces, first position must be an alphabetic
character. Other positions may contain a letter, hyphen, apostrophe or
space.
If C2 Representative Indicator equal to space, field must be equal to
spaces. If greater than spaces, first position must be an alphabetic
character. Other positions must contain letters or spaces.
If C2 Representative Indicator equal to space, field must contain
spaces. Field may contain alpha and/or numeric characters, spaces,
commas, & - ' . @ # / : ; . If supplied, must contain at least 2
alphanumeric characters.

May contain a 9-digit number, all zeroes or all spaces.
Required if C2 Representative Indicator is not equal to space. If
required, cannot be equal to all spaces. Field may contain alpha and/or
numeric characters plus the following special characters commas, & - ' .
@ # / : ; . If C2 Representative Indicator is equal to spaces, field must
be equal to spaces. If C2 Representative State = ‘FC’, field must be
equal to all spaces.

Optional. If field greater than spaces, field must contain at least 2
alphanumeric characters.
Required if C2 Representative Indicator is not equal to space. If
required, cannot be equal to all spaces. Field may contain alpha and/or
numeric characters plus the following special characters commas, & - ' .
@ # / : ; . If C2 Representative Indicator is equal to spaces, field must
be equal to spaces. Embedded spaces are allowed for multi-word city
name. If C2 Representative State = ‘FC’, field must be equal to all
spaces
If C2 Representative Indicator is not equal to spaces, field must contain
US Postal Abbreviation Code or ‘FC’. If C2 Representative Indicator
equal to spaces, field must be equal to spaces.
If C2 Representative Indicator is not equal to spaces, field must contain
a valid 5-digit numeric US Zip Code. If C2 Representative Indicator
equal to spaces, field must be equal to zeroes. If C2 Representative
State = ‘FC’, field must be equal to all zeroes.
If C2 Representative Indicator is not equal to spaces, field must contain
a valid 4-digit numeric US Zip+4 Code or all zeroes If C2
Representative Indicator equal to spaces, field must be equal to zeroes.
If C2 Representative State = ‘FC’, field must be equal to all zeroes.
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Error
Code
CR52

CR53

CR54

CR61

CR62

CR63

CR64

CR65

CR66

CR67

CR68

Field
Claimant 2
Representative
Phone
Claimant 2
Representative
Phone
Extension
Claimant 2
Representative
Name/Firm
Name
Claimant 3
Representative
Indicator
Claimant 3
Representative
Last Name
Claimant 3
Representative
First Name
Claimant 3
Representative
Firm Name
Claimant 3
Representative
TIN
Claimant 3
Representative
Mailing Address
Line 1

Claimant 3
Representative
Mailing Address
Line 2
Claimant 3
Representative
City

Description
If C2 Representative Indicator is not equal to spaces, field must contain
a non-zero 10-digit numeric value. If C2 Representative Indicator equal
to spaces, field must be equal to zeroes. If C2 Representative State =
‘FC’, field must be equal to all zeroes.
Phone extensions must be left-justified and unused bytes filled with
spaces. Must contain all spaces if not provided. If C2 Representative
Indicator equal to spaces, field must be equal to spaces.
Either C2 Representative Last Name and C2 Representative First
Name – or – C2 Representative Firm Name is required if C2
Representative Indicator is not equal to spaces.
Must be an alpha value of: ‘A’ = Attorney, ‘G’ = Guardian, ‘P’ = Power of
Attorney, ‘O’ = Other, Space = None.
If C3 Representative Indicator equal to space, field must be equal to
spaces. If greater than spaces, first position must be an alphabetic
character. Other positions may contain a letter, hyphen, apostrophe or
space.
If C3 Representative Indicator equal to space, field must be equal to
spaces. If greater than spaces, first position must be an alphabetic
character. Other positions must contain letters or spaces.
If C3 Representative Indicator equal to space, field must contain
spaces. Field may contain alpha and/or numeric characters, spaces,
commas, & - ' . @ # / : ; . If supplied, must contain at least 2
alphanumeric characters.

May contain a 9-digit number, all zeroes or all spaces.
Required if C3 Representative Indicator is not equal to space. If
required, cannot be equal to all spaces. Field may contain alpha and/or
numeric characters plus the following special characters commas, & - ' .
@ # / : ; . If C3 Representative Indicator is equal to spaces, field must
be equal to spaces. If C3 Representative State = ‘FC’, field must be
equal to all spaces.

Optional. If field greater than spaces, field must contain at least 2
alphanumeric characters.
Required if C3 Representative Indicator is not equal to space. If
required, cannot be equal to all spaces. Field may contain alpha and/or
numeric characters plus the following special characters commas, & - ' .
@ # / : ; . If C3 Representative Indicator is equal to spaces, field must
be equal to spaces. Embedded spaces are allowed for multi-word city
name. If C3 Representative State = ‘FC’, field must be equal to all
spaces
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Error
Code
CR69

CR70

Field
Claimant 3
Representative
State
Claimant 3
Representative
Zip

CR71

Claimant 3
Representative
Zip+4

CR72

Claimant 3
Representative
Phone

CR73

Claimant 3
Representative
Phone
Extension
Claimant 3
Representative
Name/Firm
Name
Claimant 4
Representative
Indicator
Claimant 4
Representative
Last Name

CR74

CR81

CR82

CR83

CR84

CR85

Claimant 4
Representative
First Name
Claimant 4
Representative
Firm Name
Claimant 4
Representative
TIN

Description
If C3 Representative Indicator is not equal to spaces, field must contain
US Postal Abbreviation Code or ‘FC’. If C3 Representative Indicator
equal to spaces, field must be equal to spaces.
If C3 Representative Indicator is not equal to spaces, field must contain
a valid 5-digit numeric US Zip Code. If C3 Representative Indicator
equal to spaces, field must be equal to zeroes. If C3 Representative
State = ‘FC’, field must be equal to all zeroes.
If C3 Representative Indicator is not equal to spaces, field must contain
a valid 4-digit numeric US Zip+4 Code or all zeroes If C3
Representative Indicator equal to spaces, field must be equal to zeroes.
If C3 Representative State = ‘FC’, field must be equal to all zeroes.
If C3 Representative Indicator is not equal to spaces, field must contain
a non-zero 10-digit numeric value. If C3 Representative Indicator equal
to spaces, field must be equal to zeroes. If C3 Representative State =
‘FC’, field must be equal to all zeroes.
Phone extensions must be left-justified and unused bytes filled with
spaces. Must contain all spaces if not provided. If C3 Representative
Indicator equal to spaces, field must be equal to spaces.
Either C3 Representative Last Name and C3 Representative First
Name – or – C3 Representative Firm Name is required if C3
Representative Indicator is not equal to spaces.
Must be an alpha value of: ‘A’ = Attorney, ‘G’ = Guardian, ‘P’ = Power of
Attorney, ‘O’ = Other, Space = None.
If C4 Representative Indicator equal to space, field must be equal to
spaces. If greater than spaces, first position must be an alphabetic
character. Other positions may contain a letter, hyphen, apostrophe or
space.
If C4 Representative Indicator equal to space, field must be equal to
spaces. If greater than spaces, first position must be an alphabetic
character. Other positions must contain letters or spaces.
If C4 Representative Indicator equal to space, field must contain
spaces. Field may contain alpha and/or numeric characters, spaces,
commas, & - ' . @ # / : ; . If supplied, must contain at least 2
alphanumeric characters.

May contain a 9-digit number, all zeroes or all spaces.
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Error
Code
CR86

CR87

CR88

CR89

CR90

Field

Description

Claimant 4
Representative
Mailing Address
Line 1

Required if C4 Representative Indicator is not equal to space. If
required, cannot be equal to all spaces. Field may contain alpha and/or
numeric characters plus the following special characters commas, & - ' .
@ # / : ; . If C4 Representative Indicator is equal to spaces, field must
be equal to spaces. If C4 Representative State = ‘FC’, field must be
equal to all spaces.

Claimant 4
Representative
Mailing Address
Line 2
Claimant 4
Representative
City

Claimant 4
Representative
State
Claimant 4
Representative
Zip

CR91

Claimant 4
Representative
Zip+4

CR92

Claimant 4
Representative
Phone

CR93

Claimant 4
Representative
Phone
Extension
Claimant 4
Representative
Name/Firm
Name

CR94

Optional. If field greater than spaces, field must contain at least 2
alphanumeric characters.
Required if C4 Representative Indicator is not equal to space. If
required, cannot be equal to all spaces. Field may contain alpha and/or
numeric characters plus the following special characters commas, & - ' .
@ # / : ; . If C4 Representative Indicator is equal to spaces, field must
be equal to spaces. Embedded spaces are allowed for multi-word city
name. If C4 Representative State = ‘FC’, field must be equal to all
spaces
If C4 Representative Indicator is not equal to spaces, field must contain
US Postal Abbreviation Code or ‘FC’. If C4 Representative Indicator
equal to spaces, field must be equal to spaces.
If C4 Representative Indicator is not equal to spaces, field must contain
a valid 5-digit numeric US Zip Code. If C4 Representative Indicator
equal to spaces, field must be equal to zeroes. If C4 Representative
State = ‘FC’, field must be equal to all zeroes.
If C4 Representative Indicator is not equal to spaces, field must contain
a valid 4-digit numeric US Zip+4 Code or all zeroes If C4
Representative Indicator equal to spaces, field must be equal to zeroes.
If C4 Representative State = ‘FC’, field must be equal to all zeroes.
If C4 Representative Indicator is not equal to spaces, field must contain
a non-zero 10-digit numeric value. If C4 Representative Indicator equal
to spaces, field must be equal to zeroes. If C4 Representative State =
‘FC’, field must be equal to all zeroes.
Phone extensions must be left-justified and unused bytes filled with
spaces. Must contain all spaces if not provided. If C4 Representative
Indicator equal to spaces, field must be equal to spaces.
Either C4 Representative Last Name and C4 Representative First
Name – or – C4 Representative Firm Name is required if C4
Representative Indicator is not equal to spaces.
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Error
Code
CT01

Field
TPOC Date 2

CT02

TPOC Amount 2

CT03

CT11

Funding
Delayed Beyond
TPOC Start
Date 2
TPOC Date 3

CT12

TPOC Amount 3

CT13

CT21

Funding
Delayed Beyond
TPOC Start
Date 3
TPOC Date 4

CT22

TPOC Amount 4

CT23

CT31

Funding
Delayed Beyond
TPOC Start
Date 4
TPOC Date 5

CT32

TPOC Amount 5

CT33

Funding
Delayed Beyond
TPOC Start
Date 5

Description
Must contain a valid date or zeroes. Date must be equal to or prior to
current date (COBC processing date). Required if a non-zero TPOC
Amount 2 is supplied. Must be greater than the CMS Date of Incident
(Field 12 of the Claim Input File Detail Record). Must be zero if TPOC
Amount 2 is zero.
Must contain a numeric value or zeroes. Required if a non-zero TPOC
Date 2 is supplied. Must be zero if TPOC Date 2 is zero.

Must contain a valid date or zeroes.
Must contain a valid date or zeroes. Date must be equal to or prior to
current date (COBC processing date). Required if a non-zero TPOC
Amount 3 is supplied. Must be greater than the CMS Date of Incident
(Field 12 of the Claim Input File Detail Record). Must be zero if TPOC
Amount 3 is zero.
Must contain a numeric value or zeroes. Required if a non-zero TPOC
Date 3 is supplied. Must be zero if TPOC Date 3 is zero.

Must contain a valid date or zeroes.
Must contain a valid date or zeroes. Date must be equal to or prior to
current date (COBC processing date). Required if a non-zero TPOC
Amount 4 is supplied. Must be greater than the CMS Date of Incident
(Field 12 of the Claim Input File Detail Record). Must be zero if TPOC
Amount 4 is zero.
Must contain a numeric value or zeroes. Required if a non-zero TPOC
Date 4 is supplied. Must be zero if TPOC Date 4 is zero.

Must contain a valid date or zeroes.
Must contain a valid date or zeroes. Date must be equal to or prior to
current date (COBC processing date). Required if a non-zero TPOC
Amount 5 is supplied. Must be greater than the CMS Date of Incident
(Field 12 of the Claim Input File Detail Record). Must be zero if TPOC
Amount 5 is zero.
Must contain a numeric value or zeroes. Required if a non-zero TPOC
Date 5 is supplied. Must be zero if TPOC Date 5 is zero.

Must contain a valid date or zeroes.
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Error
Code
SP31

Field
Action Type

SP47

Action Type

SP48

Action Type

SP49

Action Type

SP50

Action Type

TN99

TIN/Office Code

Description
Record submitted prior to effective date of Medicare entitlement. Injured
Party matched to a Medicare beneficiary. No correction necessary by
RRE. Resubmit record in next quarterly file submission.
No previously accepted record can be matched to submitted delete.
Delete failed.
No previously accepted record can be matched to submitted delete.
Delete failed.
No previously accepted record can be matched to submitted delete.
Delete failed.
Transaction attempted to add.update/delete an ORM record locked by
the COBC. No changes are accepted via Section 111 reporting. Do
NOT attempt to resubmit this record. See Section 12.2
No matching, valid TIN Reference File Detail Record was found for the
TIN/Office Code combination on the Claim Injput File Detail Record.
Refer to errors returned on the TIN Reference Response File.
Resubmit corrected TIN Reference File record and/or Claim Input File
record.
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APPENDIX E – ISO REGISTRATION FORMS & INSTRUCTIONS

Medicare Secondary Payer Reporting Access Authorization Form - Instructions
Insurers, Self-Insureds, and PATs
Please use these Instructions when completing the ISO ClaimSearch Secondary Payer Reporting Access
Authorization Form. Each number below corresponds with a numbered field on the Access Form.
Page 1 – Complete this page for each Responsible Reporting Entity (RRE) code your company
obtains.
1. Your Company’s: Name, Address, City, State, Zip, Phone, and Fax.
2. CMS Account Manager: The CMS account manager selected by your company – Name, Title,
and E-mail.
3. Member Type: Insurer – Property/Casualty Insurers and Workers Comp I1nsurers
Self Insured – Self Insurers and companies with self insured retentions
PAT (Self Insured Pool) – Liability or Workers Compensation Self Insured Pools
4. Company NAIC Code: The National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) Code for
your company (5 digits) – for insurers only.
5. Office Reporting Code: Your company’s ISO ClaimSearch Office Reporting Code. If creating an
RRE at the home office level, you will use a 4-character code. If creating an RRE at the office
level, you will use a 9-character code.
6. RRE Code: A 9-digit Responsible Reporting Entity (RRE) code assigned to your company by
CMS. If registering RREs at an office level only, please be sure each office that must report
claims to CMS has an RRE code.
7. RRE Description: This is optional and used to identify the RRE – for example, line of business,
department, claims system, etc.
8. TIN/EIN: Your company’s Tax ID number included on the CMS registration for the RRE.
9. Check Yes or No, to indicate whether you want ISO to be your company’s agent for performing
monthly query files.
10. CMS-Assigned Reporting Period: The group number that is associated with the quarterly
reporting period assigned by the CMS Coordination of Benefits Contractor (COBC) during the
registration process.
CMS-Assigned Quarterly
Reporting Date
01 – 07
08 – 14
15 – 21
22 – 28

st

nd

rd

1
Month

2
Month

3
Month

Group 1
Group 2
Group 3
Group 4

Group 5
Group 6
Group 7
Group 8

Group 9
Group 10
Group 11
Group 12

11. Electronic Data Interchange Rep: Name, Phone, and E-mail for the EDI representative
assigned to the RRE during the registration process.
12. Completed by: Name and Title of the individual completing the form and the Date the form is
completed.

October 2014
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Page 2 – Complete this page for each TIN/EIN and Site ID associated with the RRE that your
company will report for. At least one Site ID is required. Also complete if your company
requires additional office locations (Sites) for correspondence from CMS.
1. TIN/EIN: Your company’s Tax ID Number included on the CMS registration for the RRE.
2. RRE Code: A 9-digit Responsible Reporting Entity (RRE) code assigned by CMS to your
company for reporting claims to CMS.
3. Site ID: A 9-digit code developed by your company to identify office(s) that will receive
correspondence from CMS.
4. Site Name: This is used to name the site – for example, line of business, department, claims
system, etc. – and the site Address, City, State, and Zip.

Page 3 – Complete this page to provide existing ISO ClaimSearch User IDs for up to four
personnel from your company that are authorized to download the monthly Medicare
eligibility query results and the quarterly CMS acknowledgement and rejection files. If
you need User IDs for new users, please contact ISO ClaimSearch Customer Support at
800-888-4476 or njsupport@iso.com.
1. Your Company Name
2. Your Company’s Office Reporting Code: Your company’s ISO ClaimSearch Office Reporting
Code (4 characters).
3. User Name: The name of the authorized personnel that will have a User ID.
4. User ID: The ISO ClaimSearch User ID of your authorized personnel (5 characters).
5. RRE Code: The 9 digit RRE Code under which CMS reports will be posted. List the RRE Code(s)
that each user will need access to view CMS reports. If there are more RREs for a user, please
®
copy this page as necessary or provide all of the information on this page in a Microsoft Excel
spreadsheet with the additional RREs for the user.
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Medicare Secondary Payer Reporting Access Authorization Form
Insurers, Self-Insureds, and PATs
®
Please complete the information below to set up access to the ISO ClaimSearch Medicare Secondary
Payer Reporting service. Please complete page 2 for each TIN/EIN and Site ID.
Each Responsible Reporting Entity (RRE) must complete this document.

Responsible Reporting Entity Information
1. Company Name:
Address:
City:

State:

Phone:

Zip:

Fax:

2. CMS Acct. Mgr.:
Title:

E-mail:

□ Insurer

3. Member Type:

□ Self-Insured

□ PAT (Self-Insured Pool)

5. Office Reporting Code
4. Company NAIC
Code (5 digits)

(Home Office is 4 characters
and Office is 9 characters):

6. RRE Code (9 digits):

7. RRE Description:

8. TIN/EIN (9 digits):
9. ISO will perform our monthly CMS Query File.
10. CMS Assigned
Reporting
Period (Group#
as provided by
CMS):

1

Yes □

No □

□ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 □ 8 □ 9 □ 10 □ 11 □ 12 □

To identify your CMS assigned group number, please use the CMS defined
group number that corresponds to the date your company has been designated
to submit claims to CMS.
st
nd
rd
CMS-Assigned Quarterly
1
2
3
Reporting Date
Month
Month
Month
01 - 07
Group 1
Group 5
Group 9
08 - 14
Group 2
Group 6
Group 10
15 - 21
Group 3
Group 7
Group 11
22 - 28
Group 4
Group 8
Group 12

11. Electronic Data Interchange Rep (as provided by CMS):
Phone:
12. Completed
by Name:
Return form to:

E-mail:
Title:

Date:

ISO ClaimSearch Customer Support at: Fax: 201-748-1472 or
claimsearch.sales@iso.com. If you have any questions, please call 800-888-4476.

October 2014
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Medicare Secondary Payer Reporting Access Authorization Form
Insurers, Self-Insureds, and PATs – Page 2
Please copy this form as necessary to provide Site ID information for each TIN/EIN.
At least one Site ID is required.

Required Information:

1. Company TIN/EIN (9 digits):

2. RRE Code (9 digits):
(Must be the same code as on page 1)

Site ID Information:
3. Site ID (9 digits):

4. Site Name:

Address:
City:

State:

Zip:

Site ID Information:
3. Site ID (9 digits):

4. Site Name:

Address:
City:

State:

Zip:

Site ID Information:
3. Site ID (9 digits):

4. Site Name:

Address:
City:

Return form to:

State:

Zip:

ISO ClaimSearch Customer Support at: Fax: 201-748-1472 or
claimsearch.sales@iso.com. If you have any questions, please call 800-888-4476.
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Medicare Secondary Payer Reporting Access Authorization Form
Insurers, Self-Insureds, and PATs – Page 3
Provide existing ISO ClaimSearch User IDs for up to four personnel from your company who are
authorized to download the monthly Medicare eligibility query results and the quarterly CMS
acknowledgement and rejection files. If you need User IDs for new users, please contact ISO
ClaimSearch Customer Support at 800-888-4476 or njsupport@iso.com.

1. Company Name:
2. Office Reporting Code (4 characters):
User ID Information
3. User Name:

4. User ID (5 characters):

5. RRE Code (9 digits):

5. RRE Code (9 digits):

5. RRE Code (9 digits):

5. RRE Code (9 digits):

User ID Information
3. User Name:

4. User ID (5 characters):

5. RRE Code (9 digits):

5. RRE Code (9 digits):

5. RRE Code (9 digits):

5. RRE Code (9 digits):

User ID Information
3. User Name:

4. User ID (5 characters):

5. RRE Code (9 digits):

5. RRE Code (9 digits):

5. RRE Code (9 digits):

5. RRE Code (9 digits):

User ID Information
3. User Name:

4. User ID (5 characters):

5. RRE Code (9 digits):

5. RRE Code (9 digits):

5. RRE Code (9 digits):

5. RRE Code (9 digits):

Return form to:

ISO ClaimSearch Customer Support at: Fax: 201-748-1472 or
claimsearch.sales@iso.com. If you have any questions, please call 800-888-4476.
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Medicare Secondary Payer Reporting Access Authorization Form - Instructions
Third Party Administrators
The Access Authorization Form for third party administrators (TPAs) is in an Excel format. Please contact
ISO ClaimSearch Customer Support at 800-888-4476 or claimsearch.sales@iso.com for the form. Please
use these Instructions when completing the Access Authorization Form for TPAs.
Third Party Administrator Information
1. Your Company’s: Name, Address 1, Address 2, City, State, Zip, Phone, Fax, Contact, Contact
Title, Contact E-mail.
2. Your Company’s Office Reporting Code: Your company’s ISO ClaimSearch Office Reporting
Code (4 characters).
3. Completed by: Name and Title of the individual completing the form and the Date the form is
completed at your company.
Insurer or Self-Insured Company Information
4. Company: Name, Address 1, Address 2, City, State, Zip, Phone, and Fax.
5. CMS Account Manager: The CMS account manager selected by the company – Name, Title,
and E-mail.
6. Member Type: Insurer – Property/Casualty insurers and Workers Comp insurers
Self Insured – Self Insurers and companies with self insured retentions
PAT (Self Insured Pool) – Liability or Workers Compensation Self Insured Pools
7. Company NAIC Code: The National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) Code for
the company (5 digits) – for insurers only.
8. Office Reporting Code: The company’s ISO ClaimSearch Office Reporting Code if known. If
creating an RRE at the home office level, you will use a 4-character code. If creating an RRE at
the office level, you will use a 9-character code.
9. RRE Code: A 9-digit Responsible Reporting Entity (RRE) code assigned to the company by
CMS. If registering RREs at an office level only, please be sure each office that must report
claims to CMS has an RRE code.
10. RRE Description: This is optional and used to identify the RRE – for example, line of business,
department, claims system, etc.
11. TIN/EIN: The company’s Tax ID number included on the CMS registration for the RRE.
12. Will ISO Perform Monthly Query Yes or No: Enter Y or N to indicate whether you want ISO to
be the company’s agent for performing monthly query files.
13. CMS-Assigned Reporting Period: The group number that is associated with the quarterly
reporting period assigned by the CMS Coordination of Benefits Contractor (COBC) during the
registration process.
CMS-Assigned Quarterly
Reporting Date
01 – 07
08 – 14
15 – 21
22 – 28

st

1
Month
Group 1
Group 2
Group 3
Group 4

nd

2
Month
Group 5
Group 6
Group 7
Group 8

rd

3
Month
Group 9
Group 10
Group 11
Group 12
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14. CMS Electronic Data Interchange Rep: Name, Phone, and E-mail for the EDI representative
assigned to the RRE during the registration process.
15. RRE Code: A 9-digit Responsible Reporting Entity (RRE) code assigned by CMS to the company
for reporting claims to CMS.
16. Site ID: A 9-digit code developed by the company to identify office(s) that will receive
correspondence from CMS. At least one Site ID is required per TIN.
17. Site Name: This is used to name office locations (sites) that will need correspondence from CMS
– for example, line of business, department, claims system, etc. Also needed are the Site
Address, City, State, and Zip.
18. User Name: The name of the authorized personnel that will have a User ID. Maximum of four
personnel from your company who are authorized to download the monthly Medicare eligibility
query results and the quarterly CMS acknowledgement and rejection files. If you need User IDs
for new users, please contact ISO ClaimSearch Customer Support at 800-888-4476 or
njsupport@iso.com.
19. User ID: The ISO ClaimSearch User ID of your authorized personnel (5 characters) listed in #18
above. If an RRE has multiple User IDs that need access to download the reports, then list the
multiple IDs one cell under each other, then start a new line for the next RRE.
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APPENDIX F - MAPPING OF ISO UNIVERSAL FORMAT (UF) AND XML
FIELDS TO THE CMS DETAIL RECORD LAYOUT
ISO FIELD
UF RECORD TYPE &
POSITION
XML LOCATION

COMMENTS

CMS FIELD

CMS FIELD #

CLAIM INPUT FILE HEADER RECORD
Will be pre-populated by ISO to default
value ‘NGCH’
Will be pre-populated by ISO for each file
sent to the COBC.
Will be pre-populated by ISO to default
value ‘NGHPCLM’
Will be pre-populated by ISO with the date
the file was transmitted to the COBC.
Will be pre-populated with spaces.

RECORD IDENTIFIER

1

SECTION 111 REPORTER
ID
SECTION 111
REPORTING FILE TYPE
FILE SUBMISSION DATE

2

RESERVED FOR FUTURE
USE.

5

3
4

CLAIM INPUT FILE DETAIL RECORD
RRE CODE
UA01 465-473
ClaimsOccurrence/
com.iso_RRECd

If a group/company/office only registers
one RRE, the company will provide it once
upon registration with ISO and will not
need to send this field on input; it will be
derived by ISO.
If a group/company/office registers more
than one RRE, the company will provide
the codes upon registration with ISO, but
will also need to send this field on each
claim so ISO will know which RRE code
each claim belongs to.
TPAs reporting under their own code
always need to populate this field.
Will be pre-populated by ISO to default
value ‘NGCD’
Will be pre-populated by ISO with a
unique identifier for each record sent.

This is an ISO requirement;
not a CMS requirement.

RECORD IDENTIFIER

1

DCN

2
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ISO FIELD
UF RECORD TYPE &
POSITION
XML LOCATION

COMMENTS
Will be pre-populated by ISO.
•

For ORM claims -will be sent as
an “Add” when ISO receives the
Medicare Eligible Indicator.

•

Will be sent as “Update” when
the following fields are updated
on the claim ( CMS Date of
Incident, Plan Insurance Type,
ORM Indicator, ICD-9 Code, ,
TIN, TPOC Date, TPOC Amount,
Claimant Information fields).

•

Will be sent as “Delete” and then
again as “Add” when key fields
change ( CMS Date of Incident,
Plan Insurance Type and ORM
Indicator.

•

Will be sent as “Update” for the
last time when the ORM
Termination Date is sent.

•

For TPOC claims – will be sent
as an “Add” when ISO receives
both the Medicare Eligible
st
Indicator and 1 TPOC date.

•

Will be sent as an “Update”
when additional TPOCs are
added or when there are
changes in the TPOC amount.

•

ClaimSearch has added an
indicator in which customers can
request the deletion of a claimant
from CMS.

CMS FIELD
ACTION TYPE

CMS FIELD #
3
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ISO FIELD
UF RECORD TYPE &
POSITION
XML LOCATION
INJURED PARTY HICN
UEX1 76-87
ClaimInvestigationAddRq/
com.iso_SIUParty/
com.iso_HICN
SSN
UO01 93-101
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/NameInfo/TaxIdentity/
TaxId
LAST NAME
UO01 14-43
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/NameInfo/PersonNam
e/Surname
FIRST NAME
UO01 44-63
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/NameInfo/PersonNam
e/GivenName
MIDDLE NAME
UO01 64-83
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/NameInfo/PersonNam
e/OtherGivenName
GENDER
UO01 92
ClaimsParty/PersonInfo/G
enderCd
DOB
UO01 84-91
ClaimsParty/PersonInfo/Bi
rthDt

COMMENTS
Once you are provided with a HICN on a
query result file, you must add the HICN
to your claim so it can be reported on
future submissions to CMS.

CMS accepts a gender of “unknown”. If
no gender is reported, ISO will pass “0”
for unknown.

Will be pre-populated by ISO with
spaces.
CMS DATE OF INCIDENT
UEX3 11-18
ClaimInvestigationAddRq/
com.iso_AddCovInfo/com.i
so_CovInfo1/
com.iso_CMSIncidentDt
DATE OF LOSS
UA01 103-110
ClaimsOccurrence/LossDt
Will be pre-populated by ISO with
spaces.

CMS FIELD
INJURED PARTY HICN

CMS FIELD #
4

INJURED PARTY SSN

5

INJURED PARTY LAST
NAME

6

INJURED PARTY FIRST
NAME

7

INJURED PARTY MIDDLE
INIT

8

INJURED PARTY
GENDER

9

INJURED PARTY DOB

10

RESERVED FOR FUTURE
USE
CMS DATE OF INCIDENT

11

INDUSTRY DATE

13

RESERVED FOR FUTURE
USE

14

12
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ISO FIELD
UF RECORD TYPE &
POSITION
XML LOCATION
ALLEGED CAUSE OF
INJURY, INCIDENT OR
ILLNESS
UEX3 500-504
ClaimInvestigationAddRq/
com.iso_AddCovInfo/com.i
so_CovInfo1/
com.iso_CauseOfInjuryCd
(codelistref =
“CauseOfInjuryCd”)

CMS FIELD

See Appendix H of the CMS User
Guide version 3.1 for excluded codes.
Also see ClaimSearch User Manuals and
Guides for a spreadsheet containing
valid codes.

ALLEGED CAUSE OF
INJURY, INCIDENT OR
ILLNESS

15

RESERVED FOR FUTURE
USE
STATE OF VENUE

16

RESERVED FOR FUTURE
USE
ICD-9 DIAGNOSIS CODE
1

18

RESERVED FOR FUTURE
USE
ICD-9 DIAGNOSIS CODE
2

20

RESERVED FOR FUTURE
USE

22

DO NOT REPORT THE DECIMAL
CODE IN THIS FIELD.
If the code is less than 5 bytes, ISO will
add spaces to the end as required by
CMS.
As of 4/22/12, this field is optional and
will only be sent to CMS if a valid code is
provided.
Will be pre-populated by ISO with
spaces.

STATE OF VENUE
UEX3 19-20
ClaimInvestigationAddRq/
com.iso_AddCovInfo/com.i
so_CovInfo1/
Addr/StateProvCd

ICD-9 CODE 1
UEX3 184-189
ClaimInvestigationAddRq/
com.iso_AddCovInfo/com.i
so_CovInfo1/
ICDDiagnosticCd
or UC01 272-277
ClaimsParty/ClaimsInjured
Info/ICDDiagnosticCd

ICD-9 CODE 2
UEX3 190-195
ClaimInvestigationAddRq/
com.iso_AddCovInfo/com.i
so_CovInfo1/
ICDDiagnosticCd
or UC01 278-283
ClaimsParty/ClaimsInjured
Info/ICDDiagnosticCd

CMS FIELD
#

COMMENTS

Will be pre-populated by ISO with
spaces.
See Appendix H of the CMS User
Guide version 3.1 for excluded codes.
Also see ClaimSearch User Manuals and
Guides for a spreadsheet containing
valid codes.
ISO will strip the decimal if the ICD-9 is
reported to ISO with the decimal. If the
code is less than 5 bytes, ISO will add
spaces to the end as required by CMS.
Will be pre-populated by ISO with
spaces.
See Appendix H of the CMS User
Guide version 3.1 for excluded codes.
Also see ClaimSearch User Manuals and
Guides for a spreadsheet containing
valid codes.
ISO will strip the decimal if the ICD-9 is
reported to ISO with the decimal. . If the
code is less than 5 bytes, ISO will add
spaces to the end as required by CMS.
Will be pre-populated by ISO with
spaces.

17

19

21
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ISO FIELD
UF RECORD TYPE &
POSITION
XML LOCATION
ICD-9 CODE 3
UEX3 196-201
ClaimInvestigationAddRq/
com.iso_AddCovInfo/com.i
so_CovInfo1/
ICDDiagnosticCd
or UC01 284-289
ClaimsParty/ClaimsInjured
Info/ICDDiagnosticCd

ICD-9 CODE 4
UEX3 202-207
ClaimInvestigationAddRq/
com.iso_AddCovInfo/com.i
so_CovInfo1/
ICDDiagnosticCd
or UC01 290-295
ClaimsParty/ClaimsInjured
Info/ICDDiagnosticCd

ICD-9 CODE 5
UEX3 208-213
ClaimInvestigationAddRq/
com.iso_AddCovInfo/com.i
so_CovInfo1/
ICDDiagnosticCd
or UC01 296-301
ClaimsParty/ClaimsInjured
Info/ICDDiagnosticCd

CMS FIELD
#

COMMENTS

CMS FIELD

See Appendix H of the CMS User
Guide version 3.1 for excluded codes.
Also see ClaimSearch User Manuals and
Guides for a spreadsheet containing
valid codes.

ICD-9 DIAGNOSIS CODE
3

23

RESERVED FOR FUTURE
USE
ICD-9 DIAGNOSIS CODE
4

24

RESERVED FOR FUTURE
USE
ICD-9 DIAGNOSIS CODE
5

26

RESERVED FOR FUTURE
USE

28

ISO will strip the decimal if the ICD-9 is
reported to ISO with the decimal. If the
code is less than 5 bytes, ISO will add
spaces to the end as required by CMS.
Will be pre-populated by ISO with
spaces.
See Appendix H of the CMS User
Guide version 3.1 for excluded codes.
Also see ClaimSearch User Manuals and
Guides for a spreadsheet containing
valid codes.

ISO will strip the decimal if the ICD-9 is
reported to ISO with the decimal. . If the
code is less than 5 bytes, ISO will add
spaces to the end as required by CMS.
Will be pre-populated by ISO with
spaces.
See Appendix H of the CMS User
Guide version 3.1 for excluded codes.
Also see ClaimSearch User Manuals and
Guides for a spreadsheet containing
valid codes.

ISO will strip the decimal if the ICD-9 is
reported to ISO with the decimal. . If the
code is less than 5 bytes, ISO will add
spaces to the end as required by CMS.
Will be pre-populated by ISO with
spaces.

25

27
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ISO FIELD
UF RECORD TYPE &
POSITION
XML LOCATION
ICD-9 CODE 6
UEX3 214-219
ClaimInvestigationAddRq/
com.iso_AddCovInfo/com.i
so_CovInfo1/
ICDDiagnosticCd

ICD-9 CODE7
UEX3 220-225
ClaimInvestigationAddRq/
com.iso_AddCovInfo/com.i
so_CovInfo1/
ICDDiagnosticCd

ICD-9 CODE 8
UEX3 226-231
ClaimInvestigationAddRq/
com.iso_AddCovInfo/com.i
so_CovInfo1/
ICDDiagnosticCd

CMS FIELD
#

COMMENTS

CMS FIELD

See Appendix H of the CMS User
Guide version 3.1 for excluded codes.
Also see ClaimSearch User Manuals and
Guides for a spreadsheet containing
valid codes.

ICD-9 DIAGNOSIS CODE
6

29

RESERVED FOR FUTURE
USE
ICD-9 DIAGNOSIS CODE
7

30

RESERVED FOR FUTURE
USE
ICD-9 DIAGNOSIS CODE
8

32

RESERVED FOR FUTURE
USE

34

ISO will strip the decimal if the ICD-9 is
reported to ISO with the decimal. If the
code is less than 5 bytes, ISO will add
spaces to the end as required by CMS.
Will be pre-populated by ISO with
spaces.
See Appendix H of the CMS User
Guide version 3.1 for excluded codes.
Also see ClaimSearch User Manuals and
Guides for a spreadsheet containing
valid codes.

ISO will strip the decimal if the ICD-9 is
reported to ISO with the decimal. If the
code is less than 5 bytes, ISO will add
spaces to the end as required by CMS.
Will be pre-populated by ISO with
spaces.
See Appendix H of the CMS User
Guide version 3.1 for excluded codes.
Also see ClaimSearch User Manuals and
Guides for a spreadsheet containing
valid codes.

ISO will strip the decimal if the ICD-9 is
reported to ISO with the decimal. If the
code is less than 5 bytes, ISO will add
spaces to the end as required by CMS.
Will be pre-populated by ISO with
spaces.

31

33
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ISO FIELD
UF RECORD TYPE &
POSITION
XML LOCATION
ICD-9 CODE 9
UEX3 232-237
ClaimInvestigationAddRq/
com.iso_AddCovInfo/com.i
so_CovInfo1/
ICDDiagnosticCd

ICD-9 CODE 10
UEX3 238-243
ClaimInvestigationAddRq/
com.iso_AddCovInfo/com.i
so_CovInfo1/
ICDDiagnosticCd

ICD-9 CODE 11
UEX3 244-249
ClaimInvestigationAddRq/
com.iso_AddCovInfo/com.i
so_CovInfo1/
ICDDiagnosticCd

CMS FIELD
#

COMMENTS

CMS FIELD

See Appendix H of the CMS User Guide
version 3.1 for excluded codes. Also see
ClaimSearch User Manuals and Guides
for a spreadsheet containing valid codes.

ICD-9 DIAGNOSIS CODE
9

35

RESERVED FOR FUTURE
USE
ICD-9 DIAGNOSIS CODE
10

36

RESERVED FOR FUTURE
USE
ICD-9 DIAGNOSIS CODE
11

38

RESERVED FOR FUTURE
USE

40

ISO will strip the decimal if the ICD-9 is
reported to ISO with the decimal. If the
code is less than 5 bytes, ISO will add
spaces to the end as required by CMS.
Will be pre-populated by ISO with
spaces.
See Appendix H of the CMS User
Guide version 3.1 for excluded codes.
Also see ClaimSearch User Manuals and
Guides for a spreadsheet containing
valid codes.

ISO will strip the decimal if the ICD-9 is
reported to ISO with the decimal. If the
code is less than 5 bytes, ISO will add
spaces to the end as required by CMS.
Will be pre-populated by ISO with
spaces.
See Appendix H of the CMS User
Guide version 3.1 for excluded codes.
Also see ClaimSearch User Manuals and
Guides for a spreadsheet containing
valid codes.

ISO will strip the decimal if the ICD-9 is
reported to ISO with the decimal. If the
code is less than 5 bytes, ISO will add
spaces to the end as required by CMS.
Will be pre-populated by ISO with
spaces.

37

39
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ISO FIELD
UF RECORD TYPE &
POSITION
XML LOCATION
ICD-9 CODE 12
UEX3 250-255
ClaimInvestigationAddRq/
com.iso_AddCovInfo/com.i
so_CovInfo1/
ICDDiagnosticCd

ICD-9 CODE 13
UEX3 256-261
ClaimInvestigationAddRq/
com.iso_AddCovInfo/com.i
so_CovInfo1/
ICDDiagnosticCd

ICD-9 CODE 14
UEX3 262-267
ClaimInvestigationAddRq/
com.iso_AddCovInfo/com.i
so_CovInfo1/
ICDDiagnosticCd

CMS FIELD
#

COMMENTS

CMS FIELD

See Appendix H of the CMS User
Guide version 3.1 for excluded codes.
Also see ClaimSearch User Manuals and
Guides for a spreadsheet containing
valid codes.

ICD-9 DIAGNOSIS CODE
12

41

RESERVED FOR FUTURE
USE
ICD-9 DIAGNOSIS CODE
13

42

RESERVED FOR FUTURE
USE
ICD-9 DIAGNOSIS CODE
14

44

RESERVED FOR FUTURE
USE

46

ISO will strip the decimal if the ICD-9 is
reported to ISO with the decimal. . If the
code is less than 5 bytes, ISO will add
spaces to the end as required by CMS.
Will be pre-populated by ISO with
spaces.
See Appendix H of the CMS User Guide
version 3.1 for excluded codes. . Also
see ClaimSearch User Manuals and
Guides for a spreadsheet containing
valid codes.
ISO will strip the decimal if the ICD-9 is
reported to ISO with the decimal. If the
code is less than 5 bytes, ISO will add
spaces to the end as required by CMS.
Will be pre-populated by ISO with
spaces.
See Appendix H of the CMS User Guide
version 3.1 for excluded codes. Also see
ClaimSearch User Manuals and Guides
for a spreadsheet containing valid codes.
ISO will strip the decimal if the ICD-9 is
reported to ISO with the decimal. If the
code is less than 5 bytes, ISO will add
spaces to the end as required by CMS.
Will be pre-populated by ISO with
spaces.

43

45
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ISO FIELD
UF RECORD TYPE &
POSITION
XML LOCATION
ICD-9 CODE 15
UEX3 268-273
ClaimInvestigationAddRq/
com.iso_AddCovInfo/com.i
so_CovInfo1/
ICDDiagnosticCd

ICD-9 CODE 16
UEX3 274-279
ClaimInvestigationAddRq/
com.iso_AddCovInfo/com.i
so_CovInfo1/
ICDDiagnosticCd

ICD-9 CODE 17
UEX3 280-285
ClaimInvestigationAddRq/
com.iso_AddCovInfo/com.i
so_CovInfo1/
ICDDiagnosticCd

CMS FIELD
#

COMMENTS

CMS FIELD

See Appendix H of the CMS User
Guide version 3.1 for excluded codes.
Also see ClaimSearch User Manuals and
Guides for a spreadsheet containing
valid codes.

ICD-9 DIAGNOSIS CODE
15

47

RESERVED FOR FUTURE
USE
ICD-9 DIAGNOSIS CODE
16

48

RESERVED FOR FUTURE
USE
ICD-9 DIAGNOSIS CODE
17

50

RESERVED FOR FUTURE
USE

52

ISO will strip the decimal if the ICD-9 is
reported to ISO with the decimal. If the
code is less than 5 bytes, ISO will add
spaces to the end as required by CMS.
Will be pre-populated by ISO with
spaces.
See Appendix H of the CMS User
Guide version 3.1 for excluded codes. .
Also see ClaimSearch User Manuals and
Guides for a spreadsheet containing
valid codes.

ISO will strip the decimal if the ICD-9 is
reported to ISO with the decimal. . If the
code is less than 5 bytes, ISO will add
spaces to the end as required by CMS.
Will be pre-populated by ISO with
spaces.
See Appendix H of the CMS User
Guide version 3.1 for excluded codes. .
Also see ClaimSearch User Manuals and
Guides for a spreadsheet containing
valid codes.

ISO will strip the decimal if the ICD-9 is
reported to ISO with the decimal. . If the
code is less than 5 bytes, ISO will add
spaces to the end as required by CMS.
Will be pre-populated by ISO with
spaces.

49

51
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ISO FIELD
UF RECORD TYPE &
POSITION XML LOCATION
ICD-9 CODE 18
UEX3 286-291
ClaimInvestigationAddRq/com
.iso_AddCovInfo/com.iso_Cov
Info1/ ICDDiagnosticCd

ICD-9 CODE 19
UEX3 292-297
ClaimInvestigationAddRq/com
.iso_AddCovInfo/com.iso_Cov
Info1/ ICDDiagnosticCd

ALLEGED
INJURIES/PROPERTY
DAMAGE
UC01 108-157
ClaimsParty/ClaimsInjuredInf
o/ClaimsInjury/InjuryNatureDe
sc

COMMENTS

CMS FIELD

See Appendix H of the CMS User
Guide version 3.1 for excluded codes. .
Also see ClaimSearch User Manuals
and Guides for a spreadsheet
containing valid codes.

ICD-9 DIAGNOSIS
CODE 18

53

RESERVED FOR
FUTURE USE
ICD-9 DIAGNOSIS
CODE 19

54

RESERVED FOR
FUTURE USE
DESCRIPTION OF
ILLNESS/INJURY

56

PRODUCT LIABILITY
INDICATOR

58

ISO will strip the decimal if the ICD-9 is
reported to ISO with the decimal. . If
the code is less than 5 bytes, ISO will
add spaces to the end as required by
CMS.
Will be pre-populated by ISO with
spaces.
See Appendix H of the CMS User
Guide version 3.1 for excluded codes.
Also see ClaimSearch User Manuals
and Guides for a spreadsheet
containing valid codes.

ISO will strip the decimal if the ICD-9 is
reported to ISO with the decimal. If the
code is less than 5 bytes, ISO will add
spaces to the end as required by CMS.
Will be pre-populated by ISO with
spaces.
This field will not be sent to CMS after
12/31/10, but you should still populate
this field on your ClaimSearch reports
because this is still a ClaimSearch
required field.

CMS FIELD #

55

57

OR
UEX3 450-499
ClaimInvestigationAddRq/com
.iso_AddCovInfo/com.iso_Cov
Info1/ InjuryNatureDesc
PRODUCT LIABILITY
INDICATOR
UEX4 11
ClaimInvestigationAddRq/com
.iso_AddCovInfo/com.iso_Cov
Info2/ com.iso_ProdLiabInd

This field is currently not being passed
to CMS based on a change in CMS
requirements.
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ISO FIELD
UF RECORD TYPE &
POSITION
XML LOCATION

CMS FIELD
#

COMMENTS

CMS FIELD

PRODUCT GENERIC NAME
UEX4 12-51
ClaimInvestigationAddRq/co
m.iso_AddCovInfo/com.iso_C
ovInfo2/ com.iso_GenName

This field is currently not being passed to
CMS based on a change in CMS
requirements.

PRODUCT GENERIC
NAME

59

PRODUCT BRAND
NAME
UEX4 52-91
ClaimInvestigationAddRq/
com.iso_AddCovInfo/com.i
so_CovInfo2/
com.iso_BrandName
PRODUCT
MANUFACTURER
UEX4 92-131
ClaimInvestigationAddRq/
com.iso_AddCovInfo/com.i
so_CovInfo2/
com.iso_ProdMfr
PRODUCT ALLEGED
HARM
UEX4 132-331
ClaimInvestigationAddRq/
com.iso_AddCovInfo/com.i
so_CovInfo2/
com.iso_AllegedHarm

This field is currently not being passed to
CMS based on a change in CMS
requirements.

PRODUCT BRAND NAME

60

This field is currently not being passed to
CMS based on a change in CMS
requirements.

PRODUCT
MANUFACTURER

61

This field is currently not being passed to
CMS based on a change in CMS
requirements.

PRODUCT ALLEGED
HARM

62

Will be pre-populated by ISO with
spaces.
Will be pre-populated by ISO with “Y” for
all member types of “Self Insured” or
“Self Insured Pool” and with “N” for all
P&C member types. TPAs reporting
under their own ISO reporting code will
need to populate this field. For all nofault claims, the value will be defaulted to
“N”.
ISO will pre-populate this field with “O”
for Other than Individual.
For all no-fault claims, the value will be
defaulted to space.
This field is required if Self-Insured Type
= I, but since ISO will always send “O,”
this field is not applicable.
This field is required if Self-Insured Type
= I, but since ISO will always send “O,”
this field is not applicable.
This field is required if Self-Insured Type
= O and if Legal Name is not provided.
Legal Name will always be provided so
this field is not applicable.
This field is required if Self-Insured Type
= O and DBA Name is not provided. ISO
will pre-populate with the Insured Name.

RESERVED FOR FUTURE
USE
SELF INSURED
INDICATOR

63

SELF-INSURED TYPE

65

POLICYHOLDER LAST
NAME

66

POLICYHOLDER FIRST
NAME

67

DBA NAME

68

LEGAL NAME

69

SELF-INSURED
INDICATOR
UA01 464
ClaimsOccurrence/com.is
o_SelfInsuredInd

INSURED NAME
UO01 14-83
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/NameInfo/CommlNam
e/CommercialName

64
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ISO FIELD
UF RECORD TYPE &
POSITION
XML LOCATION

CMS FIELD
#

COMMENTS

CMS FIELD

Will be pre-populated by ISO with
spaces.
ISO will pre-populate this field based on
the policy/coverage/loss fields provided.
(See Appendix A for table of mappings)

RESERVED FOR FUTURE
USE
PLAN INSURANCE TYPE

70

TIN
UA01 474-482
ClaimsOccurrence/TaxIde
ntity/TaxId

If an RRE only registers one TIN, the
company will provide it once upon
registration with ISO and will not need to
send this field on input; it will be derived
by ISO.
If an RRE registers more than one
TIN, the company will provide the TINS
upon registration with ISO, but will also
need to send this field on each claim so
ISO will know which TIN each claim
belongs to.
TPAs reporting under their own code
always need to populate this field.

TIN

72

SITE ID
UA01 483-491
ClaimsOccurrence/com.is
o_SiteId

If a TIN only registers one SITE ID,
the company will provide it once upon
registration with ISO and will not need to
send this field on input; it will be derived
by ISO.
If a TIN registers more than one SITE
ID, the company will provide the SITE
IDs upon registration with ISO, but will
also need to send this field on each claim
so ISO will know which SITE ID each
claim belongs to.
TPAs reporting under their own code
always need to populate this field.
This is a numeric only field.

OFFICE CODE/SITE ID

73

POLICY NUMBER

74

CLAIM NUMBER

75

PLAN CONTACT
DEPARTMENT NAME
PLAN CONTACT LAST
NAME
PLAN CONTACT FIRST
NAME
PLAN CONTACT PHONE

76

PLAN CONTACT PHONE
EXTENSION
NO-FAULT INSURANCE
LIMIT

80

POLICY NUMBER
UA01 21-50
Policy/PolicyNumber
CLAIM NUMBER
UA01 73-102
ClaimsOccurrence/ItemIdI
nfo/InsurerId

NO FAULT INSURANCE
LIMIT

This field is Optional and will not be sent
to CMS.
This field is Optional and will not be sent
to CMS.
This field is Optional and will not be sent
to CMS.
This field is Optional and will not be sent
to CMS.
This field is Optional and will not be sent
to CMS.
Fill with all 9’s if there is no dollar limit.
Fill with all 0’s for WC or Liability claims.

71

77
78
79

81

UEX3 21-31
ClaimInvestigationAddRq/co
m.iso_AddCovInfo/com.iso_C
ovInfo1/ com.iso_NFLTLimit
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ISO FIELD
UF RECORD TYPE &
POSITION
XML LOCATION

COMMENTS

EXHAUST DATE FOR
DOLLAR LIMIT FOR NO
FAULT INSURANCE
UEX3 32-39
ClaimInvestigationAddRq/
com.iso_AddCovInfo/com.i
so_CovInfo1/
com.iso_ExhaustDt

CMS FIELD
EXHAUST DATE FOR
DOLLAR LIMIT FOR NOFAULT INSURANCE

Will be pre-populated by ISO with
RESERVED FOR FUTURE
spaces.
USE
INJURED PARTY’S ATTORNEY OR OTHER REPRESENTATIVE INFORMATION
ROLE IN THE CLAIM
All lawyer roles (Claimant Lawyer -LC,
INJURED PARTY
USP1 11-12
Insured Lawyer- LI, Law Office Manager- REPRESENTATIVE
ClaimsParty/ClaimsPartyIn LM, Law Office-LO, Paralegal- LR,
INDICATOR
fo/ClaimsPartyRoleCd
Lawyer-Other- LW, Lawyer for CMS
(codelistref=”ClaimsParty
Claimant - LS) will be mapped to A =
RoleCd)
Attorney.
Guardian-GU will be mapped to G =
Guardian/Conservator
Power of Attorney-PW will be mapped to
P = Power of Attorney.
Other-OR will be mapped to O = Other

CMS FIELD
#
82

83

84

Since CMS will only accept one
representative, if more than one
representative is reported, ISO will use
the following hierarchy: Attorney,
Guardian, Power of Attorney, Other.
ISO will only send representatives that
have all required fields reported.
LAST NAME
USP1 14-43
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/NameInfo/PersonNam
e/Surname
FIRST NAME
USP1 44-63
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/NameInfo/PersonNam
e/GivenName
BUSINESS NAME
USP1 14-83
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/NameInfo/CommlNam
e/CommercialName
TIN
USP1 93-101 for SSN,
102-110 for TIN
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/NameInfo/TaxIdentity/
TaxId

If the business is reported as an AKA of
the service provider, the AKA record
would be sent to CMS as the business.

REPRESENTATIVE LAST
NAME

85

If the business is reported as an AKA of
the service provider, the AKA record
would be sent to CMS as the business

REPRESENTATIVE FIRST
NAME

86

If the individual name is reported as an
AKA of the service provider, the AKA
record would be sent to CMS as the
individual name.

REPRESENTATIVE FIRM
NAME

87

REPRESENTATIVE TIN

88
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ISO FIELD
UF RECORD TYPE &
POSITION
XML LOCATION
ADDRESS
INFORMATION LINE 1
USP1 148-197
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/Addr/Addr1
ADDRESS
INFORMATION LINE 2
USP1 198-247
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/Addr/Addr2
CITY
USP1 248-272
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/Addr/City
STATE
USP1 273-274
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/Addr/StateProvCd

POSTAL CODE
USP1 275-279
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/Addr/PostalCode
POSTAL CODE
USP1 280-283
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/Addr/PostalCode
BUSINESS TELEPHONE
USP1 297-306
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/Communications/Phon
eInfo/PhoneTypeCd=”Pho
ne”CommunicationUseCd
=”Business”and
PhoneNumber

COMMENTS

When reporting to ISO, if the Universal
Format country field is “US” or blank, ISO
will pass the US state to CMS. If the
country field contains anything other than
“US” or blank, ISO will pass “FC” for
“foreign country” to CMS in the state
field.

CMS FIELD

CMS FIELD
#

REPRESENTATIVE
MAILING ADDRESS LINE
1

89

REPRESENTATIVE
MAILING ADDRESS LINE
2

90

REPRESENTATIVE CITY

91

REPRESENTATIVE
STATE

92

REPRESENTATIVE MAIL
ZIP CODE

93

REPRESENTATIVE MAIL
ZIP + 4

94

REPRESENTATIVE
PHONE

95

This field is Optional and will not be sent
REPRESENTATIVE
to CMS.
PHONE EXTENSION
Will be pre-populated by ISO with
RESERVED FOR FUTURE
spaces.
USE
SETTLEMENT, JUDGMENT, AWARD OR OTHER PAYMENT INFORMATION
ON-GOING
This field is required on all claims to be
ORM INDICATOR
RESPONSIBILITY FOR
sent to CMS even if you do not have onMEDICALS (ORM)
going responsibility. Enter “Yes” if you
INDICATOR
do have ORM and “No” if you do not.
UEX3 40
This field is not used to determine if your
ClaimInvestigationAddRq/
claim will be sent to CMS according to
com.iso_AddCovInfo/com.i the ORM or TPOC rules. ISO uses
so_CovInfo1/
policy, coverage and loss type to map
com.iso_ORMInd
your claim to ORM or TPOC.

96
97

98
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ISO FIELD
UF RECORD TYPE &
POSITION
XML LOCATION

COMMENTS

ON-GOING
RESPONSIBILITY FOR
MEDICALS (ORM)
TERMINATION DATE
UEX3 41-48
ClaimInvestigationAddRq/
com.iso_AddCovInfo/com.i
so_CovInfo1/
com.iso_ORMDt
TOTAL PAYMENT
OBLIGATION TO THE
CLAIMANT (TPOC)
DATE 1
UEX3 49-56
ClaimInvestigationAddRq/
com.iso_AddCovInfo/com.i
so_CovInfo1/
com.iso_TPOCDt
TOTAL PAYMENT
OBLIGA TION TO THE
CLAIMANT (TPOC)
AMOUNT 1
UEX3 57-67
ClaimInvestigationAddRq/
com.iso_AddCovInfo/com.i
so_CovInfo1/
com.iso_TPOCAmt
FUNDING DELAYED
BEYOND TOTAL
PAYMENT OBLIGATION
TO THE CLAIMANT
(TPOC) START DATE 1
UEX3 68-75
ClaimInvestigationAddRq/
com.iso_AddCovInfo/com.i
so_CovInfo1/
com.iso_TPOCStartDt
Will be pre-populated by ISO with
spaces.

CMS FIELD

CMS FIELD
#

ORM TERMINATION
DATE

99

TPOC DATE

100

TPOC AMOUNT

101

FUNDING DELAYED
BEYOND TPOC START
DATE

102

RESERVED FOR FUTURE
USE

103
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ISO FIELD
UF RECORD TYPE &
POSITION
XML LOCATION

COMMENTS

CMS FIELD

CMS FIELD
#

CLAIMANT INFORMATION 1
ROLE IN THE CLAIM
UACL 11-12
ClaimsParty/ClaimsPartyIn
fo/ClaimsPartyRoleCd

UACL 223-231 for SSN,
232-240 for TIN
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/NameInfo/TaxIdentity/
TaxID
UACL 14-43
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/NameInfo/PersonNam
e/Surname
UACL 44-63
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/NameInfo/PersonNam
e/GivenName
UACL 64-83
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/NameInfo/PersonNam
e/OtherGivenName
UACL 14-83 with Business
Indicator
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/NameInfo/CommlNam
e/CommercialName
UACL 84-133
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/Addr/Addr1
UACL 134-183
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/Addr/Addr2
UACL184-208
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/Addr/City
UACL 209-210
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/Addr/StateProvCd
UACL 211-215
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/Addr/PostalCode
UACL 216-219
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/Addr/PostalCode

ES – Estate, FA – Family Member, OC –
Other Claimant.
If the Individual fields are used, ISO will
map to E (Estate, Individual), F (Family,
Individual) or O (Other, Individual) when
sending to CMS.
If the Business field is used, ISO will map
to X (Estate, Entity Name), Y (Family,
Entity Name) or Z (Other, Entity Name)
when sending to CMS.
If an invalid role is reported, ISO will
default the role to OC.
If the Individual fields are used, ISO will
send the SSN. If the business field is
used, ISO will send the TIN.

CLAIMANT 1
RELATIONSHIP

104

CLAIMANT 1 TIN

105

CLAIMANT 1 LAST NAME

106

CLAIMANT 1 FIRST NAME

107

CLAIMANT 1 MIDDLE
INITIAL

108

CLAIMANT 1
ENTITY/ORGANIZATION
NAME

109

CLAIMANT 1 MAILING
ADDRESS LINE 1

110

CLAIMANT 1 MAILING
ADDRESS LINE 2

111

CLAIMANT 1 CITY

112

CLAIMANT 1 STATE

113

CLAIMANT 1 ZIP

114

CLAIMANT 1 ZIP+4

115

148

ISO FIELD
UF RECORD TYPE &
POSITION
XML LOCATION

COMMENTS

UACL 241-250
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/Communications/Phon
eInfo

CMS FIELD
CLAIMANT 1 PHONE

CMS FIELD
#
116

This field is Optional and will not be sent
to CMS
Will be pre-populated by ISO with spaces

CLAIMANT 1 PHONE
117
EXTENSION
RESERVED FOR FUTURE
118
USE
CLAIMANT 1 ATTORNEY/OTHER REPRESENTATIVE INFORMATION
This information will be pulled from the Service Provider Record if the USP1 record follows the UACL record.
USP1 11-12
All lawyer roles (Claimant Lawyer -LC,
CLAIMANT 1 (C1)
119
ClaimsParty/ClaimsPartyIn Insured Lawyer- LI, Law Office Manager- REPRESENTATIVE
fo/ClaimsPartyRoleCd
LM, Law Office-LO, Paralegal- LR,
INDICATOR
Lawyer-Other- LW, Lawyer for CMS
Claimant - LS) will be mapped to A =
Attorney.
Guardian-GU will be mapped to G =
Guardian/Conservator
Power of Attorney-PW will be mapped to
P = Power of Attorney.
Other-OR will be mapped to O = Other

Since CMS will only accept one
representative, if more than one
representative is reported, ISO will use
the following hierarchy: Attorney,
Guardian, Power of Attorney, Other.

ISO will only send representatives that
have all required fields reported.

USP1 14-43
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/NameInfo/PersonNam
e/Surname
USP1 44-63
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/NameInfo/PersonNam
e/GivenName
USP1 14-83 with Business
Indicator
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/NameInfo/CommlNam
e/CommercialName
USP1 93-101 for SSN,
102-110 for TIN.
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/NameInfo/TaxIdentity/
TaxId
USP1 148-197
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/Addr/Addr1

C1 REPRESENTATIVE
LAST NAME

120

C1 REPRESENTATIVE
FIRST NAME

121

C1 REPRESENTATIVE
FIRM NAME

122

C1 REPRESENTATIVE
TIN

123

C1 REPRESENTATIVE
MAILING ADDRESS 1

124

149

150

ISO FIELD
UF RECORD TYPE &
POSITION
XML LOCATION

COMMENTS

USP1 198-247
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/Addr/Addr2
USP1 248-272
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/Addr/City
USP1 273-274
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/Addr/StateProvCd
USP1 275-279
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/Addr/PostalCode
USP1 280-283
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/Addr/PostalCode
USP1 287-296 if
Individual, 297-306 if
Business
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/Communications/Phon
eInfo
This field is Optional and will not be sent
to CMS
Will be pre-populated by ISO with
spaces.

CMS FIELD

CMS FIELD
#

C1 REPRESENTATIVE
MAILING ADDRESS 2

125

C1 REPRESENTATIVE
CITY

126

C1 REPRESENTATIVE
STATE

127

C1 REPRESENTATIVE
ZIP

128

C1 REPRESENTATIVE
ZIP+4

129

C1 REPRESENTATIVE
PHONE

130

C1 REPRESENTATIVE
PHONE EXTENSION
RESERVED FOR FUTURE
USE

131
132

CLAIMANT AUXILIARY RECORD
This record is being created by ISO for additional TPOC information and for additional claimants.
Will be pre-populated by ISO to default
value “NGCE”
Will be pre-populated by ISO with a
unique identifier for each record sent.

INJURED PARTY HICN
UEX1 76-87
ClaimInvestigationAddRq/
com.iso_SIUParty/com.iso
_HICN
SSN
UO01 93-101
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/NameInfo/PersonNam
e/Surname
LAST NAME
UO01 14-43
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/NameInfo/PersonNam
e/Surname
FIRST NAME
UO01 44-63
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/NameInfo/PersonNam
e/GivenName

RECORD IDENTIFIER

1

DCN

2

INJURED PARTY HICN

3

INJURED PARTY SSN

4

INJURED PARTY LAST
NAME

5

INJURED PARTY FIRST
NAME

6
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ISO FIELD
UF RECORD TYPE &
POSITION
XML LOCATION

COMMENTS

CMS FIELD

CMS FIELD
#

CLAIMANT 2 INFORMATION
ROLE IN THE CLAIM
UACL 11-12
ClaimsParty/ClaimsPartyIn
fo/ClaimsPartyRoleCd

UACL 223-231 for SSN,
232-240 for TIN
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/NameInfo/TaxIdentity/
TaxID
UACL 14-43
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/NameInfo/PersonNam
e/Surname
UACL 44-63
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/NameInfo/PersonNam
e/GivenName
UACL 64-83
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/NameInfo/PersonNam
e/OtherGivenName
UACL 14-83 with Business
Indicator
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/NameInfo/CommlNam
e/CommercialName
UACL 84-133
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/Addr/Addr1
UACL 134-183
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/Addr/Addr2
UACL184-208
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/Addr/City
UACL 209-210
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/Addr/StateProvCd
UACL 211-215
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/Addr/PostalCode
UACL 216-219
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/Addr/PostalCode

ES – Estate, FA – Family Member, OC –
Other Claimant.
If the Individual fields are used, ISO will
map to E (Estate, Individual), F (Family,
Individual) or O (Other, Individual) when
sending to CMS.
If the Business field is used, ISO will map
to X (Estate, Entity Name), Y (Family,
Entity Name) or Z (Other, Entity Name)
when sending to CMS.
If an invalid role is reported, ISO will
default the role to OC.
If the Individual fields are used, ISO will
send the SSN. If the business field is
used, ISO will send the TIN.

CLAIMANT 2
RELATIONSHIP

7

CLAIMANT 2 TIN

8

CLAIMANT 2 LAST NAME

9

CLAIMANT 2 FIRST NAME

10

CLAIMANT 2 MIDDLE
INITIAL

11

CLAIMANT 2
ENTITY/ORGANIZATION
NAME

12

CLAIMANT 2 MAILING
ADDRESS LINE 1

13

CLAIMANT 2 MAILING
ADDRESS LINE 2

14

CLAIMANT 2 CITY

15

CLAIMANT 2 STATE

16

CLAIMANT 2 ZIP

17

CLAIMANT 2 ZIP + 4

18
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ISO FIELD
UF RECORD TYPE &
POSITION
XML LOCATION

COMMENTS

UACL 241-250
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/Communications/Phon
eInfo

CMS FIELD
CLAIMANT 2 PHONE

This field is Optional and will not be sent
to CMS
Will be pre-populated by ISO with spaces

CLAIMANT 2 PHONE
EXTENSION
RESERVED FOR FUTURE
USE
CLAIMANT 2 ATTORNEY/OTHER REPRESENTATIVE INFORMATION
USP1 11-12
ClaimsParty/ClaimsPartyIn
fo/ClaimsPartyRoleCd

All lawyer roles (Claimant Lawyer -LC,
Insured Lawyer- LI, Law Office ManagerLM, Law Office-LO, Paralegal- LR,
Lawyer-Other- LW, Lawyer for CMS
Claimant - LS) will be mapped to A =
Attorney.
Guardian-GU will be mapped to G =
Guardian/Conservator
Power of Attorney-PW will be mapped to
P = Power of Attorney.
Other-OR will be mapped to O = Other

CMS FIELD
#
19

20
21

CLAIMANT 2 (C2)
REPRESENTATIVE
INDICATOR

22

C2 REPRESENTATIVE
LAST NAME

23

C2 REPRESENTATIVE
FIRST NAME

24

C2 REPRESENTATIVE
FIRM NAME

25

C2 REPRESENTATIVE
TIN

26

C2 REPRESENTATIVE
MAILING ADDRESS LINE
1

27

Since CMS will only accept one
representative, if more than one
representative is reported, ISO will use
the following hierarchy: Attorney,
Guardian, Power of Attorney, Other.
ISO will only send representatives that
have all required fields reported.

USP1 14-43
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/NameInfo/PersonNam
e/Surname
USP1 44-63
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/NameInfo/PersonNam
e/GivenName
USP1 14-83 with Business
Indicator
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/NameInfo/CommlNam
e/CommercialName
USP1 93-101 for SSN,
102-110 for TIN.
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/NameInfo/TaxIdentity/
TaxId
USP1 148-197
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/Addr/Addr1

ISO FIELD
UF RECORD TYPE &

COMMENTS

CMS FIELD

CMS FIELD
#
153

POSITION
XML LOCATION
USP1 198-247
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/Addr/Addr2
USP1 248-272
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/Addr/City
USP1 273-274
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/Addr/StateProvCd
USP1 275-279
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/Addr/PostalCode
USP1 280-283
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/Addr/PostalCode
USP1 287-296 if
Individual, 297-306 if
Business
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/Communications/Phon
eInfo

C2 REPRESENTATIVE
MAILING ADDRESS LINE
2
C2 REPRESENTATIVE
CITY

28

C2 REPRESENTATIVE
STATE

30

C2 REPRESENTATIVE
ZIP

31

C2 REPRESENTATIVE
ZIP + 4

32

C2 REPRESENTATIVE
PHONE

33

This field is Optional and will not be sent
to CMS
Will be pre-populated by ISO with spaces

ROLE IN THE CLAIM
UACL 11-12
ClaimsParty/ClaimsPartyIn
fo/ClaimsPartyRoleCd

UACL 223-231 for SSN,
232-240 for TIN
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/NameInfo/TaxIdentity/
TaxID
UACL 14-43
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/NameInfo/PersonNam
e/Surname
UACL 44-63
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/NameInfo/PersonNam
e/GivenName
UACL 64-83
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/NameInfo/PersonNam
e/OtherGivenName

C2 REPRESENTATIVE
PHONE EXTENSION
RESERVED FOR FUTURE
USE
CLAIMANT 3 INFORMATION
ES – Estate, FA – Family Member, OC – CLAIMANT 3 (C3)
Other Claimant.
RELATIONAHIP
If the Individual fields are used, ISO will
map to E (Estate, Individual), F (Family,
Individual) or O (Other, Individual) when
sending to CMS.
If the Business field is used, ISO will map
to X (Estate, Entity Name), Y (Family,
Entity Name) or Z (Other, Entity Name)
when sending to CMS.
If an invalid role is reported, ISO will
default the role to OC.
If the Individual fields are used, ISO will
CLAIMANT 3 TIN
send the SSN. If the business field is
used, ISO will send the TIN.

29

34
35

36

37

CLAIMANT 3 LAST NAME

38

CLAIMANT 3 FIRST NAME

39

CLAIMANT 3 MIDDLE
INITIAL

40
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ISO FIELD
UF RECORD TYPE &
POSITION
XML LOCATION

COMMENTS

UACL 14-83 with Business
Indicator
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/NameInfo/CommlNam
e/CommercialName
UACL 84-133
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/Addr/Addr1
UACL 134-183
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/Addr/Addr2
UACL184-208
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/Addr/City
UACL 209-210
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/Addr/StateProvCd
UACL 211-215
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/Addr/PostalCode
UACL 216-219
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/Addr/PostalCode
UACL 241-250
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/Communications/Phon
eInfo
This field is Optional and will not be sent
to CMS
Will be pre-populated by ISO with spaces

CMS FIELD

CMS FIELD
#

CLAIMANT 3
ENTITY/ORGANIZATION
NAME

41

CLAIMANT 3 MAILING
ADDRESS LINE 1

42

CLAIMANT 3 MAILING
ADDRESS LINE 2

43

CLAIMANT 3 CITY

44

CLAIMANT 3 STATE

45

CLAIMANT 3 ZIP

46

CLAIMANT 3 ZIP + 4

47

CLAIMANT 3 PHONE

48

CLAIMANT 3 PHONE
EXTENSION
RESERVED FOR FUTURE
USE
CLAIMANT 3 ATTORNEYREPRESENATATIVE INFORMATION
USP1 11-12
All lawyer roles (Claimant Lawyer -LC,
CLAIMANT 3 (C3)
ClaimsParty/ClaimsPartyIn Insured Lawyer- LI, Law Office Manager- REPRESENTATIVE
fo/ClaimsPartyRoleCd
LM, Law Office-LO, Paralegal- LR,
INDICATOR
Lawyer-Other- LW, Lawyer for CMS
Claimant - LS) will be mapped to A =
Attorney.
Guardian-GU will be mapped to G =
Guardian/Conservator
Power of Attorney-PW will be mapped to
P = Power of Attorney.
Other-OR will be mapped to O = Other.

49
50

51

Since CMS will only accept one
representative, if more than one
representative is reported, ISO will use
the following hierarchy: Attorney,
Guardian, Power of Attorney, Other.

ISO will only send representatives that
have all required fields reported.
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ISO FIELD
UF RECORD TYPE &
POSITION
XML LOCATION

COMMENTS

USP1 14-43
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/NameInfo/PersonNam
e/Surname
USP1 44-63
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/NameInfo/PersonNam
e/GivenName

ISO FIELD
UF RECORD TYPE &
POSITION
XML LOCATION

COMMENTS

CMS FIELD

CMS FIELD
#

C3 REPRESENTATIVE
LAST NAME

52

C3 REPRESENTATIVE
FIRST NAME

53

CMS FIELD

CMS FIELD
#

USP1 14-83 with Business
Indicator
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/NameInfo/CommlNam
e/CommercialName

C3 REPRESENTATIVE
FIRM NAME

54

USP1 93-101 for SSN,
102-110 for TIN.
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/NameInfo/TaxIdentity/
TaxId
USP1 148-197
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/Addr/Addr1
USP1 198-247
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/Addr/Addr2
USP1 248-272
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/Addr/City
USP1 273-274
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/Addr/StateProvCd
USP1 275-279
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/Addr/PostalCode
USP1 280-283
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/Addr/PostalCode

C3 REPRESENTATIVE
TIN

55

C3 REPRESENTATIVE
MAILING ADDRESS LINE
1
C3 REPRESENTATIVE
MAILING ADDRESS LINE
2
C3 REPRESENTATIVE
CITY

56

C3 REPRESENTATIVE
STATE

59

C3 REPRESENTATIVE
ZIP

60

C3 REPRESENTATIVE
ZIP + 4

61

USP1 287-296 if
Individual, 297-306 if
Business
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/Communications/Phon
eInfo

C3 REPRESENTATIVE
PHONE

62

C3 REPRESENTATIVE
PHONE EXTENSION
RESERVED FOR FUTURE
USE

63

This field is Optional and will not be sent
to CMS
Will be pre-populated by ISO with spaces

57

58

64
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ISO FIELD
UF RECORD TYPE &
POSITION
XML LOCATION
ROLE IN THE CLAIM
UACL 11-12
ClaimsParty/ClaimsPartyIn
fo/ClaimsPartyRoleCd

UACL 223-231 for SSN,
232-240 for TIN
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/NameInfo/TaxIdentity/
TaxID
UACL 14-43
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/NameInfo/PersonNam
e/Surname
UACL 44-63
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/NameInfo/PersonNam
e/GivenName

COMMENTS

CMS FIELD

CLAIMANT 4 INFORMATION
ES – Estate, FA – Family Member, OC – CLAIMANT 4 (C4)
Other Claimant.
RELATIONAHIP
If the Individual fields are used, ISO will
map to E (Estate, Individual), F (Family,
Individual) or O (Other, Individual) when
sending to CMS.
If the Business field is used, ISO will map
to X (Estate, Entity Name), Y (Family,
Entity Name) or Z (Other, Entity Name)
when sending to CMS.
If an invalid role is reported, ISO will
default the role to OC.
If the Individual fields are used, ISO will
CLAIMANT 4 TIN
send the SSN. If the business field is
used, ISO will send the TIN.

CMS FIELD
#
65

66

CLAIMANT 4 LAST NAME

67

CLAIMANT 4 FIRST NAME

68

UACL 64-83
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/NameInfo/PersonNam
e/OtherGivenName
UACL 14-83 with Business
Indicator
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/NameInfo/CommlNam
e/CommercialName
UACL 84-133
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/Addr/Addr1

CLAIMANT 4 MIDDLE
INITIAL

69

CLAIMANT 4
ENTITY/ORGANIZATION
NAME

70

CLAIMANT 4 MAILING
ADDRESS LINE 1

71

UACL 134-183
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/Addr/Addr2

CLAIMANT 4 MAILING
ADDRESS LINE 2

72

UACL184-208
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/Addr/City
UACL 209-210
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/Addr/StateProvCd
UACL 211-215
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/Addr/PostalCode

CLAIMANT 4 CITY

73

CLAIMANT 4 STATE

74

CLAIMANT 4 ZIP

75
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ISO FIELD
UF RECORD TYPE &
POSITION
XML LOCATION

COMMENTS

UACL 216-219
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/Addr/PostalCode
UACL 241-250
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/Communications/Phon
eInfo

CMS FIELD
CLAIMANT 4 ZIP + 4

76

CLAIMANT 4 PHONE

77

This field is Optional and will not be sent
to CMS
Will be pre-populated by ISO with spaces

CLAIMANT 4 PHONE
EXTENSION
RESERVED FOR FUTURE
USE
CLAIMANT 4 ATTORNEY/REPRESENTATIVE INFORMATION
USP1 11-12
ClaimsParty/ClaimsPartyIn
fo/ClaimsPartyRoleCd

All lawyer roles (Claimant Lawyer -LC,
Insured Lawyer- LI, Law Office ManagerLM, Law Office-LO, Paralegal- LR,
Lawyer-Other- LW, Lawyer for CMS
Claimant - LS) will be mapped to A =
Attorney.
Guardian-GU will be mapped to G =
Guardian/Conservator
Power of Attorney-PW will be mapped to
P = Power of Attorney.
Other-OR will be mapped to O = Other

CMS FIELD
#

78
79

CLAIMANT 4 (C4)
REPRESENTATIVE
INDICATOR

80

C4 REPRESENTATIVE
LAST NAME

81

C4 REPRESENTATIVE
FIRST NAME

82

C4 REPRESENTATIVE
FIRM NAME

83

Since CMS will only accept one
representative, if more than one
representative is reported, ISO will use
the following hierarchy: Attorney,
Guardian, Power of Attorney, Other.

ISO will only send representatives that
have all required fields reported.

USP1 14-43
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/NameInfo/PersonNam
e/Surname
USP1 44-63
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/NameInfo/PersonNam
e/GivenName
USP1 14-83 with Business
Indica
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/NameInfo/CommlNam
e/CommercialName tor
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ISO FIELD
UF RECORD TYPE &
POSITION
XML LOCATION

COMMENTS

USP1 93-101 for SSN,
102-110 for TIN.
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/NameInfo/TaxIdentity/
TaxID
USP1 148-197
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/Addr/Addr1
USP1 198-247
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/Addr/Addr2
USP1 248-272
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/Addr/City
USP1 273-274
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/Addr/StateProvCd
USP1 275-279
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/Addr/PostalCode
USP1 280-283
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/Addr/PostalCode
USP1 287-296 if
Individual, 297-306 if
Business
ClaimsParty/GeneralPartyI
nfo/Communications/Phon
eInfo
This field is Optional and will not be sent
to CMS
TOTAL PAYMENT
OBLIGATION TO THE
CLAIMANT (TPOC)
DATE 2
UEX3 76-83
ClaimInvestigationAddRq/
com.iso_AddCovInfo/com.i
so_CovInfo1/
com.iso_TPOCDt
TOTAL PAYMENT
OBLIGATION TO THE
CLAIMANT (TPOC)
AMOUNT 2
UEX3 84-94
ClaimInvestigationAddRq/
com.iso_AddCovInfo/com.i
so_CovInfo1/
com.iso_TPOCAmt

CMS FIELD

CMS FIELD
#

C4 REPRESENTATIVE
TIN

84

C4 REPRESENTATIVE
MAILING ADDRESS LINE
1
C4 REPRESENTATIVE
MAILING ADDRESS LINE
2
C4 REPRESENTATIVE
CITY

85

C4 REPRESENTATIVE
STATE

88

C4 REPRESENTATIVE
ZIP

89

C4 REPRESENTATIVE
ZIP + 4

90

C4 REPRESENTATIVE
PHONE

91

C4 REPRESENTATIVE
PHONE EXTENSION
TPOC DATE 2

92

TPOC AMOUNT 2

94

86

87

93
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ISO FIELD
UF RECORD TYPE &
POSITION
XML LOCATION
FUNDING DELAYED
BEYOND TOTAL
PAYMENT OBLIGATION
TO THE CLAIMANT
(TPOC) START DATE 2
UEX3 95-102
ClaimInvestigationAddRq/
com.iso_AddCovInfo/com.i
so_CovInfo1/
com.iso_TPOCStartDt
TOTAL PAYMENT
OBLIGATION TO THE
CLAIMANT (TPOC)
DATE 3
UEX3 103-110
ClaimInvestigationAddRq/
com.iso_AddCovInfo/com.i
so_CovInfo1/
com.iso_TPOCDt
TOTAL PAYMENT
OBLIGATION TO THE
CLAIMANT (TPOC)
AMOUNT 3
UEX3 111-121
ClaimInvestigationAddRq/
com.iso_AddCovInfo/com.i
so_CovInfo1/
com.iso_TPOCAmt
FUNDING DELAYED
BEYOND TOTAL
PAYMENT OBLIGATION
TO THE CLAIMANT
(TPOC) START DATE 3
UEX3 122-129
ClaimInvestigationAddRq/
com.iso_AddCovInfo/com.i
so_CovInfo1/
com.iso_TPOCStartDt
TOTAL PAYMENT
OBLIGATION TO THE
CLAIMANT (TPOC)
DATE 4
UEX3 130-137
ClaimInvestigationAddRq/
com.iso_AddCovInfo/com.i
so_CovInfo1/
com.iso_TPOCDt

COMMENTS

CMS FIELD

CMS FIELD
#

FUNDING DELAYED
BEYOND TPOC START
DATE 2

95

TPOC DATE 3

96

TPOC AMOUNT 3

97

FUNDING DELAYED
BEYONE TPOC START
DATE 3

98

TPOC DATE 4

99
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ISO FIELD
UF RECORD TYPE &
POSITION
XML LOCATION

COMMENTS

TOTAL PAYMENT
OBLIGATION TO THE
CLAIMANT (TPOC)
AMOUNT 4
UEX3 138-148
ClaimInvestigationAddRq/
com.iso_AddCovInfo/com.i
so_CovInfo1/
com.iso_TPOCAmt
FUNDING DELAYED
BEYOND TOTAL
PAYMENT OBLIGATION
TO THE CLAIMANT
(TPOC) START DATE 4
UEX3 149-156
ClaimInvestigationAddRq/
com.iso_AddCovInfo/com.i
so_CovInfo1/
com.iso_TPOCStartDt
TOTAL PAYMENT
OBLIGATION TO THE
CLAIMANT (TPOC)
DATE 5
UEX3 157-164
ClaimInvestigationAddRq/
com.iso_AddCovInfo/com.i
so_CovInfo1/
com.iso_TPOCDt
TOTAL PAYMENT
OBLIGATION TO THE
CLAIMANT (TPOC)
AMOUNT 5
UEX3 165-175
ClaimInvestigationAddRq/
com.iso_AddCovInfo/com.i
so_CovInfo1/
com.iso_TPOCAmt
FUNDING DELAYED
BEYOND TOTAL
PAYMENT OBLIGATION
TO THE CLAIMANT
(TPOC) START DATE 5
UEX3 176-183
ClaimInvestigationAddRq/
com.iso_AddCovInfo/com.i
so_CovInfo1/
com.iso_TPOCStartDt
Will be pre-populated by ISO with
spaces.

CMS FIELD

CMS FIELD
#

TPOC AMOUNT 4

100

FUNDING DELAYED
BEYOND TPOC START
DATE 4

101

TPOC DATE 5

102

TPOC AMOUNT 5

103

FUNDING DELAYED
BEYOND TPOC START
DATE 5

104

RESERVED FOR FUTURE
USE

105
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APPENDIX G - PRE-QUERY EXTRACT FILE LAYOUT
Each unique claimant/coverage will be provided on a separate line.
Position
1-11
12-41
42-45
46-50
51-80
81-90
91-94
95-103
104-107
108-111
112-141
142-166
167-176
177
178-186
187-189
190-199
200

201
202

Field Name

Length Type

Description

THE FIELDS BELOW WILL BE PROVIDED BY ISO TO THE CUSTOMER
ClaimSearch
11
A/N
A unique identifier created by ISO for every claim on
Identifier
the database.
Claim Number
30
A/N
Claim Number as reported to ISO ClaimSearch
Company Code 4
A/N
The first 4 characters of the customer ID code
assigned by ISO ClaimSearch
Office Code
5
A/N
The last 5 digits of the customer ID code assigned by
ISO ClaimSearch
Policy Number
30
A/N
Policy Number as reported to ISO ClaimSearch
Date of Loss
10
N
YYYY-MM-DD
Policy Type
4
A/N
Found in Appendix A of the Universal Format Manual
Person Number 9
A/N
This is a unique identifier created by ISO for every
involved party on the database.
Coverage Type 4
A/N
Found in Appendix A of the Universal Format Manual
Loss Type
4
A/N
Found in Appendix A of the Universal Format Manual
Last Name
30
A/N
Claimant’s Last Name
First Name
25
A/N
Claimant’s First Name
Date of Birth
10
N
YYYY-MM-DD
Gender
1
A/N
M = Male F = Female U= Unknown
Blank Field = Unknown
Social Security 9
N
SSN as reported to ISO ClaimSearch
Number
Claim Status
3
A/N
O = Open C = Closed CWP = Closed without
Payment
Claim Closed
10
N
YYYY-MM-DD
Date
Universal Format 1
A/N
U = Universal Format Claim L – Legacy Claim
or Legacy
Indicator
CMS-Applicable 1
A/N
Y = the type of claim is applicable for CMS.
Claim Type
N = the type of claim is not applicable for CMS.
Run Type
1
A/N
For ISO Internal Use
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Position

Field Name

Length Type

Description

THE FIELDS BELOW MAY BE RETURNED TO ISO FOR ADDITION TO ISO’s QUERY TABLE
203-211
Applied COBC 9
A/N
COBC Assigned Section 111 Reporter ID for this claim.
Assigned
If the RRE Code you are assigned is less than 9 digits,
Section 111
please place zeros before the ID. EX: 000012345
Reporter ID
(RRE Code)
212-220
Applied Social 9
SSN to be used for the query
Security
Number
221-230
Applied Date of 10
Date of birth to be used for the query
Birth
231
Applied Gender 1
Gender to be used for the query,
M = Male F = Female
232
Applied
3
O = Open C = Closed CWP = Closed without Payment
Open/Closed
Indicator
233-242
Applied Closed 10
YYYY-MM-DD Date Claim Closed
Date
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APPENDIX H – ICD-9 AND CAUSE OF INJURY, INCIDENT, OR
ILLNESS CODE REPORTING TIPS
On every ADD or UPDATE claim submitted to CMS after January 1, 2011, at least one ICD-9-CM and
one Alleged Cause of Injury, Incident or Illness Code is required.
Below are the requirements from CMS for ICD-9 codes:
•

The ICD-9 code describes the alleged injury/illness. The CMS file layout has a 5 byte Alpha
Numeric field for ICD-9 codes. In the file sent to CMS, the ICD-9 must be left justified and must
include any leading zeros. The ICD-9 should be submitted with numeric values only. It should not
include the decimal point. It should be space filled as needed on the right. It must be on one of
the three most current lists/files of valid ICD-9 diagnosis codes accepted by CMS for Section 111
reporting found at www.cms.gov/ICD9ProviderDiagnosticCodes/06_codes.asp. Codes must
match exactly to one of the codes considered valid for Section 111. Partial matches are not
accepted. See Section 11.2.5 of the CMS User Guide for more details. No “E” codes or “V”
codes are permitted. The ICD-9 must not be on the list of Excluded ICD-9 Diagnosis codes found
in Appendix H of the CMS User Manual. A code submitted for Section 111 reporting is not valid
just because the NGHP RRE might have accepted the code on a medical claim submitted to them.

Reporting ICD-9 codes through ISO ClaimSearch:
•

The Universal Format file layout and ClaimSearch website has a 6 byte field for ICD-9 codes vs.
the 5 byte field accepted by CMS. ISO will handle left justifying the ICD-9 codes sent to CMS, but
ISO cannot add any leading zeros to the ICD-9. If a valid ICD-9 code has leading zeros, you must
enter the zeros. In ClaimSearch, if you enter the decimal point, ISO will strip it prior to sending to
CMS. If you do not enter the decimal point, it is also fine. If the valid ICD-9 code which you enter
is less than 5 bytes, ISO will add the spaces to the right of the code to meet CMS’ requirements.

Below are the requirements from CMS for Alleged Cause of Injury, Incident or Illness codes:
•

The Alleged Cause of Injury, Incident or Illness code is the External Cause of Injury Code “E
Code” describing the alleged cause of injury/illness. The CMS file layout has a 5 byte Alpha
Numeric field for Cause of Injury codes. In the file sent to CMS, the Cause of Injury code must be
left justified. The code must begin with the letter “E”. It should not include the decimal point. It
should be space filled as needed on the right. It must be on one of the three most current lists/files
of valid ICD-9 diagnosis codes accepted by CMS for Section 111 reporting found at
www.cms.gov/ICD9ProviderDiagnosticCodes/06_codes.asp. Codes must match exactly to one of
the codes considered valid for Section 111. Partial matches are not accepted. See Section
11.2.5 of the CMS User Guide for more details. The Cause of Injury code must not be on the list
of Excluded ICD-9 Diagnosis codes found in Appendix H of the CMS User Manual

Reporting Alleged Cause of Injury, Incident or Illness codes through ISO ClaimSearch:
•

The Universal Format file layout and ClaimSearch website has a 5 byte field for Cause of Injury
codes which is the same length as the CMS requirement. ISO will handle left justifying the Cause
of Injury codes sent to CMS. You must enter the E in front of the numeric code; ISO will not add
this for you. In ClaimSearch, since ISO only has a 5 byte field, do not enter the decimal point
because if you do, since some Cause of Injury codes are 5 bytes long, if you enter the
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decimal, the last digit could get dropped. If you do enter the decimal point, however, ISO will
strip it prior to sending the file to CMS and will send the first 5 bytes reported. If the valid Cause of
Injury code which you enter is less than 5 bytes, ISO will add the spaces to the right of the code to
meet CMS’ requirements.

ISO Tools to assist you with finding ICD-9 or Cause of Injury Codes
ICD-9 and Alleged Cause of Injury Valid List Spreadsheet
In order to assist you with finding ICD-9 or Cause of Injury Codes on the three most recent lists,
ISO has published the lists on a spreadsheet on the Manuals & Resources section of the
ClaimSearch website. The spreadsheet contains separate tabs for each of the three most current
lists of valid ICD-9 and Cause of Injury codes. You should enter the codes into the system
exactly as they appear on that list; codes must match exactly to the list. On the spreadsheet, ISO
has highlighted in red the codes which are on the Excluded ICD-9 and Cause of Injury lists. You
should not use any of those excluded codes.
ICD-9 and Alleged Cause of Injury ClaimSearch Website Look-Up Feature
If your company enters claims via the ClaimSearch website, ISO has added a look-up feature for
ICD-9 and Cause of Injury codes which will allow you to enter a description of an injury or a cause
of injury which will bring you to possible ICD-9 or Cause of Injury codes which are found on the
three accepted CMS lists.
When using this tool, here are some tips:

1.

The filter for determining the code type is removed if you delete the INJ or COI from the search
field. Therefore, if you enter just the word “leg” and delete “INJ” or “COI” when searching on either,
you receive codes for diagnosis and cause of injury regardless of which link you selected.

2. If you enter “left" or "right" in front of a keyword such as leg” nothing comes back, but if you enter
“lower left leg” results are received. Solution - The inclusion of the word “left” is causing the issue.
Because the CMS reportable codes have no actual LEFT/RIGHT in their descriptions, when you
search on “Left leg” the search can't find codes which specifically refer to the “left leg”. There are
NO codes in there that mention LEFT or RIGHT they just refer to the “leg”. If you search on “leg”
only you will get results. When you search on “lower left leg”, the search logic still can’t find anything
for “left” but rationalizes its search on a “2 out of 3” basis to use the words “lower” and “leg” which
also of course yields some valid results. SUGGESTION: Do not enter the words “left or right”
when searching for ICD9s on this link.
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Additional Information

EXAMPLES of ICD-9 Codes:
1.

959 followed by 2 spaces is not a valid ICD-9 diagnosis code. It must be submitted with the
additional digits/qualifiers after the 959, but with no decimal.

Valid choices are:

95901 Head injury, unspecified
95909 Injury of face and neck
95911 Other injury of chest wall
95912 Other injury of abdomen
95913 Fracture of corpus cavernosum
95914 Other injury of external genitals
95919 Other injury of other sites of trunk
2.

On the CMS file, ‘037’ should be submitted as ‘037’, ‘038.3’ should be submitted as ‘0383’,
‘038.42’should be submitted as ‘03842’.
When reporting to ISO ClaimSearch, ‘037’ should be submitted as ‘037’, ‘038.3’ may be
submitted as ‘038.3’ or ‘0383’, and ‘038.42’ may be submitted as ‘03842’ or ‘038.42’.

EXAMPLES OF ALLEGED CAUSE OF INJURY, INCIDENT or ILLNESS Codes
1. E885 followed by a space is not a valid Cause of Injury code. It must be submitted with an
additional digit, but with no decimal.
Valid choices are:

E8850 Fall from (non-motorized) scooter
E8851 Fall from roller skates
E8852 Fall from skateboard
E8853 Fall from skis
E8854 Fall from snowboard
E8859 Fall from other slipping, tripping, or stumbling
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2.

On the CMS file, ‘E812.0’ should be submitted as ‘E8120’, ‘E919.2’ should be submitted as
‘E9192’, ‘E956’should be submitted as ‘E956’.

When reporting to ISO ClaimSearch, ‘E812.0’ should be submitted as ‘E8120’, ‘E919.2’ should
be submitted as ‘E9192’, and ‘E956’ should be submitted as ‘E956’.

NOTE: Based on comments from a recent CMS Town Hall meeting, it is suggested not to use
generic or vague diagnosis codes. If the codes used are vague, the claimant could be denied
medical treatment if the recovery contractor is unable to determine the exact injury.
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APPENDIX I – MEDICARE SECONDARY PAYER REPORTING SERVICE
PROCESS OUTLINE

ISO ClaimSearch

Medicare Secondary Payer Reporting Service
Process Outline

Submit Daily Claims –
include ClaimSearch
required fields and
SSN/HICN, DOB, Gender, &
RRE Code (if more than 1)

ISO sends query files to
CMS monthly (1st Sunday)

CMS confirms receipt of
file via email to Account
Manager

ISO notifies Account
Manager when results are
available; designated users
can download file from
Account Management

ISO retrieves response file
and posts positive results
to Account Management
section of ClaimSearch

CMS processes file within
14 days and notifies
Account Manager when
complete

RRE should update claims
for CMS in ClaimSearch
with Medicare Eligibility
Indicator = Yes and other
CMS required fields

RRE should review Match
Reports for warning
messages indicating
missing CMS required
fields

ISO sends all applicable
claims to CMS on 1st day of
designated reporting
period
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ISO ClaimSearch

Medicare Secondary Payer Reporting Service
Process Outline Continued

CMS sends
acknowledgement email to
Account Manager upon
receipt of applicable CMS
claims

If the file fails for threshold
errors, RRE should ask EDI
rep to release file for
processing

CMS processes claims file
within 45 days

ISO sends notification
email to Account Manager
to advise when files are
ready

ISO retrieves and posts
Acknowledgement &
Rejection file to Account
Management section of
ClaimSearch

CMS notifies Account
Manager when processing
is complete

Designated users can
download file from
Account Management

Rejected files: user should
update claims in database
with corrected information
// No further action
required for accepted files

ISO submits all new and
any corrected claims to
CMS during next reporting
period (following quarter)
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